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Abstract
The shifting cultural landscape of human sexuality has undergone significant
movement over the last 50 years. This thesis addresses an important gap within this
landscape: the work that is involved in the construction of femininities. The study
navigates the complex human capacities of female sexuality by deploying critical
theory relative to the ways that understandings of sexuality have changed in modern
social and intellectual history. Twenty heterosexual and lesbian-identified women
were interviewed and their narratives form the basis of this thesis. It is evident from
these narratives that, through upbringing, experience and education, discourses are
socially mediated in complex ways to generate our individual worlds. The thesis tells
the stories of the women who participated in the study and reveals their experiences of
growing up as girls against the backdrops of time, context, and social interaction.
This research utilises Foucault’s work on technologies of the self, and
connects this to the practical features of Goffman’s performance and Butler’s more
theoretical performativity to explore the consequences of self-discipline in relation to
femininities. The overarching approach to this critique is feminist with the aim of
understanding gendered social inequalities through the exploration of cultural roles
and the lived experiences of the women who took part in this research. Postmodern
theory informs the research, particularly in terms of how traditional ideas and
practices affect the construction and use of knowledge. How we know about
sexualities is important because it opens up to question ways of knowing differently
or otherwise through counter-narrative and counter-knowledges to the prevailing
dominant discourses. Social constructionism, utilising symbolic interactionist and
critical feminist perspectives, is deployed to focus on the way participants interpret
and attribute meaning to their sexual experiences and the trajectory of intimate
relationships. This includes how they engage and work with the very concepts of
sexuality, desire and sex, reinterpreting and reconstructing them experimentally,
testing them or abandoning them according to how they rewrite their biographies.
This study shifts some of the ideas on which heteronormativity rests with an aim to
illuminate the spaces in which some women challenge and resist its often taken-for-
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granted inevitability. Understanding other ways of knowing or understanding what
has been deemed natural or innate leads to the possibility for social change.
A salient feature of all the women’s experiences reported in this thesis was an
ongoing ambivalence as they underwent different temporalities and personal
negotiations with others in relation to their sexual desire and relationships. This study
identifies and analyses the role of ambivalence in the psyche of women negotiating
their sexual and gender subjectivity in everyday interactional and conversational
contexts. It is argued that this ambivalence might be psychically ameliorated,
particularly in the lives of lesbian women within social and familial contexts of
negotiation and interaction where sexual pluralism operates as a working norm. This
thesis contends that imagining, and working towards, a more just and inclusive world
in the realm of sexualities requires not just queer politics, thinking and practice, but
also requires normative pluralism—the opening up or breaking open of
heteronormativity to sexual pluralism. In other words, effecting change requires
working not just from the margins (the outside against or towards the centre) but from
the inside out—that is, from the centre in which power operates to marginalise and
exclude. It is, therefore, the responsibility of everyone in a just society to rethink the
sexual landscape as plural and to turn this into everyday practice of self-other
recognition and negotiation.
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Introduction
As a girl growing up in 1970s Australia, I am a product of second wave feminism
(Vance 1989). At thirteen I declared myself a feminist. This commitment to an
ideology of equality and justice for women has remained a part of my belief system.
This belief system underpins a curiosity about the ways that culturally pervasive
systems of what is deemed abnormal or normal, work to establish boundaries around
acceptable/unacceptable gendered behaviours. As a teenager I agonized over the
plight of women who were victims of domestic violence and rape; I wondered at the
social independence that boys had, compared to the restrictions placed on my
freedom. It seemed clear to me that, as a girl, I had less choices than boys had in
relation to occupying spaces. Both my parents worked, but my mother also did all the
childcare and domestic labour. It all seemed unfair to me and I didn’t think I wanted
such a life for myself. My mother also resented the inequity but I think that she
believed that she had signed up for this – this was how things were, and it could not
be changed. This was ‘normal’ and how everyone else lived. Was being a woman
going to be easy at all? At this time, I felt there was nothing that could be done
initially…but then as I matured, I realised that self talk and self positioning, and
looking around at how others did the same thing started to lead to the recognition that
if these roles really ARE natural, then there would be no need to constantly script and
reinforce them, no need to police something. Things only get policed if ‘deviance’ is
possible – not when it isn’t (for example, no one polices what colour eyes people
have, or the way people crawl before they walk and so on).

This thinking continued into university where I met several women who had
been married to men, had had children, and who had later in their lives fallen in love
with women and then left their husbands. I wondered what it was about their growing
up that made that decision a possibility for them. What interested me was the fact that
they had lived as heterosexual, and then changed their minds. Were they living a lie
when they were married? Were they happy? If they were always lesbian, why
didn’t/couldn’t they take that up earlier? Was it society/culture/the time in which they
grew up? Or was it their parents/upbringing that stopped them loving who they
wanted, or did they have a fluid sexuality that changed across time? I started asking
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these questions and received disparate answers. Some alluded to ‘seeing’ that they
had been persuaded to make choices about their intimate lives by forces outside
themselves – parents, media, peers. Others spoke of being as happy as they assumed
all women were (as had my mother in relation to her life), until they met and fell in
love with a particular woman which made them look back on their previous
relationships with at times, regret.

As I spoke with this particular group of women, women in all kinds of
intimate relationships began to talk with me and to each other. It began to seem that
all women, regardless of who they chose to relate to in their intimate lives, felt a very
powerful influence from living and growing up within the context of
heteronormativity. They did not necessarily frame it in this way, but they spoke of
their childhoods filled with fairytales their mothers read to them – Prince Charmings
and tales of damsels in distress being rescued. Being told to keep clean, be quiet, and
to play with the dolls, tea sets and toy ironing boards they were given as gifts. And
like me, as they grew older, they were taught how to behave in a ladylike way so that
one day they will earn and deserve a good man. They spoke of being ‘trained’ to be
particular kinds of feminine girls; being a ‘tomboy’ was frowned upon, particularly if
it extended beyond puberty; and that it was not easy being someone that they did not
always feel that they were. They had a public face or persona, but weren’t necessarily
like this all the time or with everyone.

These dialogues and thoughts formed the genesis of this thesis. I wondered
when girls began thinking about how their lives would turn out. I began reading
feminist critiques of fairy tales. It became clear that, while women spoke of
magazines, fairy tales, films, television and novels being contextual features of their
upbringing, and powerful symbols or motifs that resonated with them, they seemed to
also be tools that assisted them in constructing forms of identification that they
utilized to talk about growing up. In other words, the media did not appear to be
constitutive of their femininity, rather they were locatable ‘memories’, and contexts of
childhood, and growing up, rather than creative of sexual identity. The fairy tales also
worked to set up a kind of sexual script that underlined the ways in which the women
could understand their developing femininities and how they could understand, or talk
about their sexuality and intimate relationships (Frith & Kitzinger 2001).
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In researching the ways in which women make sense of their sexual lives, a
number of questions are raised. In what ways do women position themselves within
the dominant discourse of heteronormativity? If hegemonic heterosexual discourse
positions wives and mothers as the ‘natural’ or ‘normal’ subject positions for women,
how then do women reconfigure or reconstruct themselves if they do not fulfill such a
script? Is this done outside the dominant paradigm or differently within it? Do their
narratives make them legitimate or illegitimate to themselves and/or others? Do they
re/construct themselves anew as powerful subjects within as well as outside the
domestic/private sphere? This thesis also asks the question ‘How do women negotiate
the construction of their sexual subjectivity?’ This is an important question,
particularly for women whose lives have diverged from ‘the heterosexual script’,
women who are not happy living it, or women who live it differently—this includes
women who have had sexual experiences with other women, have love relationships
with other women and/or are partnered with other women.
This thesis explores ‘how the power of language and representation operates’
(Ramazanoglu & Holland 2002 p. 85) to normalise the legitimacy or illegitimacy of
women’s sexual lives. It explores the tensions of subjectivity in language as part of
the cultural discourses women engage to make sense of their sexual identities, as they
understand those identities within a particular time and context. This interest in the
tension in language and the context of ways we make sense of what we hear, is
aligned with poststructuralism. “Language itself helps constitute reality’ (Agger 1991
p. 129) and offers new or different possibilities in reading texts. This connection with
poststructuralism is therefore an important alignment for feminists, and one that I take
up in this thesis.

The aims

The first aim of this thesis is to reveal and analyse the ways in which women
position themselves within or against the dominant discourse of heteronormativity.
This is a theme characteristic of my informal conversations with women. They spoke
of the persuasiveness of normality as they grew up, and this idea shapes the questions
I pursue more formally in my interviews. There are some women who, while products
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of these discursive power relations, resist the labels that such a discourse of
heterosexuality as normal offers them. Other women appropriate tools of agency to
construct different, or acceptable (to them), ways of negotiating their lives, such as
passing as heterosexual in some contexts. The women’s narratives illuminate the ways
some of them struggle to legitimise subject positions that may not be understood, by
themselves or others, as ‘normal’. Analysis of the interview material reveals the
discursive work that women undertake and then have to continuously reiterate to
re/construct themselves as sexual subjects within, as well as outside of, the
domestic/private sphere.

There are three secondary aims of the research underlying the thesis. The first
is to investigate discourses of sexuality and determine if there is a space where some
women are able to act as sexual subjects. The second is to claim a space to think about
how this thesis might contribute to a more just society, at least symbolically. The
third is to contribute to theories of ‘coming out’ by looking at the issue through a
somewhat different lens—one that focuses on the ongoing, contingent labour of either
coming out or not coming out in each particular social setting and context. The
temporality of negotiation between inner psychic identifications of self and outer
contexts that do not support those identifications without the explicit action of coming
out is key to how this thesis understands and utilises the concept of coming out.

Early research (from the 1960s and 1970s) into coming out defines it as a lifechanging, one-off event, but subsequent evidence suggests instead that coming out is
a linear, developmental process (Cass 1979; McDonald 1982). This image of a
dramatic one off moment of coming out has in many ways served to conceal the
ongoing everyday labour of revealing or concealing one’s non-heterosexual
relationship and identity. In a certain way this dominant image of coming out as a one
off event is part of the silencing of sexual difference. More recently, these ‘linear’
standpoints have been challenged and the dominant view in more contemporary
literature is that coming out is not at all linear, but is ‘multidimensional’ (Morris
1997) or contingent on the availability of language to name it within changing social
contexts (Rust 2003). These are important arguments and are discussed in Chapters 1
and 2. This thesis acknowledges the diversity in research about coming out, and
purports that coming out is not only multidimensional, but is part of an ongoing
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ambivalence in women’s lives as they undergo different temporalities and different
relationships/contexts in making decisions about coming out or remaining silent.
These moments are captured within a space that cannot always be given a name. They
are moments of ambivalence that often fall between the cracks without articulation,
but they are there nonetheless. It is with the use of Goffman (1968, 1969) and
symbolic interactionism that provides a practical lens to focus on important links with
feminism and poststructuralism (Butler and Foucault). This idea of a ‘virtual’
triumverate will be explained and examined more closely throughout the thesis.

The research aims have a genesis also in my university education. I was
fortunate enough to be a part of one of the last Gender Studies programs in the final
year of my undergraduate degree at university. All of the dialogues I had been having
with peers and the discontent I felt growing up as a girl were given a voice. Prior to
this I was very much peripheral to what feminism really meant. To me it was about
being aware of gendered inequality and the need for agitating for this to change. I had
no real theoretical base to this, not any sense about how this could be done. I was
witness to the bra burning and marching, but without any real understanding of the
politics, I was inert. Going to university in my late twenties, I became immersed in the
history of the feminist movement and began to understand its politics. Not only was
there progression from first to second wave feminism, but there were also different
kinds of feminisms. My undergraduate degree included cultural politics and
incorporated an introduction to critical theory, Foucault, poststructuralism and
postmodernism. Postmodern theories argue for multiple methodologies as well as
perspectives, for example, class, race and gender, therefore empowering often
silenced voices and legitimating their experiences and perspectives (Agger 1991). The
triumvirate of feminist, postmodernist and critical theories was inevitable in my
endeavour to locate a space from where I could speak and act. The most important
concept to me was recognition that gender is socially constructed—that nothing was
necessarily necessary, and as a consequence, one could also argue that nothing had to
stay as it was—things could be reconfigured.

Feminism problematises gender to underline the concerns of women and it is
‘one of several related and intersecting social justice projects linked to critical social
theory’ (DeVault & Gross 2012, p. 174). This ‘intersectionality’ highlights that
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women’s experiences of oppression are multifaceted and can take a variety of
modalities (Collins 2000; Shields 2008). That oppressions are influenced by
intersectional systems underpinned by gender, race, ethnicity and class, for example,
means that a social justice agenda must be complex in response. This needs to be
understood at a global level, and therefore requires that oppressions can be contested
and transformed at micro and macro levels. Understanding oppression with such a
lens of intersectionality can set up a hierarchy of oppression:
An intersectional position may be disadvantaged relative to one group, but
advantaged relative to another. The White lesbian may be disadvantaged
because of divergence from the heterosexual norm and standard, but
relative to other lesbians she enjoys racial privilege (Shields 2008, p. 302).
Shields highlights an importance therefore, to view one woman’s oppressions
as different from another’s, and this requires contextualising their oppressions, rather
than judging that one may be more severe, or more valid than another. So, while it is
important to see this intersectionality to facilitate an understanding of the nuances of
oppressions for individual women, it became clear to me that one of the core issues
that constructs oppressions is a sense that there is one, natural, ‘normal’ way of being.
This ‘normal’ referent, or cultural understanding of what is ‘common’, ‘prevalent’,
and therefore unproblematic, is a belief that biological sex determines gendered roles
in life and that sexual attraction to the opposite sex is natural and normal. This
‘heteronormativity’ (Warner 1991) creates a sexual hierarchy where anything not
aligned with heterosexuality is judged abnormal or deviant. Not all persons,
heterosexual or otherwise, align themselves with such a normative sexual identity.
Indeed, as Butler (1990; 1997; 2004) argues, identity is dynamic, and the process
through which one becomes a sexual subject is one of simultaneous mastery and
submission. This process of ‘subjectification’ (Butler 2004, p.2) offers a clearer
understanding of those marginalised by heteronormativity. Butler states:

At the most intimate levels, we are social; we are comported toward a
“you”; we are outside ourselves, constituted in cultural norms that precede
and exceed us, given over to a set of cultural norms and a field of power
that condition us fundamentally (2004, p.45).
It is this excess that the thesis examines – the excess that finds itself expressed in and
through ambivalence. Judith Butler is a key informant in this thesis, particularly her
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work on performativity, identity and subjectivity. Butler’s subjects are agents who can
critically examine their ‘conditions of possibility’ to rework and/or resist them (Butler
1995). Heteronormativity is a discourse not actively chosen but, because of a
‘fundamental dependence’ on it, one that ‘initiates and sustains’ subjectivity (Butler
1997, p. 2). But to be a viable subject outside the boundaries of heteronormativity,
one needs to be recognisable and hence visible. Calling on intersectionality and a
sense of social justice, not everyone has access to this viability (Davies 2006; Shields
2008). This viability or intelligibility is dynamic. In other words, Butler’s ‘you’ or
‘self’, is always in process–‘unfolding or folding up, being done or undone, in relation
to the other, again and again’ (Davies 2006, p. 436). It is this reiterative work that
constitutes our selves and constitutes us by others, to maintain access to a desired
position of subjectivity. In this way, sexual identity is dynamic. Butler’s concept is a
pivotal one in my understanding of a feminist agenda for change. This reiterative
work is very different from the idea that we are all coherent and unified humanist
subjects, rational beings with agency and self-direction who are ‘naturally’ men or
women. This very much marks a shift from the humanist understanding of my youth,
to the postmodern perspective I have developed as a woman who has reflected and
taken on a particular epistemological understanding of gender politics.
The complexity of ‘researching’ sexuality or the sexual lives of individuals is
that not all sexual activity or what people ‘do’ sexually can be categorised neatly or
comprehensibly. Dowsett (1996, p. 25) argues for example, that, ‘the majority of sex
between men in this world does not occur within the gay or homosexual worlds’.
There is a gap between the perception that it is gay men who have sex with men when
the hidden reality is that sex between men is more pervasive outside homosexual
communities and homosexual identities. It is this precise impreciseness that renders
what we do or think in private, while real, as incomprehensible or extra-discursive of
binary boundaries. According to Dowsett (1996, p. 20) ‘the heterosexual/homosexual
binary is central to the project of sexuality in the West’, and he suggests that if
research exposes the incongruities of ‘lifestyles’, subject positions and inter and intradiversity, a focus on binaries becomes a dead end. Shifting the focus back to women,
the challenge then is to explore and analyse the discursive, and the extra – discursive
lives of women. What is and is not discursive? Can anything about sexuality be extradiscursive? That is, outside cultural meaning – making? Can we understand anything
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without the language to make meaning of it? Butler (1990) maintains that there is no
independent, extra-discursive sexuality or sexual subject.

Everything then, is a

product of a given historical discourse, and an effect of culture. The self is therefore
unstable and arises through ‘doing’ masculinity and femininity as a reiterative
process. What is hegemonic (normal) ‘makes the subject possible and it is also the
means by which the subject comes to recognize itself (Butler, 2000, p. 25). That is,
there is an interval between the ’doing’ (acting like a girl/lesbian/heterosexual) and
what a subject ‘is’ (I am a girl/lesbian/heterosexual).

A feminist agenda underlines this thesis in that it is research by a woman, for
women. It considers the interests and experiences of women and aims to improve their
lives (Webb 1993). Bernhard (1984) defines feminist research with eight criteria that
includes that the researcher, using a feminist methodology, including researcher–
subject interaction, non-hierarchical relationships, expressions of feelings, and
concern for values, is a woman. The research also needs to focus on women and their
experiences and has the potential to help them. This is not prescriptive or definitive or
fixed, but it is a useful tool in highlighting a commitment to a feminist approach to
this research. These elements are relevant in this project – it may not be in others. For
example, it was very important to me that the process of the research was mutually
beneficial and as egalitarian as possible and that the outcomes had a real potential to
help the interviewees and other women.

This thesis aims to claim these criteria and argue that the research is feminist.
Coexisting with this feminist focus is the notion of identity fluidity. This is
particularly important in relation to the postmodern concept of a dynamic sexual
identity (Butler 2004). It is therefore important to clearly link feminist and
postmodernist aims to critique the status quo, traditional gendered roles and nonhierarchical research relationships.

This thesis therefore adopts three main epistemologies to navigate complex human
capacities and to explore discourses of sexuality. These are: feminism,
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postmodernism/poststructuralism1 and critical theory. The overarching approach to
this critique is feminist. As a feminist researcher, the aim is to understand gendered
social inequalities by exploring the cultural roles of women and their lived
experience, as well as examining the tensions between the naturalized social roles and
the destabilizing discourses that hold them in place. Postmodern (or poststructural)
theory also informs this thesis as part of a feminist approach to critiquing traditional
ideas and practices, particularly in terms of how these affect the construction and use
of knowledge. Michel Foucault’s work, particularly that of disciplinary practices,
technologies of the self in relation to the construction of sexualities is therefore key in
informing the thesis. Understanding how we know about sexualities is important
because it opens up to question ways of knowing differently or otherwise through
counter-narratives and counter-knowledges to those that are dominant. While feminist
theory alone does not have the postmodern commitment to the belief that it is through
language that sex and sexuality are constructed, postmodernism is consonant with the
poststructural feminist agenda of the contingency of identity construction and works
to deconstruct essentialism. The term discourse is used in a postmodern sense, rather
than a purely linguistic sense, to argue that it is ideas that structure social spaces and
so play a significant role in social change. These ideas are expressed through
language, which has very specific patterns and rules depending on the time and
culture in which it exists. What language an individual uses, and in what contexts,
reveals a lot about the culture and the social institutions in which the individual is
enmeshed (Foucault 1972). Discourses generate the world and experience and, as
such, our individual worlds are socially mediated in complex ways through our
upbringing, experience and education. Particular discourses in particular contexts
have the power to convince people to accept some statements as ‘true’. For example,
until relatively recently (1968) a psychiatric discourse in the diagnosis of mental
disorders, The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSMII),
included homosexuality as a mental illness. This is embedded within the powerful
institution of psychiatric medicine, whose dominance as a discourse enabled this
belief about homosexuality to be given the power of truth. Psychiatry too is mediated
and in turn mediated by institutional systems (e.g. religion) and discourses which
support and enable this way of categorizing homosexuality as illness. This belief has
1

I choose not to make a clear distinction between postmodern and poststructural as there is significant
overlap (Agger 1991). Foucault was attributed to both camps yet he did not own either.
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changed—not because the DSMII (APA 1974) stated homosexuality was no longer
considered a mental illness, but because there are competing discourses often linked
to social movements that gain ascendency over time. And while medicine remains
powerful, it can be influenced and transformed by cultural and political shifts, which
in turn enable contestation of prevailing regimes of truth and moral values. The same
can also be said of religion. Recent changes to the legal recognition of same sex
unions across the world has been driven primarily by minority groups, but the sway
this minority group action has had in the wider cultural community has shifted the
consensus on religious authority in many denominations, including the Catholic
Church (Pilkington 2013). Discourses, then, are multiple and can function to maintain
the status quo (dominant discourses) or, if one explores the boundaries or margins of
those discourses where resistance to a dominant discourse is located, there can be an
opening up of less ‘mainstream’ discourses to challenge the status quo. This is why
some of Michel Foucault’s work is important in this thesis. This is discussed in more
depth in Chapter 3.

Critical theory is utilised in this thesis to make it clear that the social world cannot be
explained in terms of a purely rational science; the world is historically and
contextually specific and, therefore, can be critiqued and changed. It is a way of
viewing the world beyond the appearance of social facts (Agger 1991). The capacity
to view the world and events as contingent, and not necessarily necessary, is an
important idea in being able to argue that there is the possibility of change—to not
accept the taken-for-granted as immutable; rather, there is the ability to challenge the
status quo. In this thesis, critical theory is taken up in relation to the ways that
understandings of sexuality have changed in modern social and intellectual history.
Erving Goffman’s work on performance (1959) and the everyday social dance of
learning how to ‘be’ (1968), are utilised in this thesis alongside Butler and Foucault to
facilitate a multi-dimensional analysis. The use of Butler, Foucault and Goffman is
discussed in more depth in the methodology chapter (Chapter 3). Critical theory is
deployed as an approach that is non-specific in its ontological focus. It can, therefore,
be mobilised by feminists and social constructionists to critique and challenge
hegemonic power relations. Critical theory is discussed further in Chapter 2.
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This thesis begins with the setting out of the epistemological landscape (see Chapter
1). That is, the terrain that lies underneath and informed the philosophical thinking
that lead to the thesis. Chapter 2 explores the theoretical background to illustrate the
discursive construction of sexuality. These first chapters highlight the emergence of
feminisms and the ways in which these have impacted modern Western culture. A
number of feminist theorists are called upon to paint the backdrop to the cultural
context in which the interviewees were growing up. The first question I asked the
interviewees was, “what was growing up as a girl like for you” which meant that all
the interviewees began speaking of their respective childhoods from being quite
young until they were what they deemed adult. This meant that all of them spoke of a
time from being about five years of age to 19/20 (including those who had just
reached 19/20). The perspectives they had were impacted by the time and contexts of
those childhoods from the 1950s to the 1990s. With the older women, I did not ask
them to speak of their contemporary lives, although their capacity to review the past is
influenced by their current perspectives and this is necessarily informed by reflection,
education and experiences gained since those childhoods. In keeping the interviews
focused on the women’s pasts, meant that contemporary theory did not intrude on
attempts to understand their growing up. Indeed, the women wanted to account for
the lack of contemporary understanding in their youth and how this lack produced
such understanding at the time. The biographies of the women interviewed are very
much shaped by the various sexual and gender politics of 1950-1990s and that for
many, despite significant change in contemporary theory and social politics of
sexuality, their psyches and family cultures are still very much located within
restricted recognitions of non-heterosexual subjectivities.
Chapter 3 discusses the ways that the epistemological underpinning of the
research has informed the methods. Chapters 4, 5 and 6 unpack the storied nature of
subjectivity and the ways in which the women are both enabled and disabled in their
capacities to be who they are, privately and publicly. Foucault’s ‘matrix of practical
reason’ (1988) is used to facilitate a way of making meaning of the discourses the
women engage to make sense of the sexualities. Chapter 7 presents an overall
discussion of the thesis, followed by a conclusion.
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Chapter 1 – The epistemological landscape
The discourses of sexuality are prolific in social and psychological research,
the media and entertainment culture. In one sense, we live in an age of over-exposure
and over-analysis of sexuality. At the same time, there is the lived experience of
sexual diversity and the very real issue of the ongoing struggles people have to be
who they want to be in the public and private spaces of social contact and
relationships, whether their sexual desires, sexual experiences and important sexual
relationships are gay or lesbian. While we now see representations of homoerotic
desire and same-sex relationships on mainstream television, one cannot assume this
translates into greater tolerance and biographical freedom for those who are not
heterosexual. Context counts—geographical, national and familial, among others.
This chapter explores this context, and illuminates the eclectic mix of
sociological, cultural and political landscapes that set the backdrop to the times in
which the interviewees were growing up in either Australia or England. Revealing
this dynamic terrain facilitates a capacity to make visible my own epistemological
position. In this chapter, I also explore more clearly the notion of the extra-discursive,
or that which may, or may not exist beyond discourse.

The sexual terrain
While the political and social terrain of sexuality and personal intimacy have
changed over the last 50 years—particularly within democratic countries—there has
still only been a glimpse of understanding how these changes have impacted on
individuals in the context of their daily lives. How individuals interact with strangers,
acquaintances, friends and family all require, at some point, engaging in revelations
about sexual subjectivity. These interactions may be face-to-face, or via forms of
social media. There is significant research, as well as commentary in pop culture, that
tells us what sex is, who is doing what with whom and why, together with major shifts
in issues such as marriage equality, anti-discrimination and anti-bullying legislation,
but there is little insight into what is exposed as we go about the daily business of
social intercourse. There are suggestions that some of the changes we in Western
democracies are experiencing around sexuality and intimacy are hardly new (Casey,
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McLaughlin & Richardson 2004), but rather are cyclical and, therefore, temporal and
continually mutable. This makes capturing the discourses that underpin such
negotiations challenging, interesting and necessary in determining how they are
constructed.
Sexual identities (for example, homosexual, heterosexual and bisexual) have
only been connected to sexual behaviours since the mid-1800s (Weeks 1985). Prior to
this time, sexual activity was considered separate from the person (Foucault 1976;
Weeks 1995). Socio-political campaigns to procure rights for those persons not
deemed normal (that is, not heterosexual) have only dominated Western politics since
the 1960s. More recently, in relation to gay and lesbian politics there has been a move
forward from the rights of the private ‘sexual actor’ to that of the public ‘normal
couple’ (Casey, McLaughlin & Richardson 2004). There is a sense of a levelling of
the sex–gender playing field, but whether this is experienced as such in everyday life
remains relatively unexplored and under-researched as we move through the second
decade of the 21st century. Sexual categories are not fixed—persons may identify as,
for example, asexual or transgendered, or may change their sexuality across a
lifetime. The project of creating space for those who may be invisible (Gamson 2005),
of enabling and facilitating the hearing of their voices and the telling of their stories,
remains one that has yet to gather any real momentum.
Sex and sexuality are culturally pervasive. In the public arena, it would appear
that everyone is talking sex, sexual identity and all kinds of sexual politics; yet, in
private, our sexual activities and who we are as sexual agents remains personal and
often closely guarded. There may well be disconnection between public image and
perceptions of inclusivity or sexual liberation and what individuals actually
experience in their private lives. This is due to family and institutional contexts,
including the roles played by religion and gendered stereotyping, that mediate the
ways sex and sexual difference may be included or excluded, be overt or covert, or be
accepted or rejected. Sexual subjectivity is essentially private, so researching this
dynamic issue can be difficult. While individuals may be happy to talk generally
about sex or about the sexuality of others, they may not be so trusting when revealing
how they themselves negotiate sex and sexuality because of the risk of being judged
negatively on the basis of their disclosure. As sexual subjects, heterosexuals, and
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particularly men who are socially constituted as sexual subjects without question, tend
to be under-researched because they are not seen as an issue worthy of analysis—they
just are (Wilkinson & Kitzinger 1994). Concurrently, sexual subjects who identify as
other than heterosexual are increasingly difficult to locate in a landscape where the
boundaries of what it means to be a sexual being are constantly shifting. There is an
inherent danger in research that positions anyone who exists outside paradigms of
normality as victims of discrimination, as this works to contribute to a perception that
sees them as ‘other’ or strange (Gamson 2005). It is essential, then, that research of
marginalised groups highlights ‘sites within which sexual identities, whether cultural,
political or communal, are positioned, enacted and challenged’ (Casey, McLaughlin
& Richardson 2004, p. 388). This is vital in understanding the processes involved in
the institutional regulation of sexuality in both public and private spaces. These
spaces tend to be ‘formed and shaped by heteronormativity’ (Casey, McLaughlin &
Richardson 2004, p. 389) and sanctioned by the church and the institutions of
education, medicine and law. As such, the sites where cultural norms are policed are
also the sites where the boundaries of heteronormativity are contested and
transgressed, and it is the sexual person who sits on or outside these boundaries who
helps define how far the margins can be moved, when and how.

Heteronormativity
Looking at the extra-discursive in this way does not make what is deemed
normative any less problematic. Recent scholarship has highlighted the extent to
which the discourse of heteronormativity determines the assumptions built into
everyday social interactions. The heteronormativity of social interaction means that
being heterosexual is presupposed (Kitzinger 2005). ‘Passing’ as heterosexual is
therefore imposed on non-heterosexual women (and men) through largely non-plural
normative expectations. This thesis explores the coerciveness of this kind of everyday
experience of heteronormativity and how, when or why women decide to ‘pass’ (go
without comment or contradiction against the norm) (Squires & Brouwer 2002).
Women who refuse to pass as heterosexual, because as lesbian, bisexual or alternative
‘other’ they do not fit normative heterosexual scripts, disrupt the prevailing
heterosexual scripts underpinning social interaction and identity. The norms are
perpetuated in ways that have a profound impact on how individuals talk about their
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sexual lives and the trajectory of their biographies in terms of sexual and intimate
relationships. For example, because there is so little room for alternative sexual
biographies, people are encouraged to imagine they are following a predetermined
‘script’. In retelling or reviewing their pasts, individuals leave out the ‘aberrations’—
experiences of sexual attraction, sexual fantasy and sexual experiences with their own
sex. By leaving out these aberrations of sexual experience and thought, they tell it (or
don’t tell it) like it was not in order to appear ‘normal’, or they construct their
narratives in a way that is more understandable to others.
This is the field of inquiry within which this thesis operates as part of the
project of furthering understanding of such personal complexities. By interviewing
women who relate to both women and men, this thesis addresses this gap, adding to
existing debates around sexual subjectivity and desire. Who is desired, and how
intimate engagement occurs, is not innately attached to a pre-existing sexual identity
‘script’. It is a complex and dynamic domain that invites sociological investigation.
This thesis explores ‘how the power of language and representation operates’
(Ramazanoglu & Holland 2002 p. 85) to normalise the legitimacy or illegitimacy of
women’s sexual lives. It explores the tensions of subjectivity in language as part of
the cultural discourses women engage to make sense of their sexual identities, as they
understand those identities within a particular time and context. Twenty heterosexual
and lesbian women were interviewed and their narratives form the basis of this thesis.
These narratives reveal conflicts and silences that signal a dynamic and potentially
disruptive relationship with what appear to be fixed discourses. For example, while
there may be relative contemporary support for marriage equality and discourses may
appear less fixed socially, the barriers to full acceptance remain as constitutive
elements of identity formation in the experiences of many people, and not only those
who experienced the 1950s. Even those who may have been exposed to the radical
cultural shifts of the 1960s may have lost ground in the 1980s and 1990s. For some
women, their sexuality is ‘real’ only because it is constituted in naturalised discourses.
Such dominant discourses function to negate alternative experiences of women’s
sexual lives and the active subject positions they struggle to occupy. Arguably this is
because all experiences, whether dominant or subversive, do not actually reflect a preexisting reality or ‘truth’, but rather constitute individual reality. This individual
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reality is different for everyone and can, and does, change on a daily basis in ways
that may cause people to react internally or externally to their desires, depending on
context.

Sexuality—fixed or fluid?
Baumeister (2000) suggests that women’s experience of sexuality, in
particular, departs from traditional models of sexual orientation that often take the
male heterosexual experience as the norm for all human sexuality. He posits that the
central arguments of such models are premised on scientific ‘evidence’ that suggests
sexuality is closely tied to gender—where heterosexual women are feminine and
lesbian women are masculine—and/or that sexual orientation is biologically or
genetically based. Such traditional debates hold firmly that once sexual identity is
‘discovered’, it is permanent and immutable. On the other hand, feminist research
(Diamond 2003; Diamond & Savin-Williams 2003; Esterberg 1997; Kitzinger &
Wilkinson 1995; Peplau & Garnets 2000; Rust 1992, 2003) supports the existence of
female sexual fluidity, ‘a capacity for situation dependence in some women’s erotic
responses’ (Diamond & Savin-Williams 2003, p. 135) and draws attention to the role
that social and political contexts play in shaping women’s sexual experiences and
identities. Therefore, although this is not true for all women, a woman’s sexual
identity may shift more than once in her lifetime, and multifarious factors may
contribute to her sense of her own sexuality, the label(s) she chooses to give it and the
importance that this holds for her (Esterberg 1997; Peplau & Garnets 2000; Rust
1993, 2001). From a social constructionist perspective, the categories and associated
meanings that exist within a particular culture to describe sexual orientation serve to
inform what sexual desires, behaviours and arrangements are deemed possible, moral
and desirable. This works to shape the ways in which individuals interpret and label
their own experiences of sexuality. This means that the formation of sexual
subjectivity cannot be understood as a person’s discovery of his or her ‘real’ or ‘true’
sexual subjectivity, but rather that it is a process of describing one’s sexual location,
utilising available social constructs of sexuality (Rust 1993). Because numerous
constructions of sexuality exist—some form part of the dominant cultural view and
some hold sway in specific subcultures—the categories with which a woman could
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describe herself, and the meaning of her sexuality, will vary depending on her social
and political location within particular contexts.
In researching the ways in which women make sense of their sexual lives, a
number of questions are raised. In what ways do women position themselves within
the dominant discourse of heteronormativity? If hegemonic heterosexual discourse
positions wives and mothers as the ‘natural’ or ‘normal’ subject positions for women,
how then do women reconfigure or reconstruct themselves if they do not fulfil such a
script? Is this done outside the dominant paradigm or differently within it? Do their
narratives make them legitimate or illegitimate to themselves and/or others? Do they
re/construct themselves anew as powerful subjects within as well as outside the
domestic/private sphere? This thesis also asks the question ‘How do women negotiate
the construction of their sexual subjectivity?’ This is an important question,
particularly for women whose lives have diverged from ‘the heterosexual script’,
women who are not happy living it, or women who live it differently—this includes
women who have had sexual experiences with other women, have love relationships
with other women and/or are partnered with other women.
A relativist philosophy, such as social constructionism, attests that multiple
realities are ‘knowable only through representations of culture or deconstructions of
language and discourse, with no single truth or accessible reality’ (Ramazanoglu &
Holland 2002, p. 152). To make sense of a life that does not fit some preconceived
plan, then, means there is a need to look through a different lens—one that is not
distorted by taken-for-granted ‘truths’ that have been elevated to norms that operate at
the discursive level. This thesis illuminates a different way of knowing or
understanding the nuances that underpin the everyday lives of women. Lives and
individual behaviours that fall outside norms—outside the ‘taken-for-granted as the
natural order of things’—are less likely to be articulated for fear of marginalisation or
vilification. For example, the maintenance of social order in everyday life requires
that certain assumptions or social shortcuts that rely on commonly held stereotypes or
beliefs are internally processed (intrapsychically) quickly. One of these short cuts is
the everyday working assumption that everyone is heterosexual. In this way, every
interaction does not require all dimensions of each participant’s life be articulated so
that each can make sense of the other. Assumptions are made to negotiate the
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interaction and, unless the interaction requires revelation of anything to the contrary,
it does not usually matter if the assumption was correct or not. This process allows
social interactions to meet cultural rules of politeness that are rarely challenged in
everyday social intercourse. Therefore, often for practical reasons, people ‘pass’—
they become socially accepted as something they are not (Shapiro 1991). For
example, it is easy for a lesbian to pass as heterosexual as she greets a plumber at her
door. But if the plumber asks if she wants to check anything with her husband, their
interaction risks becoming socially difficult. Therefore, it is often easier for the
woman to continue to ‘pass’ as heterosexual rather than embarrass them both by
highlighting her sexuality because, in correcting the plumber’s assumption, she will
not only reveal she does not have a husband (which is inconsequential), but she may
also reveal the much more personal fact of her sexuality. This may not be an issue for
some women who identify as lesbian; it may just be embarrassing. But in other
circumstances, or for other women, it may be dangerous. In an everyday social culture
of sexual pluralism such embarrassment would not exist because the possibility that a
woman may have a female partner would be a normative assumption. This scenario
speaks to how a non-heterosexual identity becomes a personal or private secret
because, unlike a heterosexual identity, it does not traverse and easily move between
public and private. While homosexuality can indeed have public and legal
recognition, it is still subject to privatisation because it does not have normative
legitimacy in equal measure to heterosexuality. What is at stake then, and
problematised in this thesis, is the binary structure where there is only one possible
norm instead of many. Sexually diverse societies require norms to become plural
forms so that many types of relationships and households can be recognised in
ordinary interactional processes. This inevitably requires a more complex symbolic
order where the consciousness of everyday people is expansive and inclusive of
diversity sufficiently that it is put into practice. While it might seem absurd, it is
actually important to think about scenarios where the term ‘husband’ or ‘wife’ is not
used as the relationship paradigm. An alternative is for people to use the term
‘partner’ and then use the option of pronouns ‘he or she’ to open up the possibility
that a person’s partner may be male or female. Australian society is not yet at this
stage of pluralism and there are still important social changes to be made if we are to
reach this stage as a society.
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Epistemological terrains
Theoretically, this aspect of the thesis is aligned with the influential 1960s and
1970s sociological investigations of symbolic interactionism, particularly the work of
Goffman (1959, 1963). From the perspective of symbolic interactionism, discourses
of sexuality can be explored in a way that uncovers the cultural construction of
interactions between individuals. It is the culturally specific repetitions and
interpretations of talk and actions about sexuality that govern interpretations of future
interactions in other contexts. However, this study also locates this way of exploring
discourse within an overall epistemology of critical feminist analysis (Kincheloe &
McLaren 2005). Also, since the 1970s, Foucault’s research examined more nuanced
and complex understandings of power relations and the generation of knowledges and
resistances, and of the way people are positioned as regulators of their own bodies,
which makes the use of a postmodern method for analysing dynamic social
interactions appropriate. Postmodernist theory accepts there are multiple ways of
understanding sexual lives across contexts. This thesis also draws on Foucault’s
concern with the ways that power gets exercised through language. This is a key idea
in relation to his interest into social practices and how they are discursively shaped.
So, theoretically, this thesis mobilises aspects of social constructionism and symbolic
interactionism as tools underpinned by a postmodern feminist focus to explore the
complex nuances of some discourses of feminine sexualities.
Of particular interest in this thesis are the contexts in which the discursivity of
social practice occurs and how this is not always intelligible to those within that
context. Arguably, everything can be a product of a given historical period and an
effect of culture, and those who possess the authority to speak within a discourse are
also constituted within it (Cain 1997). Foucault (1986) argues the extra-discursive
inhabits and haunts the margins of a dominant or prevailing discourse and can be seen
as both constitutive of and constituted within that discourse. In other words, it exists
inside the dominant or hegemonic discourse as that discourse’s repressed or marginal
other. He sometimes called this, the ‘unthought’ or the ‘unsaid’. Yet it can be thought,
it can be represented but it is denied, repressed and marginalised. The unthinkable or
unspeakable is deemed extra-discursive or outside discourse and is only relegated to
this position because it is excluded from particular discourses. For example, the
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hegemonic discourse of heterosexuality constructs all subject positions as
heterosexual unless there is some denotation or connotation that suggests otherwise.
This can mean that non-heterosexual desire is experienced as an impression, a vague
unnamable ‘feeling’. It is at this point that the ‘other’ is marginalised or unnamable.
Particular discursive practices are not understandable or readable in specific
contexts—it does not mean that they are nothing or not there. Why something is extradiscursive is interesting and worthy of analysis. It is important to explore the relations
between what is discursive and what is extra-discursive to perhaps render the ‘unsaid’
speakable and the ‘unthought’ thinkable in order to open up the possibility of a more
just society. The move towards legalisation of same sex marriage in many Western
democracies, while not universally applauded by all (Riley 2013; Hawkes 1996,
2005), does open up marriage to broader inclusivity. Widening the capacity of who
can marry to include same sex couples illuminates diversity (a normative pluralism)
within homosexuality and heterosexuality—that is, it recognises that there are
differences within and across sexualities. The right to choose or reject the option of
marriage also allows same sex couples to sit outside a pluralised norm rather than
being relegated to that space.

Extra-discursivity
Butler (1990) problematises this notion of the extra-discursive as both inside
and outside the normative centre and maintains there is no independent, extradiscursive sexuality or sexual subject. She agrees rather with Freud’s (1905) thesis of
polymorphous perverse sexuality as the prehistoric or underground of organised
sexuality. Polymorphous is one directional and disorganised—precisely the
pre-discursive. This concept of polymorphous perverse sexuality is a radical idea that
Freud introduces into discourses of sexuality because it actually creates the notion that
sexuality is first and foremost about the pursuit of pleasure rather than an identity
(Freud 1905). The polymorphous perverse child uses its own body and any object it
can find to experience pleasure while it is in the pre-oedipal oral phase. It gains
pleasure from sucking as it seeks to know and experience the world through its
mouth. It is a pleasure-seeking being. This is the pre-oedipal sexuality that is not
disciplined and not directed in terms of a sexual object. Does it become the extradiscursive once childhood psycho-sexual development is mapped by an object choice
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through the Oedipal matrix2? In other words, does the polymorphous origin of
sexuality become the repressed, extra-discursive history of a sexuality that, first of all,
went beyond a fixed and linear pathway of desire? Is it the disruptive background to
the story of becoming this or that particular sexuality? Arguably, the answer to these
questions is ‘yes’, and it is also the disruptive discourse or story to the idea that there
is an inborn sexual orientation. Freud’s notion of sexuality as pleasure rather than
sexuality as an identity is more radical and more liberating. This is also what Foucault
(1976) was getting at and why he resisted the politics of identity as such. Butler
(1990) too looks at relationship asymmetry between gender and love object and, from
such a perspective, considers there can never be a distinction between extra-discursive
and discursive. Butler suggests it is language that works to categorise and divide,
consuming everything—including any distinction between subject and object. But
language is not totalising. It is a relationship of differences and, as such, there is
always the potential for something to be missing. Language can represent what is or is
not excluded from discourse, including any distinction between subject and object,
and once you have a distinction of any kind you are already in the realm of
representation and symbolisation—sense-making. Butler’s work is paramount in any
exploration of sexual discursivity, particularly her challenge to the idea of extradiscursivity (Butler 1990, 1994). The thesis frequently picks up on the concept of the
extra-discursive and how it can and does function as a way of understanding the
complexities of lived sexualities.
This research grapples with the context surrounding a very political moment in
the lives of women who are interviewed—the moment when hetero-norms are
questioned—and the ways in which this questioning impacts on women’s lives. This
happens, for example, when ‘passing’ (Butler 1997) becomes less appealing as a
result of the recognition of its coercion and a self-recognition of complicity with that
coercion. It is the moment when women ask ‘Will I disrupt the discourse by speaking
out or reiterate the discourse by remaining silent?’ All women (and men) are
compelled to negotiate the dimensions of their freedom and constraints within the
dominant heterosexual discourse whether they are happily heterosexual or they fail to
comfortably ‘fit’ the norms as they are experienced and perceived.
2

Freud (1905) suggests that there is a point in sexual development when a girl loses her mother as
object of desire but the boy does not.
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Using social constructionism, this thesis explores the context of the ‘passing’
dilemma that occurs as women try to engage with the cultural discourses that dictate
the biographical trajectory of their lives. It illuminates the normalising and normative
discourses that determine particular sexual subjectivities or femininities for women,
and the ways in which women engage with them to make sense of shifts in sexual
practice and relationships in their lives. From a feminist perspective, it has been
argued that the hegemony of heterosexuality in modern Western culture encourages
women to regulate their own behaviour via ‘normalising social technologies’ (Gavey
1993, p. 97) in accordance with an androcentric view of the world—that masculinity
oppresses femininity and the white, middle class male is the hidden referent. But this
is neither how all women see themselves nor how they actually conduct themselves in
every social context.
This study accepts the argument that the boundaries where sexual identity are
negotiated are mutable, and the ways in which sexualities are understood undergo
intellectual and conceptual shifts that are not necessarily captured in any material
sense (that is, by any tangible means). This thesis works from a position of
recognising the power of heterosexual discourse and its coercion of women to ‘pass’
even when they are not comfortable in doing so by making their refusal to pass even
less comfortable. ‘Comfort’ is an interesting concept. It speaks to a middle class
position or desire to be at ease with one’s self in a world that is comfortable, at least
on the surface, with sexual diversity. What lies beneath the surface, or what is
‘uncomfortable’, is not easy to discriminate. The focus of this thesis, and its novelty,
resides in its drive to actually capture what does not make its way into material
existence—the shifts, the conceptual challenges that struggle for articulation and
therefore often slip by uncaptured as women reflect on their emotional investments
and their daily practices. It is this excess, this ‘slippage’, that this thesis seeks to
represent and understand in the context of that political moment in the lives of
women. What is being suggested is that extra-discursive does not pre-exist discourse,
but it is actually that which slips between the cracks of accepted and operative
discourse/s as its necessary, constitutive other. This notion of excess and slippage is
the crux of this thesis—not only what goes beyond but also what falls between
language and naming; what ‘drops through the cracks’ as women constantly deal with
the decisions of who or how they will be, when and to whom. Some practices or
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experiences have no voice (Cain 1997), so how can we understand them? This is the
extra-discursive as a repressed and possible representation that can be understood in a
pragmatic sense. This study attempts to hear and understand these practices and
experiences from such a practical position. While some practices or experiences may
sit outside discourse at times, they may be part of and constitutive of it at other times.
This means that the extra-discursive space, while fluctuant and dynamic, is a space
that requires better understanding, visibility and recognition as a legitimate space
where individuals exist. There is a political moment then—one of indecision, a
moment of oscillation—where the balancing of ‘can I or can’t I tell the truth about my
sexual orientation’ is played out, often on shifting ground. Multiple and complex
factors are weighed up in deciding whether telling the ‘truth’ may jeopardise the self
or others by exposing the self or others to hurt, embarrassment or rejection.
Social constructionism, utilising symbolic interactionist and critical feminist
perspectives, is deployed to focus on the way participants interpret and attribute
meaning to their sexual experiences and the trajectory of intimate relationships, how
they engage and work with the very concepts of sexuality, desire and sex,
reinterpreting and reconstructing them experimentally, testing them or abandoning
them according to how they rewrite their biographies:
[A]wareness of the importance of context in the analysis of social
interaction has given rise to new ways of understanding gender as a factor
in language use [emphasising] that social categories are negotiated rather
than fixed, and that the processes of negotiation occurs primarily through
linguistic practices whose meanings are themselves shifting and variable
(Hall & Bucholtz 1995, p. 12).
This study shifts some of the ideas on which heteronormativity rests with an
aim to illuminate the spaces in which some women challenge and resist its often
taken-for-granted inevitability. Understanding other ways of knowing or
understanding what has been deemed natural or innate leads to the possibility for
social change.
This inquiry examines contextual and normalising discourses of sexuality as it
focuses on a group of women who discuss the ways in which they negotiate their
sexualities. The exploration is situated within the confluence of four fields of
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knowledge: (1) critical theory, inclusive of a critical feminist perspective; (2) critical
discourse analysis; (3) social constructionism, as deployed by relevant feminist theory
(Hyde & Oliver 2000); and (4) elements of 1960s anti-positivist work in sociology,
including script theory and symbolic interactionism. These knowledges assist in
understanding the modern history of sexuality, a necessary step in contextualising an
important aspect of this project. Each field also offers theoretical epistemes, or
conditions of possibility (Foucault 1970), to examine practices that work to construct
sexual subjectivity. Engagement with these traditions of thought can act as tools that
provide the researcher with different ways of looking at issues that may not easily
‘speak’ to one another. Taken together, these fields provide a richer understanding of
the relationship between constructions of sexual subjectivity and the contexts in
which these occur. Engaging with these areas of thought facilitates the aim to reveal
and analyse the ways in which women position themselves within or against the
dominant discourse of heteronormativity. There are some women who, while products
of these discursive power relations, resist the labels that such discourse offers them.
Other women appropriate tools of agency to construct different, or acceptable (to
them), ways of negotiating their lives, such as passing as heterosexual in some
contexts. The women’s narratives illuminate the ways some of them struggle to
legitimise subject positions that may not be understood, by themselves or others, as
‘normal’. Analysis of the interview material reveals the discursive work that women
undertake and then have to continuously reiterate to re/construct themselves as sexual
subjects within, as well as outside of, the domestic/private sphere.
To investigate discourses of sexuality and determine if there is a space where
some women are able to act as agents, and to claim a space to think about how this
thesis might contribute to a more just society, at least symbolically, theoretical work
will be used to try and understand the practical interactions of people in a different
way. This includes using both Butler’s (1990) dense theory about performativity
alongside Goffman’s (1959) work on performance of the self in ‘real world’ social
contexts. This facilitates analysis of the everyday from a critical perspective—what
can be termed critical symbolic interactionism. In classic symbolic interactionism, the
sociologist was observer of social order as it was constructed in everyday interactions,
suspending critical judgment of that social order. On the other hand, Butler, as a
critical feminist, is interested in ontological foundations and, for her, performativity is
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understood as the repetition of certain categorisations of identity that create the
ontological illusion of essence:
When we say gender is performed we usually mean that we’ve taken on a
role or we’re acting in some way and that our acting or our role playing is
crucial to the gender that we are and the gender that we present to the
world. To say that gender is performative is a little different because for
something to be performative means that it produces a series of effects.
We act and walk and speak and talk in ways that consolidate an impression
of being a man or being a woman. We act as if that being of a man or that
being of a woman is actually an internal reality or something that is simply
true about us, a fact about us, but actually it’s a phenomenon that is being
produced all the time and reproduced all the time, so to say gender is
performative is to say that nobody really is a gender from the start (Butler
2011, para. 1).
Butler refutes a notion that gender exists before its repetition in performance.
Every repetition builds up a constitution of the self—that is, it is self-constituting. The
more you repeat a thing, the more you become the thing you repeat. In reading Butler,
one is dissuaded from understanding that individuals act in the world, but rather are
persuaded that they occupy subject positions. We are not ‘wives’ or ‘mothers’ in that
that is what we may do; rather, the subject position of wife or mother exists
linguistically (as gendered roles in our culture) and we occupy the role, or not. As
such, it is necessary to turn to other epistemologies if one is to imagine a gendered
self as a social achievement (Brickell 2003).

Performance, performativity and technologies
Goffman (1959) says similar things about repetition—we perform our
identities over and over, which sets up expectations for future interactions in which
people expect you to repeat what you were in previous interactions. Butler’s interest
in ontology is about the way essentialist thinking operates and, for her, that
understanding of the performative nature of everyday social interaction is a way of
coming back to a theoretical question and to the problem of ontology. Goffman,
however, suggests:
Society is organized on the principle that any individual who possesses
certain social characteristics has a moral right to expect that others will
value and treat him [sic] in an appropriate way (1959, p. 11)...[In this way]
performance will tend to incorporate and exemplify the officially
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accredited values of the society, more so, in fact, than does his [sic]
behaviour as a whole (1959, p. 31).
Goffman does not examine ontological questions of self or identity as Butler
does, but is instead interested in the fact that the social order and identities of that
order are created all the time through performances, and those performances create a
structure which then scaffolds future interactions. So, in accessing both Butler and
Goffman, the everyday realities of women’s interactions with others and their
engagement with pervasive cultural discourses such as heterosexuality are able to be
explored.
The tension between agency and structure is the subject of ongoing debate in
sociology. If we create paradigmatic structures then how free are we to invent
different ways of being? There is freedom but it comes at a cost. For example, women
who are not heterosexual can oscillate between ‘will I’ or ‘won’t I’ come out. Will I
repeat the performance that presumes I am heterosexual in this structural order that
dominates most social interactions, and is indeed a predicate for interactions? These
oscillating moments assume a certain kind of consciousness—a consciousness that is
already identified within categories of sexual subjectivity such that a choice to name
or say who one is is possible. The will to be this or that, to be thinking and acting as
an ‘I’, a subject, assumes a form of consciousness and for many women this
consciousness can be delayed, repressed or impossible according to the historical time
and place in which they live, as well as being impacted by familial, religious and
cultural factors.
Even with this consciousness, contextual issues of historical time, place,
culture and religion are major determining factors for ‘coming out’ as a practice of
self-naming in ordinary social, interactional settings. In the ‘do I’ or ‘don’t I’ moment,
there is freedom but, as Foucault (1977) suggests, it is a difficult freedom. Discipline
is a dominating form of power in that it restricts freedom by influencing choices and
shaping what we take to be the field of realistic possibilities. In this thesis, Foucault’s
‘technologies of the self’ (the term Foucault uses to describe the ‘specific techniques
that human beings use to understand themselves’) (1988, p. 16) will be utilised as a
way of connecting practical features of symbolic interactionism with the more
theoretical, critical, feminist work, particularly that of Butler. For example, how an
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individual presents themselves or what they appear to be at a certain point in time is
an ontological act—giving the appearance of who or what they are. Individuals
actually create the space in which the ontological question of ‘who/what are you?’ is
enacted and performed between subjects who are each performing their identity to and
for the other. The question of ‘who is this for?’, ‘for whom am I being this or that
kind of sexual subject?’, is a real and telling question for women and is addressed in
this thesis. This is a crucial question because it acknowledges that the self is always
already in relation to others and cannot name or posit itself outside of this structure.
When we then consider the relationship of the self to the self’s significant others, then
the question of ‘who am I for?’ becomes important, particularly as a gendered
question.
The ontological question of who or what one appears to be must be framed
within ethical and moral dimensions in order to grasp the complexity of lived social
relationships. Indeed, questions of respect, fear and love—for social others—must
also be imagined and thus sociologically grounded within these theoretical
discussions of ontology in order to understand how the pressure or demand to be this
or that kind of subject position actually plays out. The Foucauldian concept of
technologies of self is taken up in this thesis to investigate how women negotiate this
‘being to and for others’, and how their inner self is often at odds with the outer
performance of the self (Butler 1990). One of the technologies of the self that women
engage in is the use of an inner voice and self-recognition (telling oneself who one is)
as a technique to counteract an outer self that is performed and experienced as
inauthentic. Therefore, Foucault’s technologies are used as a way of thinking about
how ontologies are put into practice, by being able to scrutinise performance
(Goffman) and performativity (Butler) of the self by enabling their theories to ‘talk’ to
one another.
Other authors have recognised similarities in Goffman’s and Butler’s work
and married them in an attempt to deploy Goffman’s social theory with Butler’s more
literary analyses (Brickell 2003, 2005; Bordo 1993). On the whole, these have been
attempts to align Butler’s theoretically useful, but somewhat ephemeral subject, to
Goffman’s more practical approach to the construction of gender in social contexts.
While I, too, recognise the importance of their theories—particularly in relation to
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performance and performativity—I also harness the work of Foucault to more
efficaciously enable Goffman and Butler to ‘talk to each other’.
In this thesis, Foucault’s thought helps to synthesise or bridge the concepts of
performance and performativity. Butler’s performativity and Goffman’s performances
are technologies of the self. And our technologies of the self also have consequences
for others—who am I in relation to you; who are you in relation to me? Foucault’s
technologies of the self involve the deployment of self-discipline by individuals to
develop a sense of self that Foucault described as an ‘ethics’ by which to transform to
attain certain states of happiness, wisdom, perfection or immortality where the ethical
question is ‘how should we/I live; how should we/I be in the world?’ (Foucault 1988).
Through technologies of the self, individuals actively fashion their own identities in
governing the self towards certain ways of being. Through such an understanding of
identity, Foucault’s technologies of the self can be utilised as a bridge between the
work of Butler and Goffman to allow their ideas to more clearly ‘speak to each other’.
The way in which this bridge of technologies works to achieve this dialogue between
Goffman’s and Butler’s ideas is explored more explicitly in Chapter 3.

Plurality
In the psychoanalytic tradition, Butler addresses the power of the symbolic
order as it excludes, represses and marginalises. What it excludes, represses and
marginalises belongs to the pre-symbolic—what could be there, or could be possible
in terms of sexual desire and identifications of self. Butler uses this as another way of
understanding the extra-discursive. The symbolic order is fragile—it can be undone,
challenged by anything that can be named (Butler 1990). In order to say what you are,
you need to say what you’re not, even if it is an inferred unnamed. Within the
symbolic order there are things that make sense according to the paradigms of
language, and how language is used, which is also based on the structure of
heterosexual relations as embedded within a particular historico-cultural space and
what makes sense (Butler 1990). This thesis grapples with the structure of the
unnamed and the problem of how to render forms of sexual difference intelligible
within a symbolic order that thinks they do not make sense and within which they
fundamentally challenge the laws, the signifying structures and institutional cultures
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of our society (Butler 1990, 1997). This thesis also grapples with the problems of
structures of intelligibility, both theoretically and practically. Whether consciously or
unconsciously, once a subject position is taken up there are the language and symbols
that go with it to make it intelligible and those language and symbols are limited. Yet,
at a meta-theoretical level, discourse can name that which is possible. In that sense,
anything may be possible if a discourse exists to construct it.
Thinking about a more inclusive, pluralistic society of sexualities—rather than
an either/or society, or a society including only heterosexuality with silence attached
to other ways of being—it is suggested that in a sexually and socially just society,
sexuality would always be open to non-hierarchical relationships between
heterosexual, homosexual, bisexual or asexual positions as equal possibilities of
desire and identification in early childhood. From the very beginning, in the context
of the family, the law and the other institutions of society, the pathway of identity
would be open to possibilities that are not constrained and repressed by the
heterosexist social order. The extra-discursive, or what sits outside the social order, is
the fact that we do not live in a sexually pluralistic society from the very start,
because the symbolic is either/or. The working assumption of social order is that
people are heterosexual unless otherwise indicated or stated. In a pluralist social order
(which might open up the possibility of a ‘post-sexual’ social order), this would not
be so.
Goffman (1959) addresses these issues around ‘nameability’ in a practical
way. For example, in his investigation of everyday social interactions, Goffman
identifies that people put on a ‘mask’ that others ‘read’. In this way, people offer
themselves as ‘someone’, or a particular role or name. It is not necessarily who they
‘really’ are, or who they are in all social contexts. Individuals ask themselves, ‘Will I
repeat the structure that I have already locked myself into because I haven’t shown
myself as anything else in earlier interactions?’ Goffman’s symbolic interactionism
offers a practical way of exploring both performance of identity and its reflexivity.
Butler’s interest is in the way that coming out as something or someone
ruptures essentialist ideas or beliefs about a person based on gendered stereotypes of
what that person most likely is, given social cues about identity that already privilege
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heterosexuality. Accessing Foucault’s ideas as a bridge can facilitate a different
exploration of the ways in which we can think about how to change or make plural
ontological assumptions that operate in everyday life because there is a
heteronormative social structure that is in place and institutionalised. There can then
be an opening up of the social order to other possibilities, even if only as a discourse
itself. It may never happen except in an ideal world. This thesis does not provide
solutions, but seeks insight into current shifting formations of subjectivity that may
become the benchmark for future changes.
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Chapter 2 – The theoretical background
The modern history of sexuality
Interest in sex, sexual identity and intimate relationships has a recent and
intellectual history. In the 1970s and 1980s, Foucault’s genealogies traced histories of
things that, like sexuality, appeared to have no history. Abelove’s (1992) investigation
of the changes that occurred in Britain after the Industrial Revolution highlights the
ways that sex and sexual practices can be understood as dependent on cultural shifts
across time. The 18th and 19th centuries witnessed scientific interest in what people
were doing, and, more importantly, what they should not be doing, to meet their
libidinous desires (Potts 2002). The late 18th century in England, for example,
witnessed the onset of the Industrial Revolution. According to Abelove, there was
also:
a remarkable increase in the incidence of cross-sex genital intercourse
(penis in vagina, vagina around penis, with seminal emission
uninterrupted) during the late Eighteenth Century in England (1992, p.
337).
This suggests that sexual acts other than penetrative sex were commonplace
and pleasurable rather than procreative. Abelove argues that the rise in birth rates
(especially illegitimate ones) and marriages at this particular time indicates that all
behaviours, customs and usages that were judged to be non-productive had come
under pressure, and sex was no exception. Prior to this period, there existed ‘very
diverse sexual practice’ (Abelove 1992, p. 340) among sexually active people who
avoided penetrative sexual intercourse outside marriage. This suggests that sex was a
pleasurable, as opposed to a purely pragmatic, pastime. In the late 18th century in
England, however, pleasurable acts other than coitus were reconstructed as foreplay,
relegated to a subordinate position as preliminaries to the ‘real thing’—penetrative
sexual intercourse became a privileged sexual act because of its productive nature.
The socially acceptable sexual behaviours of women and men were different.
‘Scientific’ understandings about male and female sexuality became intimately
attached to moral and religious doctrine and this was evident in many of their tenets.
For example, both medicine and religion promoted the view that women should not
enjoy sex and if they did they were labelled as deviant and, in many cases, mentally
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ill. This theory was not challenged until modern sexological research emerged
including, for example, the work of Kraft-Ebing (late 19th century), who is credited
with the introduction of the term ‘hetero-sexual’ (Potts 2002), and later Havelock
Ellis (late 19th century) and Freud (late 19th to early 20th century). In the 1940s,
Kinsey took the work of the sexologists to its logical conclusion by arguing that any
sexual practice was healthy and existed on a continuum as opposed to exclusively
attaching to binary opposites such as heterosexuals or homosexuals (Potts 2002).
Ensuing research and intellectual debate (Masters & Johnson 1966; Hite 1976)
did not move significantly from the centrality of coitus in heterosexual
relationships—there is a penetrative imperative and coitus remains privileged as ‘real’
sex. Anything else is considered foreplay, after-play, mutual masturbation—anything
but sex. Penetration is the act central to what sex ‘is’ and ‘being’ heterosexual,
therefore, serves masculinity in a dominant social order that is masculinist (Balbus
1988; Gavey 1993; Connell 1995; Richardson 1998; Rostosky & Travis 2000).
In modern Westernised cultures, it is a commonly held belief that individuals
possess an underlying trait that orients sexual attractions and behaviours towards
members of either the same or the opposite sex, or both. Sexual orientation is
frequently conceived of as a trait that signifies a particular type of person (for
example, heterosexual, homosexual or bisexual). In an historical sense, this notion is
relatively new and its origins can been traced back to the late 19th century (KrafftEbing 1886; Havelock-Ellis 1897) to the work of European sexologists (Hawkes
1996; Hawkes & Scott 2005; Weeks 1985). A social constructionist perspective
disputes essentialist assumptions that sexuality is innate and contends that sexual
categories (homosexual, heterosexual, bisexual, asexual, etc.) are created and given
meaning only within specific socio-historical contexts. Rather than reflecting a stable
internal reality about an individual’s experience of sexual desire, these linguistic
categories shape people’s understanding of sexual experiences (Kitzinger 1987;
1995). This perspective holds that shared understandings of sexual identity (as a fixed,
innate attribute of the person) constitute what is typically taken for granted as fact, but
what is in reality a construct of social forces existing at any given time and location,
and reflecting the interests of those in positions of power. Therefore, a social
constructionist perspective does not view identities such as lesbian, bisexual, asexual
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or heterosexual as a reflection of any enduring capacity of an individual’s sexual
identity. Rather, such linguistic categories and their associated meanings are
considered part of the prevailing discursive construction of sexuality in modern
Western cultures (Kitzinger 1987, 1995). There are many sexual practices that people
engage in, regardless of their sexual orientation, and this is where the complexity
resides. Sex, and what it means, varies from one person to the next (individuals also
get ideas and constructs from their prevailing social and cultural milieu) and
throughout time.

Sexual scripts
Martin (1996, p. 139) argues that the white, middle-class heterosexual is a
‘hidden but hegemonic referent’ that stands as a blueprint from which all sexualities
are given coherence. What is understood as heterosexuality—be it as an identity or
what is done with bodies as an expression of desire—goes unquestioned and
unproblematised other than by individuals who exist as marginalised by this
paradigm. The proposition that heterosexuality is invisible is based on a premise that
what is normal or usual goes unnoticed. This functions to illuminate divergent
pluralities. From an essentialist perspective, sexual intercourse is universally natural
and pre-cultural. It is, therefore, viewed as ‘normal’ behaviour and is connected to
what ‘sex’ is as well as to sexual identity, relationships and an ‘ultimate intimacy’
(Gavey, McPhillips & Braun 1999). As Rich (1981) points out, this makes
heterosexuality a compulsory institution where membership does not require
explanation but just ‘is’.
Heterosexuality is a default position that is pre-scripted and therefore
unchallenged as long as it is followed. Two essential parts of the script are that there
are clear gender roles and that the efficacy of femininity and masculinity is
immutable:
We all learn to be sexual within a society in which ‘real sex’ is defined as
a quintessentially heterosexual act, vaginal intercourse, and in which,
sexual activity is thought of in terms of an active subject and a passive
object (Jackson 1998, p. 23).
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This can be seen as a script, a blueprint of how things have to be played out
between individuals. The interview questions in this study ask the women to reflect on
such scripts and the ways they understood and did or did not live them. Script theory,
as proposed by Simon & Gagnon (1987), suggests that cultural scripts or scenarios
pre-exist desire; we are guided by such scripts and intrapsychically adapt them
according to specific situations—that is, we are reflexive and internally rehearse
options from culturally shared scripts in response to ontological complexity and
ambiguity. Such a theory is attractive to the feminist agenda because it is underpinned
by the notion that sexuality is culturally learned and not necessarily inevitable (Frith
& Kitzinger 2001). Most research informed by script theory has been generated in
North America within the psychological disciplines and focuses on sexual behaviours
and practices. The majority of the work has been qualitative in design and utilises
semi-structured interviews and some observational laboratory studies to examine talk
between men and women (Wiederman 2005). Simon and Gagnon’s (1973, 1987,
1996) sexual script research has identified that men and women operate from different
scripts, but that both groups accept (hetero)sexual activity happens in a particular
order culminating in coitus. Culturally produced sexual scripts promote the sexual
ideology that men and women want different things from sexual relationships—
women want intimacy and view sex as a way of expressing affection, whereas for
men the aim of sex is physical gratification (Peplau & Garnets 2000). Sex and
sexuality remain high on the research agenda and sexologists, psychiatrists,
psychologists, doctors and sociologists have all been involved in determining whether
these differences are biological, psychological or social (Birnbaum 2003; Baumeister
2000; Whisman 1995). Men and women who continue to engage in intimate
relationships that appear not to be a perfect ‘fit’ must engage with alternative
discourses to make sense of their intimate lives.
The discourse of heteronormativity constructs those who do not fit it as
deviant (Foucault 1977b). Those who do not fit the heteronormative discourse
appropriate tools of agency within the confines of that discourse to navigate
seamlessly through and across its boundaries. Their level of success or failure
depends on which tools—such as social status, gender, education—they appropriate,
and how and in what context they can wield those tools.
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This research project asks women to talk about their lives from the time when
they were young girls and to reflect on the people and events that had an impact on
their sexual awareness and subsequent relationships. Female subjects are constructed
in and through linguistic structures that reflect dominant ideologies. They may talk
about what they really think and do and/or what they think others wish to hear and
what they think is ‘normal’ or ‘acceptable’. ‘Social conditions construct subject
positions for women, their performances of that position, and the tensions which
emerge in those performances’ (Crowe 1998, p. 244). Coates and Jordan’s research
analysing talk between female friends finds that female talk works to ‘construct and
maintain particular versions of the feminine subject’ (1997, p. 214). These versions all
involve expectations—what usually or ‘normally’ happens in certain situations and
how those occupying particular subject positions are expected to behave. However,
talking about sex, and what one is expected to do to whom and when, does not reflect
but actively constructs the ‘scripted nature of sexual interaction’ (Frith & Kitzinger
2001, p. 227). What women discuss among themselves about their sexual lives does
not pre-exist that construction, but is a discursive process. In this way, one can argue
that ‘scripts’ can be learned in a context and so can be unlearned. Such ‘description is
never neutral, but is rhetorically organised to rebut a potential alternative’ (Frith &
Kitzinger 2001, p. 225), so breaching the sexual ‘script’ is difficult both in real life as
well as in talk. It is easier to use reasons that are accepted as common sense, or taken
for granted as ‘true’ and owned by all, than being held responsible oneself for not
following the script (Frith & Kitzinger 2001).
Psychological and/or cognitive approaches to sexuality are regressive because
they are themselves scripts. Critical discourse theory approaches forms of knowledge
critically, examining how knowledge constructs possible ways of being and forms of
knowing that have social effects and are never neutral nor objective, but are
constitutive. It is most propitious to explore cultural scripts in relation to sexuality
from a discursive standpoint (Frith & Kitzinger 2001). This facilitates an appreciation
of the context in which sexual scripts are played out and the ways in which they are
constructed through and in speech (Frith & Kitzinger 2001). Being able to talk about
sex in a collective way allows women to appear knowledgeable about sex (and men)
even if they have no experience; they can also ‘pass’ as normal (that is, not
homosexual, not a slut or not frigid) if their actual sexual experience differs from the
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script. Frith and Kitzinger (2001) studied speech between women who, they argue,
tend to talk about sex with each other in scripted ways to work through their actions
and those of others in order to make sense of them. Scripts themselves are ‘constituted
through talk’ and ‘actors describe their actions in such a way that they sound scripted’
(p. 216). Indeed, they argue that the way women talk about sex among themselves
creates an ‘impression of shared knowledge about what sexual interactions are
typically like’ (p. 217), what is normal, what they can expect from men and how they
should respond. Frith and Kitzinger’s participants tend to talk about sex theoretically
in terms of what they believe are generally accepted assumptions about sex as
opposed to relaying any specific incidents from their own experiences. Such ‘active
voicing’ (p. 224) of theoretical behaviour constructs generic women and men. The
differences between women and the contexts in which they function as subjects and
objects are not always clearly explored in research (Reid & Bing 2000). Such a gap in
knowledge and understanding operates to conceal anything outside the generic and so
make it problematic or abnormal.
Scripts and gender role expectations do not stop women from doing things or
being someone outside the expected, but they do encourage a sense of transgression
and they may well fear, or indeed experience, punishment(s) that could include the
withdrawal of friendship or love in the context of family and personal relationships.
Attention to cultural norms and expectations is internalised through self-surveillance
or self-discipline, and women take responsibility for behaving according to what is
accepted as ‘normal’ or appropriate (Rose 1996). There are expected (heterosexual)
behaviours and roles, and these are encompassed believably within ‘taken-for-granted
as normal’ and pre-existent sexual, cultural scripts. Contexts where the script is
changed or absent are not appreciated; therefore, nor are the behaviours of those who
do not seem to follow such scripts. There are very real social sanctions for those who
fail to discipline themselves appropriately. There are learned criteria of what is
normal at a particular time and context, and these ‘provide a more or less explicit set
of instructions to all involved as to how they should identify normality and conduct
themselves in a normal fashion’ (Rose 1990, p. 131). Foucault’s work (1977)
identifies these as disciplinary procedures that function to regulate deviance from
‘normal’ by constructing a collective understanding of what is abnormal and the ways
in which the abnormal is socially sanctioned. Foucault argues that such procedures
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produce ‘docile bodies’ complicit in their own disciplinary performances through selfsurveillance. This, Foucault argues, involves technologies of the self where there is
evaluation and re-evaluation of the self against culturally specified performances of
various subject positions. Balbus, a psychoanalytic feminist, takes up Foucault’s
premise and suggests that:
An attachment to an identity that one recognises and is recognised by
others is not the inevitable outcome of any form of social interaction but
rather the result of the form of interactions peculiar to the technologies of
the self that proliferate in the contemporary disciplinary society (1986, pp.
117–118).
Subject positions are constructed and they continue to be discussed as if they
were the normal, accepted way. If people are not actually living them, they keep silent
because they believe they are abnormal, or unacceptable, rather than considering that,
in fact, perhaps very few people actually live the normal, accepted way. Who then
does this benefit?
Arguably, sexual scripts or taken-for-granted blueprints can be, and often are,
contradictory to lived experiences (Rose 2000). Indeed, Rostosky and Travis suggest
that ‘sexual scripts…[create] pressures that contradict internal needs’ (2000, p. 199).
For example, sexual scripts about sex between men and women (Simon & Gagnon
1973) suggest that consensual sex happens in a particular order. For example, it may
begin with kissing, then tongue kissing, followed by breast touching through clothing,
then under the clothing, which progresses to coitus and orgasm (Farvid & Braun
2013; Holland, Ramazanoglu, Sharpe & Thomson 1998; Jackson & Scott 1997, 2001;
Simon & Gagnon 1973). There is a cultural script that there are only certain points in
this process where a woman can legitimately say no and it will not progress further
(Jackson 1998). People may think this is the ‘normal’ process of sexual engagement
but, given so many variables, this is not always how it is played out. Social
constructionists are particularly interested in the cultural function of scripted talk and
that this engagement ‘actively constructs the scripted nature of sexual interaction’
(Frith & Kitzinger 2001, p. 227). Script formulation itself works to normalise certain
actions (Hayfield & Clarke 2012; Frohard-Dourlant, 2012; Kim et al., 2007;
McPhillips, Braun & Gavey 2001); it does not mean that this is how things turn out
necessarily. Social constructionism counteracts any suggestion that sexuality pre-
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exists its articulation and is, therefore, an organic process that does not require
intrapsychic reference. If one were actually presented with issues of diverse and
changing historical and cultural contexts, then it would not follow that a hegemonic
script supported by hegemonic discourses can be transhistorical or transcultural. It is
illusory to suppose that each and every one of us is doing ‘what comes naturally’ in
the same way, no matter the time or setting or the complexity of the individuals
involved.
Undoubtedly, the most powerful relation that sustains the scaffolding of
heterosexuality is the relationship between masculinity and femininity. To make any
attempt to dissociate these relations requires their deconstruction with the aim of
reconstructing and promoting ‘new forms of subjectivity’ (Foucault 1982, p. 336).
Such critical analysis is necessary to reveal that established power relations inherent
in heterosexuality are not essential and therefore can be undermined and even
avoided. Indeed, Foucault suggests that the analysis of power relations, such as those
inherent in heterosexuality, is politically necessary to unveil their ‘historical
formation, source of strength and fragility and the necessary conditions to transform
some or abolish others’ (1982, p. 343). This is not an easy task given the habits,
fashions, and religious and legal structures that institutionalise and embed
heterosexual masculinity and femininity within the entire social network (Foucault
1982).
Women occupy available subject positions that offer them ways to be and to
understand others. These positions are often ‘within dominant, prevailing discourses’
(Gavey 1993, p. 94) and, as such, subjectivity is transient and dynamic (Weedon
1997). The discourse of heterosexuality is underpinned and sustained in accord with
an androcentric view of the world (Gavey 1993; Uhlmann & Uhlmann 1997) and
women particularly are encouraged to regulate their behaviours through social
technologies, including practices, knowledges and strategies (for example, wearing
make-up, maintaining a thin body, being quiet and non-confrontational) that construct
and maintain specific gender technologies (de Lauretis 1987). Femininities, then, are
technological constructs and their performance is learned, practised, judged,
reaffirmed, adapted, modified, perfected and continually created through everyday
social relations as well as through consumer culture, institutionalised discourses and
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epistemologies. Richardson goes so far as to suggest that ‘heterosexuality encodes and
structures everyday life’ as cultural performances (1998, p. 1). For her, this includes
bodily practices, human relationships, the structure of families and identity—all
constructed as if they were coherent, natural, and stable categories.
Normalising processes have the effect of regulating psyche and behaviours,
including performance of femininities within a heterosexual hegemony. Girls and
boys begin learning gender boundaries and norms from the moment their anatomical
and chromosomal sex is clarified. But gender and sexuality, whether masculine or
feminine, heterosexual or homosexual, are not static conditions (Butler 1993).
Heterosexuality as appropriate gendered behaviour is legitimated and offers a
habitable, seemingly autonomous life within a community—it is not a solitary pursuit
(Butler 2004). People learn to recognise who does not conform and this reinforces not
so much how they should behave, but how they should not (Foucault 1977b). ‘Gender
is a practice of improvisation within a scene of constraint’ (Butler 2004, p.1) where
any sexual activity that falls outside what is deemed heterosexual is culturally
threatening and destructive. Whereas heterosexual and ‘normal’ constitutions of
feminine and masculine behaviours are rendered invisible within the framework,
perverse or deviant behaviours are illuminated and punished.

Passing and performance
As social beings, individuals are constituted by and within the cultural milieu
of their existences. This is not to suggest they lack agency but they are constrained,
and accordingly self-regulate behaviours within complex social relations that are not
of their individual making (Foucault 1982, 1987, 1988). So, to be invisible, to avoid
social sanctions, it is possible to be successfully ‘read’ (pass) as ‘normal’—to pass as
appropriately feminine or masculine and, therefore, heterosexual. To successfully pass
implies that one is rendered invisible by not being recognised as deviant. As Garfinkel
(1967, p. 181) suggests, if we can accept that the heterosexual person is a ‘contingent
practical accomplishment’, then we are able to see ‘that we are all passing’ (Shapiro
1991, p. 257). Passing by not contesting assumptions, or actively dissembling and
pretending to fit in, is not necessarily easy for anyone, and those who fly onto the
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heterosexual radar face many obstacles within a binary sexual category system that is
underpinned by institutionalised and sanctioned masculinity and femininity.
Regardless of one’s sexual orientation or gender, the closer one is to the
hegemonic norms attached to one’s anatomical body, the more likely one is to pass
and receive the same social rewards that come from being a legitimate member of the
invisible norm. The interesting questions are ‘Why do people want to be read as
normal?’ and ‘What’s in it for them?’ Returning to Goffman and Butler, Goffman
(1959), for example, argues that being or behaving as ‘normal’ in our culture is
rewarded positively—it avoids punishment or embarrassment (or both) and it avoids
the potential withdrawal of love and recognition. These are key reasons why people
follow implicit and explicit rules of behaviour and norms of identity. Goffman
suggests that ‘[t]hrough social discipline … a mask of manner can be held in place
from within’ (p. 50).
Such a ‘mask of manner’ is also true for what is deemed ‘normal’ gender
behaviour in our culture. Both Butler (2004) and Goffman (1959, 1963) have focused
on the concept of ‘passing’, although they use quite different theoretical paradigms.
Goffman’s (1959) notion of performance suggests that participants in a social
interaction interpret and respond to particular words/actions/settings, and this in turn
informs the ongoing performance. The performance becomes an interaction that
involves revealing some information verbally, but it also involves an often mutual
understanding that some things are accepted as understood—things that ‘traditionally’
do not require verbal articulation. But a process that relies on shared understandings is
bound to be fraught with exclusions, errors and inconsistencies. It is ‘a potentially
infinite cycle of concealment, discovery, false revelation and rediscovery’ (Goffman
1959, p. 7), which arrives at a ‘working consensus’ (p. 9) that changes across contexts
and participants. Society expects that if an individual projects their self in a particular
way, then that is who/what that individual is and the individual foregoes any claims to
being anything other than this (Goffman 1959). This assists others in predicting how
an individual will behave or respond in future interaction—it is a way of avoiding
surprises or social faux pas.
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Individuals want to make the right impression and behave in the appropriate
manner. There is a proper way to conduct oneself and there are certain expectations of
how one should and will behave according to cultural cues. These cultural cues are
learned and reinforced through a variety of discourses and relationships. According to
Helvie (1997), we are established and establish others by what we/they are not.
Individuals ‘learn’ from a system of reward and censure that there are acceptable
ways to behave and be. According to Goffman (1959), individuals are pressured to
perform idealised, normative conduct/identities. For example, a dominant discourse of
heterosexuality that is pervasive works so that everyone is assumed heterosexual
unless otherwise informed—you do not have to say or do anything. Unless a person
contradicts the assumption of their heterosexuality through performance/language
then, no matter what subject position they choose, they can be accepted as ‘normal’ or
the same as everyone else. They can pass.
Attempting to pass as a different gender, however, can be dangerous. Using
the case of Brandon Teena (a transgender female-to-male who was murdered in
1993), Sloop (2000) argues that ‘[o]bviously critical work that underscores the
‘naturalness’ of transgenderism, and highlights the complexity of desire would be in
the service of those whose desires and identities are outside of cultural norms’ (Sloop
2000, pp. 184–185). Brandon was ‘a clear case of gender trouble’ (p. 166; calling on
Butler’s seminal work, Gender Trouble, 1990) and her ‘acting like a man’ served ‘to
protect and reaffirm the normative heterosexist ways of making sense of gender and
of disciplining gender trouble’ (p. 171). Brandon’s performance of masculinity and
‘pretending’ to be a man iterated sexual norms and she was ultimately punished
(raped and then murdered) for her transgression—her ‘passing’ as a male. The
examination of the pervasive heteronormative and homophobic culture in which
Brandon lived and the discourses produced after his death (for example,
documentaries, books, articles and the film Boys Don’t Cry (1999)) facilitated the
exploration of a particular historical point where it is made clear that institutions and
individuals are mostly working to discipline, to reiterate the hetero/homosexual binary
rather than exploring gender multiplicity (Sloop 2000). Homosexual hate crimes
currently occurring in Russia (including murder) speak loudly to the active
homophobia that has been engendered by President Putin’s conservative agenda
(Heritage 2014). This agenda exists despite the legal status (inclusive of anti-
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discrimination and positive law reform) of homosexual persons. Clearly, gender nonconformity is not a game and can, and does, have terrifying consequences.
Because in symbolic interactionism the question of an inner psychic process of
identity formation is not addressed (Meltzer, Petras & Reynolds 1975), it cannot
really speak to this idea that people may be passing not because they have something
which they know they are concealing, but because they are not conscious of particular
aspects of their identifications or forms of desire that are actually internally
unconscious because they are socially repressed and excluded (Foucault 1976). For
example, a young woman may ‘pass’ as heterosexual because an alternative
identification or form of sexual desire has not been imagined, and this is partly
because the interactional process already excludes alternative self-imaginings. There
is a dynamic interplay between inner psychic life and outer social practices of
interaction and identification formation. So while the relationship between inner and
outer life is not really interrogated in symbolic interactionism (Meltzer, Petras &
Reynolds 1975), a critical symbolic interactionist approach can examine the inner
psychic processes bound up with normativity and the discursive processes of
interaction.
Particular gender performances facilitate access to, or result in alienation from,
occupation of subject positions within the hegemonic world of heterosexuality (Butler
1993). A subject with a sexual identity can perform gender, but that subject does not
necessarily have any internally coherent or fixed sexual identity that exists before that
performance (self-perception of self-same unity and coherence is an effect of
repetition). The practices we engage in and the language we use to describe them
reflect the discourses that circulate at a particular time and place. Given these
characteristics, Butler argues that sexual identity is neither fixed nor predetermined,
but rather is a fluid and dynamic performance that occurs in a particular context.
Sexual identity as it is understood in a given cultural context assumes an agentic
performance that emanates from the cultural determination associated with particular
configurations of sexual organs. According to Butler (2005), however, there is no
doer or agent. Rather there is a subject position we occupy for every discourse. For
Goffman, there are different audiences and different contexts as opposed to subject
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positions. Agency then is about having access to the tools of the system and knowing
how to deploy them.

Coming out
While it has been stated that one’s performance is not reflective of one’s
sexual orientation but creative of it, there are individuals who create both their
orientation and their performances. Overt displays of these self-created performances
are known as ‘coming out’. There are two stages or types of coming out (Morris
1997). First, there is the initial intrapsychic process whereby a woman (or man) starts
to become conscious that their sexual desire is towards their own sex; second, there is
the legacy of that inner recognition, which is the social negotiation of one’s sexuality
in everyday social interaction. If the extra-discursive (the unsaid, the unnamed)
(Butler 1993; Foucault 1975) has to be named for each new job, new friend, new
conversation with a stranger, it becomes a technology of the self—produced out of the
hegemony of heterosexuality in everyday life. Yet the hegemony of heterosexuality is
also outed in the process of coming out and is exposed as a power structure.
The complexity of and very real dangers in existing outside the dominant
paradigm of heterosexuality makes ‘coming out’ extremely fraught for many
individuals who identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual or anything other than heterosexual.
There are very real issues and risks, real and imagined, involving the loss of love or
family support, particularly in relation to adolescents who are dependent (in many
ways) on their parents and on positive acceptance from their peers (Morris 1997;
Savin-Williams 1989; Strommen 1989). Unless articulated overtly, one’s sexuality
can remain hidden. But given its status as an important part of our psyche, keeping it a
secret can be more difficult. Morris’s research with lesbian women revealed that there
is a process of first ‘discovering’ that one is lesbian (Morris 1997). It is rarely an
apocalyptic moment of revelation that is followed by a global ‘coming out’ of the
closet. It is a complex, multi-dimensional experience (Cass 1979; Clark 2005; Morris
1997; Orne 2011; Rust 1993; Ward & Winstanley 2005; Whisman 1995). The
coming-out process involves self-realisation, confiding in others or coming out, which
of necessity is a life-long project. Each time a lesbian is in a new context, meets a new
person, or starts a new job, decisions about whether to come out or not, and when, are
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forever being played out. Much of the commonly cited coming-out literature is
psychotherapeutic in origin (Cass 1979; Coleman 1982; Hanley-Hackenbruck 1989)
and does not recognise the non-finality of coming out identified in more recent
sociological research (Orne 2001; Morris 1997; Rust 1993, 2003). Sociological
coming-out literature that includes stories is united in that coming out is something
that occurs often, is different for everyone and is dependent on context and
temporality. Coming out, then, is a series of events that are not coherent, linear or
predictable.
Coming out becomes a process whereby individuals make frequent decisions
about staying within discursive boundaries of taken-for-granted understandings, or
being able to step inside and outside of those boundaries in a fluid way. ‘Queer’
(Jagose 1996) is a useful example of context-based expression of such fluidity, which
works within its own community as an act of sabotage against heterosexuality and
heteronormativity. Being ‘out and proud’ all the time shifts the onus onto others to
recognise queer sexual identity that has been made very explicit by being particularly
clear about one’s ‘queerness’. This out-ness relocates the burden of recognition to
those occupying the ‘norm’, a place occupied by subjects (one can occupy a
normative identity but still be open to diversity of normativity), who then have to
negotiate if the non-normative identity in front of them can or will be recognised and
acknowledged. If they choose to recognise it, depending on the context, the
recognition of that subject position can be made positively and inclusively, or
negatively through exclusion. As such, queer is driven by, indeed generated by, its
very explicit relationship to hetero-anything or normative-anything. Queer can and
does include allegiance with disability profiles, racialised identities, and other forms
of non-normative status positions according to social, cultural and geographical
contexts (Loh 2012; Warner 1993). To return to the question of queer politics, it is not
a discourse in its own right and exists only in relation to its ‘host’ discourse at the
margins because, otherwise, it has nothing by which to define its fluidity (Green
2002). There are queer spaces where heterosexual identity is at the margins—for
example, gay bars, and rainbow-identified hotels or cafes. These are disruptive spaces
of reordering and re-centring the norm that are interventions in the normative
hegemony of heterosexuality as spatial power.
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In the 1990s, ‘queer’ emerged as a non-specific term of identity that possessed
no foundational logic or set of consistent characteristics in an attempt to suspend
‘identity as something fixed, coherent and natural’ (Jagose 1996, p. 99). Queer has
faded in and out of fashion since its emergence (Berry & Jagose 1996) but
intellectually it remains a force that facilitates a particular way of thinking about, or
expressing, sexualities (as part of a wider concern about diversities more generally).
Often hard to define, and perhaps proudly so, queer does successfully problematise
any claims to sexuality being straightforward. Adopting a queer politic means that
sexualities can be played with, challenged and transgressed and, as such, it can be ‘an
ongoing and necessarily unfixed site of engagement and contestation’ (Berry &
Jagose 1996, p. 11). Without any boundaries or limits, there are varied possibilities to
resist stable models of sexual identity and to problematise categories such as man and
woman, and the mismatch ‘between sex, gender and desire’ (Jagose 1996, p. 3).
Queer theory is an attempt to make an intervention—to provide an umbrella term
where diversity of all kinds can be understood as something within, rather than
outside of, the hegemonic. Queer theory sits comfortably within the paradigms of this
thesis, yet for the women in this project—women who are making their lives in the
mainstream—queer does not feature at all as an option for them in their biography or
their generation. In other words, they not part of a generation of youth culture where
queer makes sense as an epistemology and attitude one can take towards the world
and others. The women in this project are of a generation in which their psyche is not
mapped by the political language or intervention of queer politics but rather by
feminist politics. Queer is not a particularly useful meta-concept for these women
because its application will only work in queer contexts. It does not allow an
understanding of the ways in which the women in this study speak of existences
outside available discourse. Queer does not ‘work’ for this project because it does not
represent what people do when they are on the non-queer margins. While it may not
translate for the women in this project who are living with the practicalities of a
‘norm-ridden’ society, queer theory does bend along a curious line from symbolic
interactionism and the way it views sexual identity. That is, both queer and symbolic
interactionism draw attention to ambiguity, difference, instability and a certain level
of playfulness in sexuality (Plummer 2003). Yet symbolic interactionism holds
steadfastly to its pragmatism and a ‘search for a truth that will at least hold for the
time being’ (Plummer 2003 p. 520). This creates a clearer lens in which to view the
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everyday lived experiences of most people’s sexual lives that queer theory tends to
bend away from. Queer theory is clearly aligned with symbolic interactionism, in that
they have a ‘weaving’ relationship—coming together, curving off, coming together,
and then ultimately diverging.
In the act of researching ‘lesbian’, ‘queer’ or anything in inverted commas,
there is an effective reification of such categories—that is, an attempt to ground or
stabilise them works to extend normalising regimes that put them into inverted
commas in the first place. It is extremely difficult to identify ‘a subject’, but simply
rejecting such a category ignores the extra-discursive backdrop that is living day-today. The complexity of ‘researching’ sexuality or the sexual lives of individuals is
that not all sexual activity or what people ‘do’ sexually can be categorised neatly or
comprehensibly. Dowsett argues, for example, that ‘the majority of sex between men
in this world does not occur within the gay or homosexual worlds’ (1996, p. 25). It is
this precise impreciseness that renders what we do or think in private, while real, as
incomprehensible or extra-discursive of binary boundaries. While Dowsett (1996)
agrees that ‘the heterosexual/homosexual binary is central to the project of sexuality
in the West’ (p. 20), he suggests that if research exposes the incongruities of
‘lifestyles’, subject positions, and inter- and intra-diversity, a focus on such binaries
becomes a dead end. There is a need then to displace binary categories and the
relations between them. Yet, to define a sexual identity outside of the heteronormative
boundary, ‘one needs first to place oneself inside dominant definitions of sexuality’
(Namaste 1994, p. 224).
This research project begins with exploring heteronormative boundaries and
the coming out journey into a world where identity and sexuality are constructed and
heterosexuality holds sway by being scaffolded by powerful institutional discourses.
It is through analysis of the women’s talking about their life expectations and being
different that the thesis explores the boundaries and the dimensions of possibilities.
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Chapter 3 – The research process
The aim of this study was to contribute towards a deeper, richer understanding
of the everyday experience of women negotiating their sexual relationships and
desires in settings such as workplaces, streetscapes, their homes and the homes of
others, and in kin group and other relationships. It is the politics of the ordinary that
this thesis seeks to explore, particularly through the narratives of women. It is the
everyday experience of negotiating heteronormativity that this thesis explores and
analyses using critical theory. I begin this chapter by outlining the genesis of the
research project; locating the study within its epistemological and theoretical context
and then unpacking the complexities and dynamic qualities of criticality in research. I
then describe the research approach I have taken and how this shaped the methods
used. I address the issues that arise in relation to studying a group of which one is a
member, that is, a middle class, tertiary educated woman. I trace the research process
from the inception of the study, through the process of gathering and analysing the
material, to the writing of the thesis.

Situating the study
The seed of this research project was an interest in the reasons why women
who had been involved in intimate relationships with men chose at some point in their
lives to relate to women. I spoke informally with friends and colleagues who were in
this situation and began to understand that the reasons were complex and that women
had very disparate ways of explaining and/or making sense of a journey they had not
predicted or planned for as girls and young women. They were all interested in
discussing the issues that had confronted them and began to discuss it with other
women they knew. It soon became obvious this topic was of significance not only to
the women who were relating to other women, but also to women who were relating
to men and were finding the expectations they had as girls about relationships were
far from their current realities. The most interesting thing was that all kinds of women
wanted to talk about their sexuality—their pleasures and disappointments; how
difficult it was to live up to the expectations of others; the contradictions of
femininities; and the ways they negotiated acceptable identities for themselves and in
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front of others. It was in this way that my original interest was shaped by the women
with whom I spoke.
My aim was to facilitate the connection of the women’s ideas to explore their
legitimacy or authority within particular times and contexts (Ramazanoglu & Holland
2002). While the women I spoke with provided significant input into the research
agenda, I would like to outline the epistemological position that has underpinned both
my approach to the research process as well as the methods I engaged.
Theory and method in research are linked—that is, one’s epistemology
directly influences the questions one asks and the ultimate shape the study takes (Hart
2003). This thesis embraces critical theory with a particular emphasis on social
constructionism, and the methodology can be understood within the context of
gendered social relations. Both critical theory and social constructionism ‘share a
refusal to privilege some final, over-arching truth or answer over the process of
thinking through the operations and effects of discourses within social relations and
settings’ (Elam 1994, p.3). In rejecting universal truths, both epistemological
paradigms support that individuals understand and also explain what they know
through the meanings constructed through and in their interactions with the world
they interpret:
Truth, or meaning, comes into existence in and out of our engagement with
the realities in our world. There is no meaning without a mind. Meaning is
not discovered, but constructed. In this understanding of knowledge, it is
clear that different people may construct meaning in different ways, even
in relation to the same phenomenon…[as] we move from one era to
another…In this view of things, subject and object emerge as partners in
the generation of meaning (Crotty 1998, p. 9).
This is an important consideration in my research. Individual women’s
interpretations are context specific, and this has substantive implications for them and
for me as the researcher in my capacity to analyse particular constructions of other
people’s subjectivity. Language is essential in both conscious and unconscious
awareness of subjectivity. It is also central to the formation of subjectivity and, as a
consequence, there are always those in any society who are privileged by that
formation and those who are oppressed by it. Language is the medium through which
we interpret and make sense of our individual realities and negotiate complex social
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systems. Such systems are governed by rules and shared understandings that are
appropriated by those in power. The social system is a dynamic construct that cannot
be understood outside of the framework of language and culture in which it is daily
created and recreated (Schwandt 2005). The lives of individuals who exist at or
outside the boundaries of cultural systems of rules and commonly accepted realities
are rarely captured by traditional research endeavours and, instead, require research
that embraces the possibility for individuals to explore their perceptions of social
capacity. This bolsters the potential for the creation of new knowledge and
understandings.
Because social research explores the real world, no research can possibly be
entirely objective and is therefore inevitably skewed to the value orientation of the
researcher (Carspecken 1996). Within critical theory, the concept of socially
constructed realities stresses the ongoing construction of dominant worldviews by
individuals in dialectical interaction with a society at any particular time (Burr 1995).
Therefore, if one adopts this view, numerous realities exist and comprise the imagined
world of human social existence and activity, gradually ingrained by habit into
institutions, scaffolded by the conventions of language, given ongoing legitimacy by
religion and philosophy, maintained by socialisation, and subjectively internalised by
education and upbringing to become part of the identity of citizens. These comprise
the set of symbols that represent the meanings attached to objects and concepts that
are agreed to by a particular social group. This is not fixed or static, but dynamic and
historically specific—old meanings are challenged and new ones develop as an
ongoing process that is, to some extent, unpredictable. Derrida (1976) describes this
as differance—that is, the meaning of any word is never absolutely fixed but is always
provisional and open to various interpretations.
‘Scientific research’, on the other hand, tends to be accepted as neutral and
value-free, and capable of providing objective findings (Carspecken 1996). It is not
neutral, however, and is often biased in favour of those who hold power and
knowledge in a society. Whenever ‘objective’ findings are produced, groups affected
by such so-called objective evidence tend to protest and the evidence is re-tested. As
such, science can be a profoundly political paradigm. It is upon such terrain that most
critical researchers undertake their research activities. Given the complexity of the
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issues the women in my research were beginning to explore, it was prudent to attempt
to capture such nuances by adopting a methodological approach that married this to
my own epistemological standpoint. While no social theory can boast it is able to
fully represent or claim to lay bare the complexity of social existence, critical theorists
propose an epistemological alternative to traditional, social scientific research—or
indeed any research that is restricted to only one ontological model. Social
constructionist, symbolic interactionist and postmodernist perspectives within critical
theory provide multifarious ways to think about some of the complex and
contradictory aspects within feminist thought and political struggle (Ramazanoglu
1993). By also utilising feminist critical analysis, this thesis exposes how
heteronormativity affects women’s lived experience in relation to sexuality and
gendered subjectivity. At the same time, this thesis examines how and in what ways
some women negotiate and/or challenge the norms associated with their sexuality—
whatever form that takes. Such questions presume that realities are multiple; social
constructionism assumes that meanings are constructed and that these meanings are
‘at once objective and subjective, their objectivity and subjectivity being indissolubly
bound up with each other’ (Crotty 1998, p. 48).
Such a critical analysis works then to decentralise and/or destabilise
hegemonic discourses, leading to the possibility of social change (Fairclough 1992).
Social change is a fundamental premise underpinning critical theories.
Epistemologically, critical theory embraces the idea that power and knowledge are
intertwined and, therefore, all knowledge practices are engaged in the production of
relations of power (Foucault 1984). This thesis will recognise the importance of
women having a voice to articulate their own specific, yet diverse, experiences of how
they make meaning of their lives, particularly their sexual lives. The spoken and
written word, then, can become ‘primary determinant[s] in how we experience
ourselves and others within the world, and how we interpret those experiences’
(Crowe 1998, p. 42). The act of telling and the analysis itself become practices of
feminist resistance (Jackson 1998). The social world is neither a finite entity that
exists independently from its contexts, nor can it be directly captured. It can be
challenged and resisted on any number of levels.
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As I wanted to avoid one single approach to my research, using qualitative
methods from a number of research disciplines was appropriate. Postmodernists
‘recognise that it is no longer possible for a single methodology to be appropriate to
study all topics’ (Webb 1993, p. 418). Critical theory is informed by the ‘post
discourses’ of postmodernism, poststructuralism and critical feminism (Kincheloe &
McLaren 2005). Research that embraces critical theory aspires to transform by
confronting ‘the injustice of a particular society or public sphere within the society’
(Kincheloe & McLaren 2005, p. 305). To do this, the critical researcher must expose
the incongruities the dominant culture accepts as natural and immutable. For example,
it is accepted that heterosexuality is ‘deeply imbedded in accounts of social and
political participation … and most of the conceptual frameworks we use to theorise
human relations rely implicitly upon a naturalised heterosexuality’ (Richardson 1998,
p. 1). Heterosexuality then becomes unquestioned, unproblematic and essentially
hidden from scrutiny. It is such hegemonic institutions that have the majority
consenting to the norm and accepting the individual’s position within that. This
facilitates some groups being privileged over others and then, when subordinates
accept such social status as natural and inevitable, ‘oppression is most forcefully
reproduced in societies’ (Kincheloe & McLaren 2005, p. 304). The dominant
ideologies of such hegemony shape an understanding of our realities, and critical
researchers argue that ‘culture has to be viewed as a domain of struggle where the
production and transmission of knowledge is always a contested process’ (Kincheloe
& McLaren 2005, p. 305). It is, therefore, important to highlight processes that
maintain as well as destabilise hegemonic practices to bring about opportunities for an
increasingly just world where individual fulfilment is made more possible.
The constantly evolving and shifting nature of language, and the role of
context in shaping meaning, creates a situation in which social research can never
offer definitive answers and unproblematic facts, but only contingent interpretations
(Gee 1999; Kincheloe & McLaren 2005). Thus, the validity of research within this
paradigm rests not on whether the facts of the case have been proven, but on the
plausibility of the interpretation (Glaser & Strauss 1967), its usefulness (Glaser &
Strauss 1967), its trustworthiness (Gee 1999), its coherence and resonance for those
whose experiences it encompasses (Riessman 1993), and the rigour and transparency
of the research process (Glaser & Strauss 1967; Wolcott 2002). Because no symbolic
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meaning, and therefore no interpretation, is definitive, the validity of an analysis also
rests on its juxtaposition with earlier and later work and, therefore, its validity may
change over time (Gee 1999).

Symbolic interactionism
Symbolic interactionism is utilised as a theoretical perspective and conceptual
framework (Nye & Berardo 1966) to inform the research methods used in this study.
Because symbolic interactionism emphasises social interactions with others on a
micro level, my analysis is able to explore how individuals assign and understand
meaning through language to argue that the social world is a dynamic and dialectical
web of complexity (Longmore 1998). The key concept of symbolic interactionism is
the self and this resonates with one of the aims of this research, which is to explore
the ways in which some women consciously negotiate and/or challenge social norms
associated with the construction of their sexual selves:
Sexual behaviour is associated with a variety of activities, each with
different meanings…The symbolic meanings associated with sexuality
affect how we think about ourselves, how we relate to others, and how
others think and relate to us (Longmore 1998, p. 44).
Men and women negotiate, and are simultaneously influenced by, hegemonic
meanings about sex and sexuality. Utilising symbolic interactionism as a strategy of
analysis can facilitate the exploration of outcomes between individuals as
unpredictable and malleable. Given the dynamic nature of the cultural and social
milieu, it is logical that meanings and messages between individuals may become
fraught with misunderstandings or confusion.
From a social interactionist perspective, this research is grounded in the
experiences of the women interviewed as well as their situation within a particular
social context at a particular time in history. A feminist analysis adds to the
knowledge and understanding of how it feels to be these women experiencing their
life realities. If one is to embrace a feminist methodology in research, one needs to
analyse the context in which particular discourses exist as well as the ways in which
the subjects make meaning of these discourses, and themselves, from within such
paradigms. Language itself becomes a signifier of reality in its construction of
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meaning (Foucault 1972). According to Fairclough (1992), a discourse analyst, ‘a
person’s social identity will affect how they use language’ (p. 45) but, furthermore,
the discursive act of using language also affects and shapes social identity. In other
words, there is dialectical relationship between the two.

Feminist critical analysis
In this thesis, feminist critical analysis is employed as a postmodern
methodology in that it facilitates a connection between ‘ideas, experience and reality’
(Ramazanoglu & Holland 2002, p. 9) to provide other ways of knowing or
understanding what has been historically deemed ‘natural’ or ‘innate’ ways of being.
One of the key thinkers in the area of postmodern thought was Foucault.
Foucault’s works did not address women particularly, and many would argue that he
ignored them completely (Balbus 1986; Diamond & Quinby 1988; Gregan 2006), but
there are dimensions or possibilities in his work that can facilitate explorations of
women’s sexualities, and their sense of self and identity. This thesis only presents
some aspects of Foucault’s analyses and his ideas about discourse and genealogies.
Foucault’s work was not produced in any developmental, linear way nor with any
clear coherence; indeed, he problematised the very idea of attaching the author to
truth. Instead, he argued that there was no systematic or universally applicable method
of analysis and wanted his books ‘to be a kind of tool-box which others can rummage
through to find a tool which they can use however they wish in their own area … I
don’t write for an audience, I write for users, not readers’ (Foucault 1971, p. 115).
This study, therefore, utilises only some of the more useful of Foucault’s ideas—
namely his ideas about truth and knowledge, power, technologies of the self and selfdiscipline to explore discourses of women’s sexuality.
According to Foucault (1972), discursive formations or discourses that are
constituted by different rules allow certain statements, but not others, to signify
reality. An individual’s social identity will impact both on what language they use to
make sense of their subjectivity and how they use that understanding within social
relations. Meaning, therefore, is linguistically constructed and to explore the
meanings given to individual lives it is important to listen to what is said as well as
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examine the context that produces or limits what is said. It is important that this
premise remains at the forefront of my analysis.
As a feminist researcher, it is important for me to acknowledge that
interviewing women becomes a critical issue to consider in the process of knowledge
production. Inevitably research is about the power–knowledge nexus and while the
relationship between the researcher and the researched may not be a fixed structure of
hierarchical power relations, power is inevitably part of all knowledge-based
relations. Acceptance of some kind of accommodation within this situation is an
inevitable part of conducting this kind of research:
Feminists can only be pragmatic about choosing their ethical positions and
political identities, making these explicit, making themselves accountable
for the knowledge they produce, and interrogating their own constitution
as knowing subjects (Ramazanoglu & Holland 2000, p. 102).
If knowledge is produced by someone with particular capacities from a
particular vantage point, then what can be known is dynamic and historical, relative to
particular social relations (Cain 1997). Cain argues that ‘anyone producing knowledge
occupies a relational and historical site in the social world which is likely to shape and
set limits to the knowledge formulation produced’ (1993, p. 88). It is crucial, she
suggests, that the researcher occupies the same perspective as the researched. Yet not
all feminists ‘share a site, a place in a field of relations, but they may, if they choose,
all share a standpoint’ (Cain 1997, p. 94). As a researcher in the field of feminism, I
needed to be transparent relative to my epistemology ‘to make the process of theorybuilding as transparent and accessible as possible’ (Wilton 2004, p. 28) and to reflect
on how knowledge was generated throughout the research. It is important to conduct
research that provides knowledge and understanding of women’s lives in a nonexploitative way (Latherby 2003). My aim was for my interviews to be a mutual
experience of listening and conversing to help dissolve boundaries that could create a
‘knower’ and the ‘known’ (Oakley 2000). Yet complete mutuality is not possible in
the research process. Good research, however, is about being aware of and
acknowledging error in the interview method and process, and having procedures in
place to minimise the effects of this ‘on what counts as knowledge’ (Oakley 2000, p.
72). This raises different epistemological issues because it acknowledges the needs of
the researcher to want their research subjects to be or say things that conform to their
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own political worldview or way of thinking. The researcher, too, can say things that
they think the research participant wants to hear. I was very aware that the process of
data analysis, and the interpretation of the interview material, was potentially where
the power differential would be greatest. I had a moral responsibility to make this
explicit and to critically reflect on the consequences of my own presence in the
process (Ramazanoglu & Holland 2000). I achieved this by keeping a research diary.
The process of reflecting on my interviews was pivotal in recognising my presence in
asking questions and interacting with the interviewees. It assisted me in maintaining a
realistic connection with the research aims and facilitated a capacity to observe and
analyse my own feelings and reactions to interviews (Alaszewki 2006; Sa 2002). This
was important in enabling me to examine my own epistemological biases (see Chapter
1) and understanding, and to avoid making judgements. This process did not remove
all power differentials, but it exposed them and assisted in my capacity to analyse the
data with insight and reflexivity. Keeping a research diary also allowed for a
systematic record of researcher decisions made at various steps during the research
process, and how this may have influenced content, analysis and process more
broadly (Webb 1993). For example, after the two pilot interviews, I changed a number
of questions that were more open and less leading as at times I felt that I was coaxing
the interviewees down a particular path.
Wolf argues there are three dimensions in relation to the issue of power within
a research process:
(1) power differences stemming from different positionalities of the
researcher and the researched (race, class, nationality, life chances, urbanrural backgrounds); (2) power exerted during the research process, such as
defining the research relationship, unequal exchange, and exploitation; and
(3) power exerted during the post fieldwork period – writing and
representing (1996, p. 2).
Identifying and acknowledging these three dimensions does not necessarily
equalise the differentials inherent within such a dynamic process. Certain methods
were employed in an attempt to minimise these potential gaps, and are discussed in
the methods section.
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The challenges
Utilising some of Foucault’s ‘toolbox’ to background a feminist critical
analysis is not without its challenges. Foucault’s work has been marginalised in recent
years particularly because applying his methods is so difficult and those who try
invariably do not contribute to the wider literature, and so are marginalised
themselves (Phillips & Hardy 2002). The difficulties inherent in the application of
Foucault’s theories relate primarily to his lack of attention to women and the charge
that his politics do not work to change anything. Foucault was one of those thinkers
who became extraordinarily influential in a very short space of time and whose work
dominated sexuality research for well over a decade. Foucault once said of his
admiration of Nietzsche’s work: ‘I prefer to utilize the work of writers I like. The only
valid tribute to thought such as Nietzsche is precisely to use it, to deform it, to make it
groan and protest’ (1980, pp. 53–54). I like some of Foucault’s work, and wanted to
use it as he intended it to be used: to be taken up and employed in ways that suit the
researcher’s project. Reading his work has allowed me to look at the social world in
different ways, particularly the construction of sexuality and self-surveillance. While
Foucault may no longer be intellectually fashionable (Weeks 2005), his work remains
useful in terms of understanding sexuality as dynamic and historical. And when
Foucault’s work is utilised in connection with other methodological strategies (in this
study, symbolic interactionism and feminist critical analysis), its value is that it is not
harnessed to any one particular ontology. It is anti-foundationalist and that is where its
value lies.
Symbolic interactionism provides a contextual method for understanding
complex socio-cultural phenomena as they are played out at the level of the lived
experiences of individuals. One of the major criticisms of symbolic interactionist
research is that it can suffer from an obsession with meaning. For the symbolic
interactionist, the social world is frequently examined at a microscopic level, but is
not always taken one step further to analyse the ways in which such examination may
form the basis of social change (Meltzer, Petras & Reynolds 1976). But this is the
very heart of lived experience—the everyday minutiae of social exchange where the
potential for social change can take place.
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Unlike the symbolic interactionist, the critical theorist attempts to reveal and
disrupt that which is taken for granted and accepted as normal, and thereby inevitably
opens up the possibility for, though not necessarily advocating, cultural change
(Fairclough 1992). A feminist and a critical analyst are more committed to the project
of political change—a change in women’s material, symbolic and sexual positioning
in the social order. Thus critical theories can expose hegemonic practices and how
they work to oppress and privilege some groups and identities within a culture
(Kincheloe & McLaren 2005). It does not offer anything in their place, yet perhaps
the most provocative strength of critical theory is that it can prepare the ground for
fundamental changes in the practices of an institution, a profession or society as a
whole. This has become increasingly appealing as societies (and particularly Western
democratic societies) have evolved into more complex mixes of race and culture in
recent years, and as marginalised groups have increasingly challenged the dominant
discourses that work to discriminate against them by privileging other groups and
practices.
There needs to be more far reaching social change to open up spaces where
women can be agents—that is, there is a need to challenge masculinist assumptions
and to offer women tools of agency through education, equal pay and social
recognition. Conceptualising agency is a challenge for the feminist researcher, who
wants also to take up a poststructural epistemology (Ramazanoglu & Holland 2002).
Poststructuralism views agency as a function of power relations and not something
that is an innate part of ourselves that allows us to freely make decisions about who
we are, which in turn allows us to do or be things ourselves (Foucault 1982). Instead,
poststructuralists propose that agency is a discursively produced relation of power that
creates the subject position to be occupied by the agent. In a heteronormative context,
therefore, masculinity occupies the dominant position. Femininity exists in relation to
the dominant masculinity and is subordinate to it.
This enables us to understand agency as recognisable within some contexts but
not all. It is possible to be agentic outside the context of heteronormativity, but
perhaps not recognised in a linguistic way. If one gets agency through the masculine
subject—as say a wife or mother—one can be understood, recognised within the
normative structure. If a ‘subject’ position cannot be recognised or spoken of, for
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example, because it has no such discourse, then it cannot be understood/seen—it is
the unnamed extra-discursive (Butler 1990). This does not mean it is impossible but
because such agency is always situated within dominant discourses, it is always seen
as an imitation or a failed attempt to subvert or resist such power relations (Butler
1990). The agency then is of the marginalised in that it is agency from the margins of
the dominant centre. As such, a very real tension exists for the feminist who wants
agency for women, but who struggles with that agency being attributed reactively,
negatively and marginally within the dominant paradigm of heteronormativity.
Feminists are united in seeking to understand women as active subjects who
can take up positions of agency—positions from which women can access the tools of
agency in order to construct their own subjectivity without being relative to and/or
oppressed by masculinity. The challenge and the tension exist in adopting a
poststructural lens through which there can be no subjects outside the discourses in
which they are constructed. If, as a poststructuralist, one accepts that agency is
constructed discursively then there is no capacity to exist outside discourse, no ‘doer
behind the deed’ (Butler, 1990, p. 142). This is not the first time this problem has
arisen for feminists attempting to expose the ‘problem that has no name’ (Freidan
1963). Wittig also grappled with this ‘problem’ and went so far as to suggest that
lesbians were not women at all because the term/name itself is part of a heterosexual
discourse from which some radical lesbians wish to isolate themselves and thereby be
beyond the power relationship it dictates between women and men:
[I]t would be incorrect to say that lesbians associate, make love, live with
women, for ‘woman’ has meaning only in heterosexual systems of thought
and heterosexual economic systems. Lesbians are not women (1978, p. x).
Wittig (1978) argues that a lesbian identity refuses the category of woman—as
this category is always coupled with man and thus only exists within a heterosexual
paradigm—and that there needs to be something else. If the subject is produced in
language then the category of woman is problematic in terms of it being a product of
heterosexual subjectivity, which sees the masculine as the origin from which other
identities are constituted. Several women in this study discuss the issue of not wanting
to accept a lesbian subject position and all the perceived negativity that comes with it.
The paradox is that at the same time they want to give their lives coherence or
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positive social/symbolic legitimacy, but they can’t reconcile this because there is no
acceptance of such a concept in dominant discourse.
While all women certainly exist, they may reject particular discourses (for
example, woman, lesbian, bisexual, deviant, heteronormativity, wife, normal) and, as
such, become products of discursive resistance (Foucault 1977b). Queer is a
marginalised discourse within heteronormativity; it can not/does not exist without it
(Green 2007). In other words, women can resist labels they see as negative—the
discourse of heteronormativity constructs them as deviant so they instead appropriate
tools of agency within that discourse. For example, some women who have intimate
relationships with other women may hide by pulling the curtains so they can’t be seen
‘be’-ing lesbian, and they can pass as heterosexual in other contexts. In this way, they
are indeed still constituted by the discourses of heteronormativity (among others—we
are all, of course, constituted by multiple discourses). Other women do not resist or
reject the discourses available to them and are left in limbo searching for a discourse
that is for them. They unquestionably exist, but the question remains—can they have
agency without being constructed by a cogent discourse (Butler 1990)? If we argue
that they are ambivalent to the negative connotations inherent in being labeled as
something relative to heteronormativity (being ‘not heterosexual’ is ‘other’ and hence
deviant), neither accepting nor rejecting it, then this in itself would constitute a
discourse—the discourse of ambivalence (Muehlenhand & Peterson 2005). Is this
where there can be agency within subject positions that are not constituted within
oppressive power relations? Ambivalence has temporality. It is an oscillating moment
of consciousness when the decision is ‘do I or don’t I make a decision to move off the
fence?’ Once a decision is made, it cannot be predicted whether subjectivity will be
recognised or if the binary norm will reassert itself. As a poststructural feminist,
unpacking the extra-discursive, falling-between-the-cracks moments as spaces that
exist for some women, and therefore potentially all women, is a critical and a
necessary challenge.

Methods and recruitment
The aims of this study and the type of analytic techniques employed, together
with the knowledge produced, cannot be divorced from the epistemological position
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adopted by the researcher (Crowe 2005). Indeed, the researcher’s epistemological
stance is just as much a part of the context of ‘reading’ the data as the data itself.
Therefore, the entire research process needs to be recorded in some way so that
analysis can be achieved intertextually and in a reflexive way that acknowledges a
critical feminist epistemology.
In this research, discursively constructed meanings were captured through
interviewing women. In an attempt to minimise power differentials between the
researcher and the research participants, all interviews were conducted either in the
participant’s home or in a public space chosen by the interviewee. The interview
transcripts gave access to the ideas and individual realities, illuminated by the
language of the women and the discourses available to them, that make their material
existences and experiences meaningful for them. This material was analysed within
the context of the cultural discourses that circulated at the time, and from which
women draw as they make sense of and attribute meaning to their sexualities. Such
analysis aims to generate ‘insights into gendered social existence that would
otherwise not exist’ (Ramazanoglu & Holland 2002, p.147) and to challenge our
particular cultural constructions of femininity through narratives of heterosexual and
lesbian lifestyles and identities. The experience of ‘being’ heterosexual or lesbian can
be articulated by women and is analysed to generate new knowledge of a particular
gendered social life:
Gendered identities, subjects and subjectivities are continuously produced,
accepted, resisted, modified, fragmented. At this level there can be agency,
in the sense that people can accept, resist or counter constructions of
gendered identities, and be empowered or disempowered by them
(Ramazanoglu & Holland 2002, p. 153)
The interview subjects are positioned, or position themselves, within the
culturally constructed categories of lesbian and heterosexual women. Such categories
are laden with particular assumptions, but individual women may reject or be unaware
of these assumptions. Indeed, Fairclough posits that:
[I]nstitutional subjects are constructed in accordance with the norms of
ideological-discursive formations [IDF], in subject positions whose
ideological underpinnings they may be unaware of. A characteristic of a
dominant IDF is the capacity to ‘naturalize’ ideologies, i.e. to win
acceptance for them as non-ideological ‘common’ sense. (1995, p. 27)
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It is such common sense acceptance of particular subject positions in the
everyday business of life that this study takes as its starting point. It then moves on to
explore and examine when such ‘common’ sense no longer applies. Interviewing
women about their sexual lives reveals how unstable and internally varied identity
categories are—people’s sexual lives, desires and fantasies go beyond the limitations
of bordered, closed categories. In other words, heterosexual women are not
necessarily heterosexual in their fantasy life, and their embodied sexual experiences
may have involved relationships with women and so on. Analysis of the women’s
stories about their sexual histories undoes such categories of sexual identity and
reveals the limitations of identity category placement.
Given the difficulty in recruiting interview participants from marginalised
groups, I initially faced a number of challenges in recruiting women to speak with me.
Despite the many women who had spoken to me informally, it was more difficult to
recruit them on a formal basis. Initially, two women agreed to do pilot interviews with
me. I had developed a draft interview schedule based on reading and the informal
discussions I had had with women previously. These two interviews led to a number
of changes to the questions I asked thereafter. It was clear I needed to start the
interviews with a very broad question that allowed the women to head in whatever
direction they wanted. This question was: ‘Would you tell me about what it was like
for you growing up as a girl?’ I had a number of prompt questions, in case I needed to
keep discussion focused on the project aims. I chose to use a semi-structured
interview process to allow new questions to be introduced if the women took the
interview to new and unexpected places while still considering the broader themes of
the project.
After the two pilot interviews, and through word of mouth, I had a small
number of women contact me wanting to be interviewed. It was a slow process but I
ultimately interviewed 20 women, who were located in England (n=7) and Australia
(n=13). The first seven interviews were conducted in England, as I was living there at
the time. Once I returned to Australia, it was easier to find women who wanted to talk
to me through friendship networks as well as through sending out emails and putting
up notices around the university where I was working. There are no real guidelines for
determining the sample size of interviewees for a research project (Guest, Bunce &
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Johnson 2006). Guest, Bunce and Johnson (2006) suggest that, despite a paucity of
literature about the issue of determining an appropriate sample size, the main
determinant appears to be the capacity to reach theoretical saturation. ‘If the goal is to
describe a shared perception, belief, or behaviour among a relatively homogenous
group, then a sample of twelve will likely be sufficient’ (Guest, Bunce & Johnson
2006, p. 76). The ages of the interview participants ranged from 19 to 57 years (see
the end of this chapter for participant particulars). So, rather than deciding that 12
interviews were ‘enough’, I continued interviewing women who wanted to be
interviewed (a snowball effect). I did not intend to do any comparative analyses
between the English and Australian women as the criteria for selection were not based
on nationality and, to a large extent, the Western, Anglo-Saxon emphasis is similar
(Varnum et al 2010).
The semi-structured interviews were used to gather material for analysis from
the women interviewed (see Appendix I for draft questions). The interviews were
between 45 and 60 minutes in duration. Participants were sent full transcripts of their
interviews and asked to read and indicate their satisfaction that all identifying factors
had been removed and that the content was an accurate representation of their
interview. If they were happy for the transcripts to be used in my thesis, their written
consent was obtained. All the women were asked if they wanted to use their own
names or a pseudonym. Most decided on a pseudonym of their own choice. Any
publications that arose from the research as well as timely and appropriate summaries
emanating from the research were communicated to the participants (Webb 1992).
Such arrangements were clarified at the time of interview. This process went some
way to address the dimensions of power inequality in research (Lather 1986; Oakley
1981; Harding 1987; 1991). Inviting and pursuing contact and consultation with
participants before, during and after the interviews works to equalise the difference in
power relationships (Ramazanoglu & Holland 2002; Roberts 1981).
The 20 women who identified themselves as interested in being interviewed
were provided with an information sheet (see Appendix II) and answers to any further
questions they may have had, as well as assurance of total confidentiality. All
informed consent materials were provided to participants on Griffith University
letterhead to ensure it was clear to the participants the auspices under which the
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research is being conducted and which institution is responsible for the research
(Griffith University 2012). Verbal consent to interview was then obtained and a time
and place for the interview arranged. If the interview took place in the participant’s
home, for safety reasons, the details of the address were documented and check-in and
-out telephone calls were made to a designated person each time. I did not wish to
cause any harm to participants and so a convenience sample of women aged over 18
(participants aged under 18 raises complex issues in relation to consent) was targeted
as a participant group for semi-structured interviews. There is no objective way to
determine whether a young person (under 18) is of a level of maturity that will enable
them to give fully informed consent to an interview that may raise issues around
sexuality and sexual activity. Race, sexuality, religious beliefs or disability were not
grounds for exclusion from the proposed study. However, women who were not
conversant in English would have required further consideration that was beyond the
scope of this research. A summary of the age, sexual identification, and occupation of
each of the interview participants is included in Table 1.
Table 1 – Summary of interview participants
Name

Age

Sexual identification at time
of interview

Occupation

Sinthia

38

Lesbian

Police officer

Delilah

41

Lesbian

Public servant

Elle

43

Heterosexual

Artist

Vivienne

57

Lesbian

Manager

Olivia

39

Lesbian

Nurse manager

Julie

33

Lesbian

Public servant

Molly

52

Lesbian

University lecturer

Emma

20

Heterosexual

University student

Lottie

44

Lesbian

Registered nurse

Kate

32

Lesbian

University lecturer

Cheryl

48

Lesbian

Retail worker

Sylvie

19

Heterosexual

University student

Dee

46

Lesbian

Police officer

Nikki

24

Heterosexual

University student

Claudia

37

Heterosexual

University lecturer

Elizabeth

27

Lesbian

Registered nurse

Anne

43

Heterosexual

University lecturer

Anna

46

Lesbian

Police officer
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Naomi

32

Heterosexual

Early childhood lecturer

Jane

45

Lesbian

Doctor

The interviewer/researcher and the interviewees are demographically marked
by statuses of white, middle class, university-educated women. This is the dominant
demographic in research about lesbian women (Brooks 2006; Morris 1997; Whisman
1995; Wilton 2004) and presents a particular snapshot of life for these women that
may not represent, in any way, the lives of women whose lives have not been of such
privilege. Having said that, if all of the women in this study are part of the hegemonic
social norm or have identity privilege in every other respect—they are white, AngloSaxon, English-language in background, middle class—and the only thing that
disrupts the normative position for lesbian women is their sexuality, this may make a
difference in how they negotiate their sexual identities. Certainly, the women who did
not identify as lesbian at the time of the interviews (Elle, Emma, Sylvie, Nikki,
Claudia, Kate and Naomi) either had not ever reflected on their sexuality before or
took being heterosexual for granted and considered it of no real consequence—it ‘just
was’. If the lesbians can pass as hetero-norm because they are the norm in every other
respect, perhaps this makes their investment in passing as (invisible) heterosexual
stronger and more psycho-socially compelling. That is, in being white, middle class
and educated, they have a shield of invisibility that assists them to pass whether they
are active or passive in that charade.
The lives of women who are not in such a hegemonic socio-cultural situation
may have different stories about how they negotiate their sexualities, and these stories
will be important for future research. There is some empirical evidence (Bradford,
Ryan & Rothblum 1994) that white, lesbian women (in the United States) were ‘out’
to more people relative to women of colour. There is also evidence to suggest that
religion (Savin-Williams 1989; Strommen 1989), and the historical context women
grow up in, impacts on a capacity or need to come out as different (Faderman 1991).
In short, it is challenging to ask any oppressed or marginalised group about sexual
intimacy, so the more marginal they are, the more vulnerable they are and, therefore,
the less we currently know (Wilton 2004). Arguably, there may be more pressing
issues, such as poverty and racial discrimination, that occupy their day-to-day
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existence and their sexuality may not really be on their radar in any significant way or
it may be just one identity status negotiation of oppression among others.
Being part of the same socio-cultural situation as the interviewees made
recruiting and interviewing a relatively less complicated process compared to
attempting to recruit women from more diverse cultural background groups or socioeconomic locations. Diversity of culture, class and religion could have opened up
complex issues in the sample about determining what these differences mean and how
they impact on the central framework, which is the study of women’s understanding
of their sexual identities. The research into sexuality, particularly into women’s
sexuality, is dominated by researchers and participants from privileged backgrounds
(Wilton 2004), and this is an important issue to acknowledge. A narrow, more
internally coherent sample of interviewees has the advantage of comparing like with
like. Limiting variables is valuable for enabling the analysis of the data to focus on the
central issue of sexuality but, at the same time, it means that the interaction between
sexuality and other identity categories and social locations is unable to inform the
research and analysis (Heaphy, Weeks & Donovan 1998; Hostetler & Herdt 1998;
Ringheim 1995).

The data analysis
To analyse the data, I utilised Foucault’s work on ‘technologies of the self’
(1988), which implies that individuals train and modify themselves in the context of,
and interaction with, prevailing dominant discourses to develop knowledge and
understandings about themselves. For example, discourses of medicine and psychiatry
determine physical and mental deviance and therefore ‘normality’ in modern Western
culture. When Foucault ‘began to study the rules, duties, and prohibitions of sexuality,
the interdictions and restrictions associated with it’ (1988, p. 16), he was concerned
not only with the ‘acts that were permitted and forbidden, but with the feelings
represented, the thoughts, the desires one might experience, the drives to seek within
the self any hidden feeling, any movement of the soul, any desire disguised under
illusory forms’ (1988, p. 16). Foucault’s objective for many years was to trace:
...a history of the different ways in our culture that humans develop
knowledge about themselves: economics, biology, psychiatry, medicine,
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and penology. The main point is not to accept this knowledge at face value
but to analyze these so-called sciences as very specific “truth games”
related to specific techniques that human beings use to understand
themselves (1988, p. 16).
I drew on these techniques or technologies (see Table 2) to facilitate an
exploration of the ways in which individuals train and modify themselves, ‘not only in
the obvious sense of acquiring certain skills but also in the sense of acquiring certain
attitudes’ (Foucault 1988, p. 58). The types of technologies, each a ‘matrix of
practical reason’ (Foucault 1988, p. 16), while specific in their own right, also interact
and this was the way in which I wanted to analyse the stories the women gave me. I
utilised the matrix to draw out themes and this in turn dictated the structure of the
analysis.
Therefore, an exploration of the women’s discourses and techniques or
technologies was organised within a matrix of practical reason to analyse emergent
themes from the interview transcripts. Foucault suggests that:
[T]here are four major types of these “technologies”, each a matrix of
practical reason: (1) technologies of production, which permit us to
produce, transform, or manipulate things; (2) technologies of sign systems,
which permit us to use signs, meanings, symbols, or signification; (3)
technologies of power, which determine the conduct of individuals and
submit them to certain ends or domination, an objectivizing of the subject;
(4) technologies of the self, which permit individuals to effect by their own
means or with the help of others a certain number of operations on their
own bodies and souls, thoughts, conduct, and way of being, so as to
transform themselves in order to attain a certain state of happiness, purity,
wisdom, perfection, or immortality (1988, p. 18).
Table 2 – Matrix of practical reason
Theme

Naming/
coming
out

Production

Sign systems

Power/knowledge

Self

How has this belief been
produced over time?

What strategies
are employed to
reproduce this
belief through
discourse?

What discursive
practices govern
the conduct of
individuals in
relation to this
idea?

How does the
subject perform
operations on
her/his self to
align her/his
self with this
belief?

Fear of being
labeled/treated negatively.
Ambivalence – producing
both fear and desire.

Rejection of
labels.
Being secretive.
Public/private

Heteronormativity
Scripts.
Narratives – from
mother; fairytales.

Ambivalence.
Passing.
Public/private
split.
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There are prerequisites for
ambivalence.

self – separating
out aspects of the
self.

Practicing

Mother/parents as role
models.
Relationships with others
(real or imagined).
Approval from others.
Construction of
femininities/masculinities.
Popular culture/media.
Ambivalence as experience
constructed by norms,
scripts, heteronormativity.
Women who love women
actively become subjects of
ambivalence.

Weighing up
positives &
negatives –
consequences –
rewards,
punishments.
Performing.
Happily ever
after narrative.
Living in the
closet.
Identity
coherence.
Life story as
linear.

Limited subject
positions and
choices – wife,
mother.
Dating.
Objects of desire
Knowledge of
heterosexual sex.
Docile bodies.
Social success.

Complicity.
Disappointment
with reality.
Passing.
Self -discipline,
regulation,
surveillance.
Tomboy.
Disappointment
with reality.
Live faulty
script.
Locating spaces
to ‘be’ self.

Public/
private

Positive & negative
consequences of
ambivalent subjectivity.
Challenges of constitution
through discourse of
ambivalence.

Ambivalence –
being happy and
disappointed at
the same time.

Limiting social
connection and
space.

Weighing up of
consequences.

Martin et al 1988, Technologies of the self: a seminar with Michel Foucault, London: Tavistock.

Utilising such a matrix facilitated a way of making meaning of the various
discourses the women engaged as they tried to understand their sexualities. ‘Coming
out’ and ‘practicing’ particular subject positions emerged very clearly as themes that
were complex and intertwined. They also linked with the theme of ‘boundaries’ or
borders, in which both coming out and practicing were policed. It allowed me as
researcher to map and locate particular constructs and also to identify discourses that
appeared to be unavailable to these women.
In the analysis process, it became evident that Goffman’s work on the
reproduction of shared meaning and cultural practices would be valuable. As
discussed in Chapter 1, symbolic interactionism, while interested in the context of
social interactions, is criticised for not taking into account prevailing social discourses
and therefore avoiding any political stance. However, it is the symbolic
interactionist’s role to describe rather than critique society for the purposes of social
change. In this thesis, Goffman’s analysis of social performances (which he sees as a
way of moving successfully through social interactions), combined with a
Foucauldian analysis of the boundaries of gendered power relations, enables a more
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nuanced examination of the everyday politics of negotiating such boundaries.
Goffman (1959) suggests that the individuals or performers in any social interaction
attempt to present an idealised version of a character or identity, which reflects the
shared and mutually understood and hence hegemonic values of society. This makes
our social connections ‘easy’ and repeatable. In this thesis, the analysis of the
importance of what is expected of us in our day-to-day interactions has focused a lens
onto the nuanced, and often complex, decision-making processes that underpin
language use and the practices of those individuals who exist at the periphery of the
dominant cultural paradigms and who often experience discomfort when undertaking
the social performances expected of them.
In terms of establishing the rigour of a Foucauldian analysis study, the largely
qualitative nature of the technique limits strict approaches to reliability or validity
testing. Nonetheless, these are not unimportant questions and Crowe (2005) makes
various suggestions in relation to both methodological and interpretative rigour. For
example, I asked myself a number of key questions, such as: (1) Is the research
question appropriate for a critical feminist analysis?; (2) Has a sufficient range of
resources been reviewed (e.g. historical, political)?; (3) Have the interpretative
paradigm, data gathering and analytical processes been clearly described?; and (4)
Are the linkages between discourse, findings and interpretation suitably explained and
plausible?
A key strength of the analysis was its ability to challenge and disrupt dominant
ways of thinking and acting in the world because it suggested that things could be or
are otherwise for groups or individuals who did not embody or perform hegemonic
identities and lifestyles. It also suggested that things could be otherwise for people
who are imagined as being within hegemonic identities and lifestyles. It can,
therefore, provide different ways of looking at taken for granted views and practices
and support a platform for change.
Such change could be the articulation of a discourse not constituted within
oppressive power relations where there is agency for women. Suggesting there is a
discourse of ambivalence provides a way to speak of and live on a day-to-day basis as
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a subject. This is an exciting theory that highlights the possibility of locating anyone
currently on the margins, and hence marginalised, as subjects of their own narratives.
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Chapter 4 – Naming
Introduction
The women who identified as lesbian in this study engaged with an alternative
discourse that has its origins in language’s binary structures—what is not heterosexual
must, therefore, be lesbian (Derrida 1976). In the interviews I conducted, many
women identified a process of self-identity formation whereby they initially located
their sexuality outside the discursive construction of normal sexuality, which
accordingly left them with limited ways in which to express themselves. To not
position oneself within a particular discourse means there is inherent difficulty in
making sense of one’s self and/or aspects of one’s life. It also meant they had a nonpositive relationship to their sexuality because it was constructed out of a negation—
that is, ‘not’ heterosexual. This led many of the women to hide, or feel restricted in
what could be said in relation to, their sexuality. This process engendered a sense of
resentment in some women and a sense of insufficiency in others.
According to Irigaray (1985), female sexuality is premised on a lack—that is,
it is not male. In a patriarchal society, ‘woman exists only as an occasion for
mediation, transaction, transition, transference, between man and his fellow man,
indeed between man and himself’ (Irigaray 1985, p. 193). Sexual subjectivity is,
therefore, a product of the symbolic order and one patterns oneself to fit one’s
‘appropriate’ gender role, which is determined by the sexual order of the society. In
the process of naming themselves as heterosexual or lesbian, the women in this study
effectively fit into the subject positions made available to them as women in this
society at a specific time. These are not necessarily stable or coherent categories, as
they shift across lifetimes as well as contexts. When the dominant discourses failed to
provide a place from which to speak as a sexual being, the women in this study were
forced to engage with the available discursively constructed binary oppositions of
heterosexual/homosexual. However, it was evident from some of the women’s
narratives that these were less than satisfactory descriptors of their experiences.
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I interviewed 20 women and asked each of them whether they felt they
occupied a specific sexual subject position—for example, whether they identified as
heterosexual or lesbian. The usual question asked was ‘Would you say that you had a
sexual identity?’ Naomi, who is a married 32-year-old English woman, did not
understand what I was asking:
Um (long pause). Do you mean as in a place within a class as a woman?
Or as in a secure…secureness about my sexualness? (Naomi, 32, early
childhood lecturer).
Naomi had never considered thinking about herself in this way—she did not
clearly understand what I meant by ‘sexuality’ and that there were other, perhaps
more important, markers of her identity. Wilton (2004) encountered the same lack of
clarity from the heterosexual women in her study (which involved 33 face-to-face
interviews, 73 telephone interviews and 136 completed questionnaires over three
years) and suggested ‘they were simply not equipped to name themselves in relation
to their desire’ (p. 130). Wilton responded to this by changing the question she asked
of the non-lesbian women in her sample from ‘How would you describe your
sexuality?’ to a protracted dialogue that included words like ‘attraction’, ‘orientation’
and outlined scientific theories about gender. Her interviewees still encountered
problems with naming a sexual identity for themselves:
The only word I can think of would be ‘straight’, and I don’t think I would
ever actually use that word…it’s the only word I can think of. So, er,
heterosexual? (Interviewee in Wilton’s 2004 research, p. 130).
Naomi tries to clarify her position similarly in terms of being ‘just a
heterosexual’, which implies this is an uncomplicated, normal, assumed subject
position that does not require conscious thought or explanation:
I suppose I’m just a heterosexual, female. And I don’t really think much
about my sexuality ‘cause I don’t think I’m a sexual person…I think I
identify myself more as a mother, a female, worker. I don’t think I
see…when I identify myself, I don’t put a sex against it, I think I put a role
against it. I suppose it’s an assumption based around my sexuality.
Perhaps that’s what I mean. That I assume…that we assume, unless
there’s any reason why somebody’s not heterosexual…you’d perhaps think
about it more because if you’re heterosexual you perhaps assume that
everybody is. It’s only when somebody isn’t, people sort of go, ‘Oh!’?
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There’s an assumption attached to it, that’s why I don’t think about it.
(Naomi, 32, early childhood lecturer)
Naomi makes an interesting corrective shift from ‘I assume’ to ‘we assume’ as
she realises, in answering the question, it is not just she who assumes everyone is
heterosexual but it appears to be culturally pervasive. It is almost as though she is
cognisant in that instant of how powerful such a belief is and, at the same time, how it
is merely taken for granted unless you think about or question it. The interview itself
then became a discursive space in which a reflexive act of self-recognition by the
interviewee about the invisible unquestioned norm was made possible.
Many of the heterosexual women said that they did not need to think about
being heterosexual at all:
I would say that I’m heterosexual. Although it’s not something that I really
give huge thought to other than the fact well…it’s a hard one, because,
yeah, I’m attracted to men, um, I like the male form. I do like spending
time with men. I like having sex with men. (Kate, 32, university lecturer)
This taken-for-granted-ness that both Naomi and Kate express is something
that was articulated by nearly all of the women interviewed who identified as
heterosexual and is also evidenced by other research that explores female sexuality
(Brooks 2006; Diamond 2000, 2003, 2005a; Diamond & Savin-Williams 2003;
Wilton 2004). For Kate, having to bring into conscious recognition why she believes
she is heterosexual was actually ‘a hard one’. For both Naomi and Kate, it required
thinking they had not engaged in previously. It is the women’s immersion within
specific cultural spaces that provides them with certain ways of thinking about and
accepting their sexuality as taken-for-granted, as normal (Bourdieu 1977). So rather
than it being a personal belief, as Naomi initially feels, the capacity to accept
heterosexuality as normal and therefore unquestioned is what Bourdieu (1977) calls
the ‘doxic’ relationship—or the taken-for-granted relationship—that privileges
dominant discourses. Consequently, sexuality tended to be articulated in terms of the
object of desire. Kate, who is single, identifies that she is heterosexual after some
prompting and then clarifies that this is underpinned by who she likes to have sex
with. She is clear that because she desires the male body, male company and sexual
activity with men that this makes her heterosexual—it is a logical, doxic relationship.
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I asked the same question about sexual identity of Jane (45 year old doctor),
who was married (to a man) when she fell in love with a woman at age 36:
I didn’t consciously say to myself that I was a lesbian or that I was no longer
heterosexual. I didn’t think about my sexuality at all really. I fell in love with
‘someone’. It seemed irrelevant to me that that someone happened to be a
woman (Jane, 45, doctor).
Jane now identifies as lesbian, but at the time of her falling in love with a woman, as
opposed to a man, she was not inclined to name herself as lesbian. She was just in
love with someone else—someone whose anatomy seemed ‘irrelevant’.

What’s in a name? Naming the self
While the heterosexual women interviewed did not appear to consciously
think about their sexuality, they also did not talk about it with each other—it was not
a subject of open discussion. Rather than being hidden, however, it was simply not
something they thought required open dialogue or further exploration:
Just knowing that you were coming to do this interview has been really eye
opening for me because it’s actually made me more relaxed about my
sexuality because I’ve had a chance to talk to friends about it. I had coffee
with a friend yesterday, and it was amazing. We got onto the subject of
sex. Now, we’ve known each other for four years, and we’ve never talked
about sex. Never. Not ever, once. Because I don’t. (Naomi, 32, early
childhood lecturer)
The interview itself is again seen as a discursive space and also activates
discourse about sexuality before and after the interview and, as such, creates an extradiscursivity. Naomi continues to talk about sexuality in terms of sexual activity—she
was not discussing whether, for example, she was comfortable with her femininity or
that she was non-heterosexual with her friend. They both assumed each other to be
heterosexual, so the discussion then is about sexual activity (sex). It is not something
Naomi has ever considered talking about with friends before—was it ‘not ladylike’ or
forbidden? This begs the question—was it a topic that was therefore repressed?
(Freud 1905).
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Some of the women, regardless of their sexual orientation at the time of
interview, also discussed their sexuality in terms of being attractive and the ways this
made them objects of positive attention from males and deserving of love. This also
linked with an assumption that their attractiveness would lead them to marriage
(Simon 1996; Simon & Gagnon 1973, 1987) and that their desirability was the end
point of a trajectory every woman was on:
I was talking to a friend about the year 2000 and where we’d be and what
we’d be doing and I didn’t even think twice before automatically saying
I’d be married with two children. And that’s what I thought would happen.
That’s what happened to everybody that I grew up with. (Kate, 32,
university lecturer)
Well beyond the year 2000, what Kate thought was inevitable did not happen
and it constructed a problem that lay within her and her inability to meet a good man
or follow an appropriate social script. Meeting this man would mean happiness and
marriage—all entwined with each other:
[I]t would always be like yeah, you’d meet somebody, you’d go out with
them for a while, that didn’t work and it’d be like, ‘oh, God’. And it was
always ‘what’s wrong with me?’ There’d always have to be something
wrong with me—why I couldn’t find somebody and be happy and be
married. (Kate, 32, university lecturer)
Having an ideal end point for a happy life meant that when that point seemed
unreachable (or, in Kate’s case, seemed to have passed her by), there was something
wrong. Because this was the taken-for-granted, normal path towards a state of
happiness, women in general believed they must either try harder at succeeding or
arguably settle for someone or something not so perfect to complete their journey, or
else redefine what happiness was for them - write a new script. They could decide to
be happy, unhappy or ambivalent about not being normal according to discourses of
heteronormativity.
This taken-for-granted process or trajectory towards an assumed or agreed
point of fulfillment did not manifest in the same way for women who did not identify
as heterosexual. Those women who experienced dissonance with the taken-forgranted ways of expressing the self sexually did seem to undergo some process of
internal dialogue about what an ideal point to end their story might be, given that it
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was unlikely that theirs would take them to marriage and children. These women were
obliged to seek other more satisfying narratives to speak of their sexuality beyond the
normative roles and practices. It involved a process of subverting the dominant
discourse of heterosexuality in order to open up a space from which they could speak.
For Vivienne, a 57-year-old manager who identified as a lesbian at the time of the
interview, opening up that space and acknowledging her sexuality was not taken for
granted but something that required caution. When I asked her if there were times
when she hid her sexuality, she told me there were and how particularly difficult it
was when what was originally a collegiate or superficial relationship with someone
turned into a closer friendship:
I’d describe her as a best friend. She knew me as who I was, she got to
know me, I didn’t tell her early on, and of course it got further and further
on and we were really close as friends. ‘How am I going to tell her now?’
I’m going to tell her that I’ve lied to her all this time. And by all this time I
mean seven, eight months. (Vivienne, 57, manager)
What Vivienne terms ‘lying’ is actually non-revelation and not the same as
lying. She is passing. It could be turned around to argue that the colleague/come
friend who makes the normative assumption that Vivienne is heterosexual is, in the
first instance, constituting a lie. In other words, the lie is constituted by way of the
hegemony of heterosexuality and is thus a lie from within heterosexuality itself
because it denies and represses its relationship to its necessary other—homosexual
desire and identity. So the lie is not situated in the person and their actions or agency
but in the structure of heteronormativity itself, which conceals its dependence on
homosexual difference for its identity and coherence. This is an example of extradiscursivity—something that sits outside, or could potentially sit outside the confines
of normative structure. Vivienne condemns herself as lying and thus does not see how
her agency is compromised by the structural dominance of heterosexuality. Can she
really be said to be lying then? In a more ethically oriented society, one that took
sexual difference seriously and worked towards a form a sexual pluralism, people
would not structure their thinking according to a norm and their and others’
difference(s) from it. This imagined, just and pluralistic society would mean coming
out as different would be meaningless; being ‘true’ to oneself and being openly honest
with others about who one is in terms of sexual desire would not be necessary. In the
situation above, Vivienne needs to break the taken-for-granted expectations her
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colleague has developed of her from previous interactions and risks the possibility of
being deemed unethical or dishonest, a situation that would not transpire if the norm
were pluralised at a conscious level by everyone.
According to Foucault (1972), discursive practices are historically and
culturally specific sets of rules for organising and producing different forms of
knowledge. Dominant discourses allow certain statements but not others to be made
and this affirms that social realities are linguistically constructed and that meaning is
negotiated in social interactions rather than pre-existing them. Vivienne’s passing as
heterosexual and her caution in coming out is a discursive practice helps shape the
subject categories she chooses to adopt or reveal. Rose suggests this practice of
judging one’s self is not just a private matter but connects actively to how the
individual moves about the world, whether that be freely or constrained in some way:
The self is to be a subjective being, it is to aspire to autonomy, it is to
strive for personal fulfilment in its earthly life, it is to interpret its reality
and destiny as a matter of individual responsibility; it is to find meaning in
existence by shaping its life through acts of choice (1996, p. 151).
Foucault (1982) argues this process of governing the self is, rather than
constraining, actually constitutive of subjectivity. Spaces individuals inhabit are
imbued with practices and procedures that both reward and punish according to
systems of norms and subsequent judgments about what is and what is not normal.
Particular discursive practices govern the conduct of individuals. Lottie, for example,
is a 44-year-old woman who, after falling in love with another woman (J), leaves her
husband. She tells me that, now she is relating sexually to a woman and not a man,
she has to be openly honest about it:
I could not live a lie if I was gay, you know, I would tell everybody. (Lottie,
44, registered nurse)
By comparison, J (Lottie’s female partner), who had identified as lesbian from
a very young age, has always governed her conduct guardedly. She does not
acknowledge her sexuality openly and expects Lottie to be similarly guarded. But
Lottie will have to ‘learn’ how to perform such new operations on herself (watching
what she says, how she acts in public, what she wears) now that she sees or
understands herself as a lesbian. Lesbian is her new, chosen subjectivity and, as
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Morris (1997) suggests, the lesbian identity develops over time and in a culture of
heteronormativity. This may be a strange and at times difficult learning process for
Lottie for whom there is little guidance. Indeed, it is often a process of constant
resolution and re-resolution of incongruities between ‘self, behaviour, and other’s
views’ (Morris 1997, p. 5). How such incongruities are resolved can mean different
things for different people—it may encourage the likelihood of being ‘out’ in more
contexts with more people or totally the opposite. It does not preclude identity
fluidity, yet Lottie does not seem to challenge the notion, at this stage, that she may
well not ‘stay’ lesbian. Now that Lottie is not with a man and is, rather, in an intimate
relationship with a woman, she sees herself as not heterosexual; therefore, she must
be lesbian. For her, there is nothing else.
Lottie’s ‘new’ subjectivity means that she has made a decision about coming
out as a lesbian or instead be read as heterosexual (as most people are read in a
heteronormative culture). She states clearly that her inability to ‘live a lie’ means that
she will ‘tell everybody’. But this cannot pragmatically be something that happens
once—that is, she cannot make a global announcement that will not then need
repeating. If she does not wish to ‘live a lie’, she will be required to come out in a
continual, repetitive process on perhaps a daily basis. She will find it necessary to
make micro- and macro-decisions about who she tells, when and under what
circumstances, every day of her ‘lesbian life’. Because her subjectivity will continue
to be assumed as heterosexual, she will have to choose when to let that assumption
pass and when to make her sexuality overt and thereby risk judgment. Perhaps over
time she will develop a ‘lesbian sensibility’ when the seemingly constant battle with
honesty (‘telling everyone’) versus lying (‘not telling everyone’) will render her
ambivalent or even mute. Alternatively, she may choose to be ‘out’ permanently in an
overt way (for example, by wearing lesbian and proud t-shirts, working in a lesbiandominated workplace) that means others have to take responsibility for accepting her
or not—she would not have to think about it, or not often.
J, on the other hand, has chosen to essentially keep her sexuality hidden and so
accept her assumed heterosexuality. This could be because she perceives a real danger
in being open or that making those constant micro-decisions is wearing, unnecessary,
counterproductive or, indeed, futile in the everyday scheme of moving through daily
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business. It is also possible that, unlike Molly (below), she does not find her identity
as a lesbian totalising, that it is only one fragment of who she is, that her sexuality is
actually rarely relevant or that it is a subject position she rejects. Ward and
Winstanley argue that:
the concept of identity formation through inter-action with others and the
notion of coming out of the closet is important in theorizing identity, as it
exposes the lack of congruence between the subjectivity of the individual
and the subject position that is available for the individual to take up (2005
p. 450).
Molly, a 52-year-old lecturer, articulates the angst she felt about being
revealed as a woman in an intimate relationship with another woman and that the only
subject positions she saw at the time were that of a lesbian or nothing (Molly is
referring to a period when she was in her late teens, during the 1960s, and her fear of
others knowing that she was a lesbian were congruent with that period in Britain).
It was very traumatic – I couldn’t talk to my parents about it…oh, we
couldn’t talk to anybody about it. We were living in a nurses’ home and it
was a nightmare...I did feel very trapped by it because I was frightened of
it being exposed in any way. I found it really, really difficult to come to
terms with the whole thing. (Molly, 52, university lecturer)
Molly felt ‘trapped’ by her own beliefs about how others may judge her and so
constrained her own voice and behaviours. She believed that she would be judged
wholly on her sexuality rather than it being only one aspect of who she was. In this
way, she constructed herself as a coherent subject—a lesbian. What she chooses to do
is remain within the discourses of heterosexuality and attempt to manage this misfit
(Goffman 1963). That raises the question, however—does she locate herself through
deploying technologies of the self or is she rather located by them and merely
accepting the status quo passively? Being able to live loving women appeared to be
temporal and this idea facilitated a kind of passive life:
This isn’t what’s supposed to happen [being a lesbian]. My family would
be completely horrified. I always thought that I would get married. I was
always convinced at that time that this would sort itself out. I mean, when
I’ve come to look back on that, I think that’s just my total inadequacy and
my natural inclination to be a victim. (Molly, 52, university lecturer)
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Molly’s ambivalence to the prevailing discourses of heteronormativity allows
her to pursue intimate relationships with women while holding a belief that everything
will sort itself out. The techniques or ‘technologies of the self’ (Foucault 1988, p. 18)
Molly employed allowed her to constrain herself ‘in relation to the true and the false,
the permitted and the forbidden, the desirable and the undesirable’ (Rose 1996,
p.153). This came at a cost, however. She had to read social contexts and the people
she interacted with according to discourses of normality/abnormality,
appropriate/inappropriate and public/private, and expose or hide her sexuality
accordingly. She expresses fear of exposure, suggesting the ability to be other than
what she really was was tenuous.
Because the process of exposing something viewed culturally as abnormal is
not total or transhistorical, there is always a risk that identity disclosure is viewed as
inappropriate or, indeed, dangerous. Morris posits that once a woman identifies
herself as lesbian, there is a ‘disclosure of sexual orientation to others [and that] [t]his
meaning of the coming out process is a life-long one and this decision has to be made
each time lesbians meet someone new’ (1997, p. 3). Issues of trust, among other
things, must be considered and weighed, and then the timing of the disclosure must
feel right. Moments can be lost or, once ‘out’, the information disclosed can be
difficult for them to manage; it is no longer under their control in terms of what others
may do with it (Ward & Winstanley 2005). And no coming out event will be the same
as the one before it or the one after it. Molly finds ‘it really, really difficult to come to
terms with the whole thing’. The ‘whole thing’ for Molly was underpinned by the
discourse of a coherent subject—the person is a complicated yet unified entity. She
struggled with the idea that she had to keep her sexuality secret because it was who
she was. In keeping it separate, she can both deny what she believes she is yet also
live as a lesbian. Such a position situates Molly at once both happily but also
unhappily within the discourses she tries to fit in to, without a capacity to see any
other options. This places her within a discursive space of ambivalence—a site where
she is neither happy nor unhappy.
Other lesbian-identified interviewees hid from the ‘whole thing’ by not
discussing it at all—omission rather than commission. Dee, 44-year-old police officer,
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does not speak about her homosexuality to her family but suggests they all know and
accept it without her having to speak of it:
With my family I always worked on the theory that my brothers and sisters
never told mum and dad they were heterosexual so I figured I didn’t have
to tell them I was not…So without actually saying anything there was just
a presumption and everyone lived happily ever after. I guess there was a
slight closetedness in that there was no “Dee is a lesbian” conversation.
But there was an acceptance of it anyway. (Dee, 46, police officer)
Implicit in Dee’s narrative is that by not having this ‘lesbian conversation’,
everyone is happy. There is a system of heteronormative structures in place here that
makes it difficult to ‘be’ a subject and there is little potential for more open sexual
biographies other than heterosexual within such systems. There is a shared complicity
between Dee’s family and herself in maintaining these structures. They do not ask her
heterosexual siblings about their sexuality because it is assumed they are
heterosexual. Dee uses this assumption to justify not discussing that she is not
heterosexual with her parents and disrupting the stability of what is expected of her. It
appears there may be a lot at stake for both Dee and her parents in not opening this
issue for discussion. Foucault (1990) argues that we become subjects in language. If
Dee and her family name her as non-heterosexual, it becomes problematic; yet for
Dee to be a subject, she must be named. There is a political tension in the illusion of a
static state of heterosexual or homosexual or something other but, in naming herself,
Dee will merely shift from one static situation (assumed unproblematic heterosexual
like her siblings and everyone else) to another (problem lesbian). Dee needs to be able
to name who she is without that naming inferring a static subject position.
Rose (1996) discusses the role of the family in policing the behaviours of its
members (see also Donzelot 1991) to argue that normality is produced within the
family. The family has a social obligation as an autonomous unit to ‘evaluate and
normalise their…conduct in terms of the images of normal mothers, fathers, parents,
and families’ (Rose 1996, p. 163). Dee has not come out as lesbian to her family and
she justifies this with the logic that her siblings have not come out as heterosexual.
Her parents have not asked any of their children about their sexuality and, in that way,
the normality of the family is maintained, albeit in an illusory way. Dee’s subjectivity
(or lack of it) is linked to her particular understanding or knowledge of what is
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understood as normal (Rose 1996), both inside and outside her family, and she
chooses silence rather than destabilising the family’s social currency. In this way, Dee
is an incoherent subject in that her sexuality is only a part of her life and she can
separate it from the person she is with her family. Whether it is really of no
consequence to her or she actively has to rationalise hiding this part of herself to
herself is difficult to determine. It is more about Dee accepting that her parents know,
and that she knows they know, and that they all tacitly agree to not talk about it. This
can only happen outside the discourse of heteronormativity. It is a space where the
positives and negatives of living in such a space are weighed continuously in an
attempt to balance the inherent incongruities.
While there are the binaries of heterosexual/lesbian, not all women who have
sex with men identify as heterosexual and not all women who have sex with women
identify as lesbian. Many women interviewed had had sexual relationships with both
men and women or inferred that they quite possibly could, given the right
circumstances. This was a feeling shared by the heterosexual-identified women in
Wilton’s (2004) research and supports the notion that boundaries around
heterosexuality and lesbianism are not fixed or strictly policed, and this makes the
clarity of revealing oneself as lesbian complex. It has become a murky cultural
environment where it is difficult to know whether, if a woman reveals a lesbian
subject position within a particular context, it will be viewed with indifference,
celebration or censure. That makes the capacity to self-regulate or police oneself
extremely nuanced and, therefore, fraught with the possibility of getting it wrong. The
process of ‘coming out’ to others then becomes a complex and ongoing activity that is
dependent on the context, time and individuals involved. For some of the women, this
process often embraces varying levels of ambivalence. They did not want to accept
the subject position of lesbian; they did not want to pretend to be heterosexual. They
could not locate a space where they experienced any sense of comfort. Attempting to
stabilise a sexual self, to give oneself a name, means that a sexual subject position can
be fraught with inconsistency, a lack of stability and a search for a coherence that is
likely to not exist. Beyond a meta-theoretical analysis of power relations, there is a
conscious process of giving a name to one’s sexual desire, naming it for others and
then negotiating the shifting terrain this name may evoke.
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Behaving one’s self…sometimes
There is a real sense of resolution and re-resolution of congruities in the ways
in which women live subjectivities and the ways in which they reflect on these. As
young girls, most women are encouraged to conform to heterosexual norms of
femininity (Jackson 1998; Jeffreys 1998; Richardson 1998; Smart 1998; Wilton 1998;
Young 1978). In this study, the women who were having sex with women talked
about a sense of invisibility or not being able to name themselves easily because it
was incongruent to what they knew. They were not behaving as heterosexual females
were supposed to behave (Kitzinger & Wilkinson 1995). It is the very repetition and
recitation of particular subjectivities (heterosexual, feminine) that establish and
maintain certain ways of ‘being’ that can be understood by both the self and others.
Despite the generational and geographical difference among the women in this study,
all of the women who only had sex with men and identified as heterosexual rarely
questioned their sexual orientation and tended to assume most people were
heterosexual unless they openly disputed that assumption. The women who had sex
with women also tended to assume most people were heterosexual and that they too
would be assumed to be heterosexual unless they actively disputed it. This assumption
of heterosexuality also brought with it an assumption that all women would one day
marry and have children. These assumptions weighed heavily on some of the women
(heterosexual or lesbian-identified) when these events did not occur. The women in
the study who identified as heterosexual felt they were failures and the women who
identified as lesbian also felt this in combination with another layer of incongruity—
that of situating themselves as ‘other’ and outside dominant discourse and, at the same
time, trying to remain, or indeed attain, an intelligible subject position: wife and
mother.
Women who were relating intimately to men and always had done so were
more likely not to have examined their sexual orientation compared with women who
had related only to women or with both men and women throughout their lives. This
last group had engaged in a significant level of reflection and examination of the ways
in which objects of their sexual desire constructed a sexual subject position(s) for
them (Molloy, Omoto, & Kurtzman 2011). Sexuality for many of the women,
however, appears to shift. It is neither stable nor permanent. Sexuality for them is not
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two-dimensional, but multidimensional and complex. It can shift significantly
depending on context, including the time of life in which it is experienced, as well as
within the everyday consciousness of the individual. This shifting consciousness is
also multi-dimensional and often includes significant internal and external dialogue
across a lifetime that is influenced by education, surveillance of self and others, and
engaging with media depictions of sex and sexuality. The particular context women
find themselves in contributes to the significance of who they are to themselves, as
well as the ways in which they project themselves in the world they encounter. These
projections are also multidimensional and can shift from one social encounter to
another as well as within the individual’s own consciousness. Women in this study
tried on labels—girly, tomboy, heterosexual, lesbian or bisexual—and utilised a
variety of strategies that allowed them to test the water, to step tentatively on the
shifting ground beneath them, to try and make sense of their sexual selves as it
interfaces with the world in which they exist. This process encompasses a ‘coming to
terms with’ and then ‘coming out’ to the self as well as others and each of the women
approached this process in individual ways. A sense of ambivalence was pervasive in
their incapacity to locate a particular discourse in which to make adequate meaning of
their lives on a daily basis.

Naming to others
Being able to give themselves a name enabled, or necessitated, some of the
women being able to name what and who they were to other people. Some chose not
to and this seemed to be underpinned by often disparate reasons:
J is completely different to me in that she had known she was gay from
being very young, from a child, but had never, ever been open. She had
lived with someone for a few years who refused to be open. So they sort of
lived under cover and I suppose the odd thing and the hard thing for her
was that I could not live a lie if I was gay, you know, I would tell
everybody. (Lottie, 44, registered nurse)
Lottie is effectively constructing sexuality as something either open or
closed—that there exists a choice as to whether it is opened up for scrutiny or kept
hidden. Such a belief is underpinned by determinist accounts of sexuality that one’s
sexuality, like eye colour, is something you are born with and cannot change. J,
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according to Lottie, has only made choices about keeping her sexuality hidden or not
hidden because her sexuality is an inherent given. For Lottie, she has either
‘discovered’ her natural sexual self or has actively chosen to be a lesbian as an adult.
It is her decision then how she chooses to negotiate this. She may think there are
dangers in being out as a non-heterosexual woman but she is more cognisant of what
she sees as the ‘lie’ she would be living in not coming out. Choice is a discourse that
comes out of liberal individualism (for example, Kantian philosophy of freedom) and
how democracy has developed in Western culture, law and politics (Rawls 2000). The
interviewees talk about choice as if it is a natural part of life rather than a product of
social, historical and political history. The notion that sexuality is only possible within
this historical framework that allows choice, or the idea of choice, is how we make
sense of it at all. It is the context, both geographical and temporal, in which people
exist that manifests the political tension that complicates what they can do and who
they can be in some places and not others.
For the women interviewed, caution warranted the development of capacities
in hiding the truth or not telling ‘the whole story’, and being guarded not only in what
they said but also to whom. This was perceived quite clearly as living a lie (none of
the women who love women in this study could see that the onus could be on others
perpetuating lies in assuming heterosexuality for everyone). For some, there were
clear criteria when choosing what to say and or what not to—the length of time they
had known a person, how close they felt they had become (like Vivienne’s work
colleague-then-friend of eight months) and how long they had been in their current
relationship so that it felt ‘real’:
Now I need to tell them all. Because I see it as long term so therefore I’m
happy and when you lie or not lie but omit or don’t, you just don’t talk
about anything, you hide the truth that you’re happy really. And my last
three proper relationships have been with women so I kind of think that
it’s here to stay. (Olivia, 39, nurse manager)
There is a lot at stake in telling others about one’s sexual orientation (Morris
1997; Rust 1993; Savin-Williams 1989; Strommen 1989). For Olivia, time and the
commitment to her current relationship tip the balance in coming out versus staying
closeted. This hiding of the truth meant many lesbian women were isolating
themselves. Their inability to be ‘themselves’ or to talk freely about ‘who they were’
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with friends, work colleagues family and even strangers they interacted with in dayto-day living meant they either told what they believed to be frequent lies or silenced
themselves:
I was the one who isolated myself because I felt it was me and although I
denied it I didn’t feel that I could talk to anyone about it. (Sinthia, 38,
police officer)
Arguably, such isolation decreased the likelihood of meeting other lesbian
women who may have validated a non-heterosexual subject position. Isolation may
also work to reinforce Sinthia’s already well-developed sense that she was deviant or
that her life choices were publicly unacceptable. As intimate relationships developed
and required some level of disclosure, all of the lesbian women interviewed relied on
skills of keeping a separate public and private self by learning to phrase things in
certain ways or by telling stories that were part truth, part mystery:
I’m guarded about it and I guess…when I’m in a situation around people
who know me I’m fine about it. But then in a situation like in a work
situation, or in a family situation I’m very guarded about it, you know, I’m
a totally different person and I keep that part of my life separate probably.
In a very skilled way perhaps. Or some may think not. But you know, I feel
that it’s in a skilled way. And it’s in a way that has evolved from having to
do it…not actually telling blatant stories but also not telling the whole
truth about myself. And perhaps being elusive and aloof about my private
life. (Sinthia, 38, police officer)
There are also clear indications that lesbian women have to reiterate to
themselves who and what they are before they feel able to talk it out loud with others.
For some, there is a need to work through whether their sexuality is a choice or if they
were born this way. By being able to scrutinise these issues, these women work
through a sense of blame. That is, if you do not choose it then you have to struggle
and wrestle with it and it is not your fault if you lose. It simply has to be managed:
I don’t think that I chose to be [gay], I don’t know, I mean, I guess I’m
talking about myself, but I think with other friends that I have, that a lot of
them don’t choose to be, and don’t want to be and probably go out of their
way not to be and fight it, and hide it and spend their life in turmoil. Not
even admitting to themselves or admitting it to anybody: family and
everything like that. So I don’t think it’s a choice thing, I think it happens.
I don’t think it’s a choice thing with me. I didn’t choose to be this, how I
am, but it just happened. And as I was saying, from an early age it
progressed from that into being how I am. You know, and that’s just in the
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circle of people I know but I’m sure there’re other people out there who
choose it for many reasons. (Sinthia, 38, police officer)
Debates about whether sexual orientation is innate or if its processes are more
amorphous, unconscious formations of pathways of desire (and therefore cannot be
discussed consciously) remain a contentious part of contemporary popular and
academic discourse about sexuality. Whisman (1995) argues that homosexual men are
more likely than lesbian women to attribute their sexual orientation to nature—that is,
they are born that way. The men in Whisman’s research indicated life as a gay man
was difficult and no man would choose to live it unless he could not help it. Arguably,
the boundaries of masculinity are much more vigorously policed than femininity
(Connell 1995). Women are given more cultural freedom in their femininity than men
are in their masculinity. Sanctions for sitting outside or too close to those boundaries
are often extremely harsh for males (Connell 1995).
Whisman’s (1995) research indicates lesbians are much more likely to believe
their sexuality was a matter of choice, although there is a paucity of research about
lesbian women that considers factors such as race, class, religion and educational
level which, as previously discussed, may be significant in issues of choice. Women
who are middle class and educated to university level dominate research about female
sexuality and this group may present a quite different picture from other groups. This
implies that for some women (privileged, educated), sexual orientation may be
political or that they are merely more readily researched. It is possible for women,
whose sexuality is more fluid than men’s (Allen 2003; Baumeister 2000), to choose a
sexual subject position for reasons other than desire. The lesbian women participating
in this current research were divided in exploring their sexual orientations. Women
like Sinthia and Olivia attributed it to nature because they relied heavily on the belief
that they were responding to their physical desires, which could not be chosen.
Regardless of whether they believed it was a choice or natural, the women who had
diverse sexual experiences with men and women were unique in that they were the
only ones who had considered such reflections on their sexuality—the heterosexual
women had not.
There was a clear need for the women who had sex with women to talk out
their positions and experiences within themselves as internal dialogue. Once they had
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talked it through with themselves there arose a need for them to tell others, or they
may have been more able to talk about it with others because they had filtered it
already:
My dad actually pushed me out of the closet because I had this friend
[name] who would come and stay with me or I would stay with her just as
friends. We weren’t sexual at all, we were just friends. It was clear that
[name] was a lesbian and my dad knew that and so he came into my
bedroom one night and he said, ‘Is [name] taking advantage of you?’ I
said, ‘No Dad, but I guess we probably should have this talk.’ He said,
‘You know she’s a lesbian don’t you?’ I said, ‘Yes, Dad. Let’s go have a
talk with mum. We need to talk about this. And so I came out to them and it
was…there was lots of crying, there was lots of sobbing (Elizabeth, 27,
registered nurse, talking about when she was 14 during the 1990s).
There was no need for Elizabeth to ‘have a talk’ with her parents until her
father opened up the discourse of homosexuality in the context of her clearly lesbian
friend. Until her father broached it, Elizabeth was able to choose to keep her own
sexuality private. Dee and her family also choose to maintain an illusion of
heteronormativity and sexual privacy. But once lesbian women have talked
themselves into the subject position of lesbian and ‘outed’ themselves to one or more
people in their lives, it opens up the capacity for them to choose/decide/take up a
lesbian subject position because it has been named—it has a reality that can be
understood and articulated. Definitions around coming out remain an area of
intellectual conflict (Orne 2011). Most research is psychological with a tendency to
examine coming out as developmental with an end point. In this way, there is an
implication of a one off event—‘when did you come out?’ (Cass 1979). Yet the
process of coming out is just that—a process (Coleman 1982; Hanley-Hackenbruck
1989; Harry 1993; McDonald 1982; Morris 1997; Rust 1993, 2003; Savin-Williams
1989; Strommen 1989). It is a process that aligns with the idea that sexual identity is
not fixed, it shifts, and has to be negotiated often and on a number of levels. Because
of a lack of clarity around what coming out actually means, it is more useful to
understand it sociologically as ‘a continual contextual management of sexual identity’
(Orne 2011, p. 682). Outing then, is a discourse linked to social practice and social
research on sexuality. It is part of the conceptual framework of how sexuality is both
experienced and talked about. This makes stereotyping people or naming oneself
often problematic in that stereotypes tend to be fixed and immutable.
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Not all participants were comfortable with a name of any kind, or believed
such names defined their sexuality in ways that reflected how they identified
themselves. Vivienne, who was in her 30s in England during the 1970s, looks back
and ‘sees’ that while that decade was a time of rapid change for women, it did not
allow her to practice it at the time:
I would describe myself as a strong feminist throughout my thirties and yet
I wouldn’t allow myself to acknowledge my sexuality. So I hadn’t, you
know I’d read about sexuality in its broadest sense and therefore that was
an embracing of lesbianism, but I never made that choice, that affirmative
choice to go and do something about it. I’m not sure what that was all
about, why I didn’t, but all I know was that when I did, when I finally
decided, I knew that whatever happened, that that was my identity and that
all I’d done in the journey was not identified early enough for who I was
and if I’d never done that, if I’d been married, had kids and not done it, it
would have been more understandable, the fact that I started early on in
my life to understand I was a lesbian, but I never described myself as that,
I didn’t use that word. I didn’t like it. I remember when I moved into the
lesbian world with [Name], I didn’t like the use of the word ‘dyke’, there
were things about it that were unacceptable- almost like I didn’t want the
trappings that went along with defining myself. I was who I was really.
(Vivienne, 57, manager)
The language available to Vivienne in the 1970s was infused with cultural
meanings that constructed her sexuality in negative ways that did not reflect (for her)
who she really was. Not liking the available terms to describe her life enables
Vivienne to reject a name that carried ‘trappings’—she was free to choose who she
‘was really’. Vivienne had attached herself to a normative, heterosexual script (Rose
1990; Rostosky & Travis 1990; Simon & Gagnon 1987) that precluded her from
seeing that she could be contrary to that script. In looking back, she reflects it was the
available words and their ‘trappings’ she refused rather than the identity or script
itself.
Later, Vivienne is able to clearly identify a moment or a person—in effect, her
desire—that made her choose her subject position and the name she would give it:
There was just some, a moment, in a room, across a desk when I suddenly
realised that there was some chemistry between us or I thought there was.
And I’d already decided, ‘I don’t care if I never have a woman partner, I
am not going to be with men again, I am going to be a lesbian, I am a
lesbian.’ So I had made a choice. (Vivienne, 57, manager)
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Vivienne sees her attraction as something physical and therefore
uncontrollable. While the ‘moment across a room’ may reflect a rehearsed or
predictable sexual response to desire (Frith & Kitzinger 2001), the interaction is
between two women rather than a man and a woman (which is reflective of sexual
script research to date). The object of Vivienne’s desire is a woman and, to her, this
means that she is ‘going to be a lesbian’—like Kate, her object of desire determines
her sexual subjectivity.
Jane (45, doctor) became involved in an intimate relationship with another
woman for the first time when she was 36 years old. Having grown up in a small mill
town in the north of England, she very much believed that girls grew up, got married,
had children. This was the only script available:
I’d heard the word ‘lesbian’, but it was totally foreign to me. I’m sure now that
there would have been lesbians in [home town], but I didn’t know. And it wasn’t
a life I could choose. I didn’t know that I had any alternatives other than getting
married to a man and having children. Everyone else did that, so that would be
my destiny too. If I’d realised that I had a choice, I’m pretty sure I would have
been with women all along. (Jane, 45, doctor)
There is no discourse other than heterosexuality that Jane can understand. She tells me
that she had strong friendships with other women before she got married, and liked
women, but never had physical feelings of desire for them. Jane can only operate
within a discourse for which she has language. She is not sure what she would have
done had her feelings for women been physical, as Vivienne’s had:
I really don’t know. I still don’t think I could have seen it as a lifestyle
choice for me. It would be just too out there, and I was normal! (Jane, 45,
doctor)
Jane is clear that it was only when she moved away from the north of England, went
to university and became ‘educated’ about the world that she had a capacity to ‘see’
that she seemed to have choices; there were other ‘scripts’ out there.
Jane’s social context constructed the possible and less impossible subject
positions she could engage (Crowe 1998). Her attention to cultural norms provided
Jane with clear instructions or blueprints of how she too could behave (Rose 1990).
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Such disciplinary procedures (Foucault 1977) function to police any deviance from
the norm by the construction of a collective understanding of what is abnormal. Jane,
however, is not consciously aware of any sexual deviance around her. The particular
context of growing up in the early 1980s in a very small working class, English town
set very hard boundaries around ‘normal’ – there were no names for any other kind of
sexuality other than heterosexuality, so it did not get recognised.
Other women felt they had made important decisions about their sexuality but
held on to a level of discomfort with being named in ways that defined actions they
still could not, or would not, engage with:
My brother, who is very influential in my life, insists you know, “I’m gay—
always been gay!” and I’ve just got to realise it but that’s because he
thinks the whole world’s gay. He thinks that the whole world is gay and I
get very angry with that because it’s like he discusses a large chunk of my
life that I spent fifteen years with a man whom I loved very deeply and so
up until fairly recently I would have said, I wouldn’t say I’d recognised it,
I’ve slept with more than one woman but it wasn’t just a blip, that I was
bisexual, if I had to be labelled, which I do not like to be labelled, but if I
had to be that’s what I would say. (Olivia, 39, nurse manager)
Olivia’s brother’s denial of her past heterosexual relationship is reductive of
the complexity of her intimate relationships. By labelling something, the thing is
reduced—the very reason for Olivia’s resistance to putting a label on herself. It does
not capture what her actual life is—the history of her love and identifications—and,
therefore, it is rejected because it is not useful for her in any way.
Because of the increasing impact of sexual discourse in the public sphere (for
example, celebrities identifying openly as gay, and television and films including
positive depictions of gay characters), Olivia’s brother, who is an openly gay man, has
the capacity to embrace the possibility that everyone is gay but in denial. Olivia might
benefit from such a discourse herself (Frith & Kitzinger 2001), but refuses to have her
non-linear sexual biography erased by another kind of counter discourse that insists
everyone is gay. The black or white distinction of being either heterosexual or lesbian
was an uncomfortable choice expressed by some women. Neither the dominant
heterosexual discourse nor the alternative lesbian discourse was sufficient for
describing their experiences. Olivia provides one example of this when she states she
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does not ‘like to be labelled’ and neither her heterosexual relationship nor her lesbian
relationship defined who she was. So they resist the reductive imposition of identity
categories as somehow not being sufficient or all encompassing, because none of the
categories can fully capture the complexity of one’s biography and psyche over a
lifetime.
It can take time to determine the right identity or label for oneself, even
though labels can seem limiting and problematic as well. There is a sense that they are
‘tried on for size’, experimented with, and picked up or put down according to
particular circumstances. There is also a notion, associated with the idea of trying on
labels, that a certain amount of work has to be done on the self before particular labels
or positions can be accepted:
And I didn’t really like the word bi-sexual but it was a farce for me to say
that I was a lesbian when I was having relationships with men…and I had
some very honest friends who just wouldn’t let me get away with that. I
guess not publicly but maybe to my friendship group out there I probably
identified as bi-sexual but in terms of my public face, I had a very public
position in the community. I would define myself as a very proud lesbian
now and I do that because I’ve done a lot of work on myself and I’m not
relying on my family for my sense of self anymore and my identity and my
self esteem and what they think of me matters a lot less and what the rest
of the world thinks of me matters a lot less now six years down the track
than it did when I was 21. And so now I’m much more about justice and
equality and human rights than I am about feeling normal and fitting in
the box that my parents crafted for me. Now I just want to be able to do
what my sister can do as heterosexual, which is to get married and have
children with the person that I choose to. (Elizabeth, 27, registered nurse)
Elizabeth was many things at once at 21—she believes she is a lesbian who
has sex with men; her friends demand she call herself bisexual because she has sex
with women and men; and she maintains a public persona that is neither of these
things. To her, this was being furtive, complicit in taking up subject positions that
were on offer in different times and contexts, while trying to make people happy
because she cared what they thought of her. At the time of the interview, Elizabeth, at
27, has rejected living ‘inside the box’ that is heteronormativity, but has still chosen to
take up the sexual subject position of lesbian defined within it. She later advances this
to what appears to be a post-sexual social position of equality, where sex and gender
is irrelevant, but this is still in relation to heteronormativity—she wants what her
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heterosexual sister can do. This echoes the goals of 1970s civil rights, feminist and
gay political drives. And while these goals shifted later in the same decade—notably
that lesbians and gay men wanted to be seen as different, not the same as
heterosexuals—Elizabeth, in talking about equality and potentially a post-sexual
society in the second decade of the 21st century, still desires equal footing with
heterosexuals. She says she is a ‘very proud lesbian now’ but she does not engage
with discourses, such as queer, that would offer her a way of defining herself that was
transgressive of heterosexuality (Butler 1990; de Lauretis 1993; Eves 2004). Her fluid
sexuality across time would be more represented by a queer ideology, but Elizabeth is
not cognisant of it—it is not an available script. Rather, she wants what she wants and
uses language available to her to articulate her desires.
Some participants felt pushed to define themselves for others before they had
clearly done enough ‘work on themselves’. This self-help discourse was historically
part of the 1960s women’s liberation movement and its pursuit of self-realisation and
fulfilment (Faludi 1992). Labelling theory, closely linked with social constructionism
and symbolic interactionism, was a particularly influential theory emerging in the
1960s that continues to resonate. Goffman (1963) was one of its more influential
proponents, exploring the ways in which individuals managed and controlled
information about identities deemed not normal. Goffman (1963) argues that
individuals who are labelled deviant manage the negative stigma attached to that label
by dividing up their lives into different lived spaces—spaces where it is safe, spaces
one has to go (albeit potentially uncomfortably) and dangerous spaces where one
never goes. Goffman acknowledges that labelling or stigmatising people as ‘deviant’
or ‘not normal’ makes their lives extremely complicated:
When normals and stigmatized do in fact enter one another's immediate
presence, especially when they attempt to maintain a joint conversational
encounter, there occurs one of the primal scenes of sociology; for, in many
cases, these moments will be the ones when the causes and effects of
stigma will be directly confronted by both sides... (1963, p. 13).
What are unthinking routines for normals can become management
problems for the discreditable...The person with a secret failing, then, must
be alive to the social situation as a scanner of possibilities, and is therefore
likely to be alienated from the simpler world in which those around them
apparently dwell (1963, p. 88).
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Being labelled, stigmatised and stereotyped were intricately linked to the
prevailing laws and cultural, moral thermostat relative to behaviour deemed deviant.
In the 1960s, the homosexual person was deemed deviant both medically and legally.
While times have changed and this is no longer the case in most parts of the world,
‘label’ (as a word that connotes negativity about homosexuality) remains part of the
gay and lesbian coming out language (I continue to use this term for this reason). It is
a persistent discourse in the thinking of the women in this study as they think about
their choice or desire not to name themselves in ways that appear negative and fixed.
One can hear the historical impact of 1960s identity politics, feminism and the
self-help therapeutic culture in the interview material:
[A]nd I had my opportunity but I wasn’t ready, I wasn’t ready, I was by
the fridge and she [mother] said, “Olivia, you’re not like that are you?” I
said, “Like what?” “You know, gay, you’re not are you?” Which is kind of
sowing the seeds of me saying “no, I’m not”,…so in my mind I thought,
“well, I’m not gay–gay gay”, so I could say no without lying. So I said,
“no, no, I’m not gay”. But really what I should have said is, “yeah, and I
am with [Name]”, but I didn’t. We hadn’t been together that long. (Olivia,
39, nurse manager)
Olivia’s mother phrases the question through the negative: ‘You’re not like
that are you?’ This is already a negation of her possible lesbian identification and, for
Olivia, to say she is a lesbian involves an affirmation that has already passed through
the negative. Should Olivia’s mother’s question have been neutral, leaving open
either/or without implied preference or judgment either way, Olivia may have had the
opportunity to positively position herself without her mother laying the ground from
her own value system and identity preference of heterosexuality.
There is also total label rejection by some women who identify as ‘gay’.
Indeed, while they accept that they are ‘gay’ they refuse to be labeled as lesbian. They
want to be ‘themselves’ and not positioned in any way according to their sexuality.
Once again, some women refuse to be reduced to a self that is constructed by their
objects of desire. Foucault (1976) argues our sexuality has become the core of us for
both others and ourselves. So, to name herself as ‘lesbian’ connotes for Olivia that
this is not only what she is/what she does, but who she is. Many of the women
interviewed did not want this essentialist and reductionist label:
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I don’t want people to say that ‘there’s, whoever, and she’s gay’. You
know, and I don’t want to be known for being gay, I want to be known for
being me. And I think the environment in which I work, you’re either gay
or a slut or you’re married or you’re all those things. I work in maledominated work and I don’t want them to think that. I don’t want them to
know that, I’m sure they may think that, but I don’t want them to know
that. I would never confirm it. (Sinthia, 38, police officer)
Sinthia talks of a ‘me’ who could either be another side of her—who she sees
as independent of her sexuality—or who she wants to be treated as more
holistically—a total person rather than a sexualised person made up of different
aspects, some more meaningful than others. Nearly all of the interview narratives
belonging to the women who love women in this study point to a notion of a postsexual identity. So, instead of queer, for example, the idea of a pluralistic culture of
sexuality might in fact lead to a position of a post-sexual identity social order because
sexual diversity (straight, gay, lesbian, transgender, transsexual) was already included
in positive ways in the social structures, laws and institutions. This is certainly
something that is arguably at the heart of marriage equality. There are arguments from
some quarters (Jackson 1998, 2005; Richardson 2004) that marriage equality merely
replicates dominant heteronormative institutions but, on the other hand, there is the
argument that it enables a capacity to choose if one wants to be married. In legalising
a religious, culturally pervasive institution for everyone, there is a big social statement
being made about acceptance, removing a significant element of marginalisation of
gays and lesbians. Pop culture celebrity and singer, Pink, said in a recent interview
(Pink News, 19 September, 2012), ‘I think the best day will be when we no longer talk
about being gay or straight—it’s not a ‘gay wedding’, it’s just a ‘wedding’; it’s not a
‘gay marriage’, it’s just a ‘marriage’.’ Perhaps an imagined future such as this is a
projection of where the best pathway for social inclusion lays—a post-sexual identity
social order.
There were some lesbian women who had no difficulty in accepting an
identity category that defined their subjectivity, but the women they had sex with did
not always happily do so because, in so naming, it defined their actions as lesbian,
which they believed they were not. There were also a number of strategies, like
getting drunk or pretending to be drunk, in order to engage in sexual activities some
women felt would label them in particular ways. For example, Elizabeth was, or often
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pretended to be, drunk when she had sex with women in order for them both to
attribute this behaviour to drunken fun and, therefore, neither intentional nor requiring
them to adopt a subject position of lesbian:
[S]ex with women, and there were a few different women, became
something that would happen under the influence of alcohol because that’s
when the inhibitions were down and we didn’t really have to worry about
who else we were. We were just having fun and you could always explain
it away with the alcohol the next day…I’ve realised what I was doing was
having sex with women and back then I didn’t realise that that was
actually sex or that I didn’t have that tag to it and so it didn’t carry the
same gravity as the sex that I had with men. (Elizabeth, 27, registered
nurse)
Elizabeth not only utilises the strategy of drunken irresponsibility, but she also
attests that, at the time, the ‘sex’ she was having was not really sex because it was not
penetrative sex with a male, which is what ‘sex’ means. Elizabeth, who was 15 or 16
at the time, had no knowledge in language for her to describe what she was doing in
terms of what was happening corporeally between them. Clark uses the metaphor of a
‘twilight moment’ to describe such extra-discursive spaces. The twilight moment is a
‘dynamic of sexual language – the power of silence and secrecy’ (2005, p. 151) that
can facilitate ‘acceptable’ spaces to be and do. These can also be ‘in-between’ places
or moments where Elizabeth’s activities between herself and other girls is unnamable
and, therefore, acceptable as something else (‘fun’) because she has no name for
them. ‘The metaphor of the twilight moment can…help us understand those desires
and practices that could not be fully articulated even by those who engaged in them.
People often do sexual acts and deny them even in their minds; they may not be able
to conceptualise what they’ve done’ (Clark 2005, p. 153) or what they feel. It is easier
to say one is not having sex with other women if you are unable to understand what
you are engaged in is called sex. ‘By understanding desire and sexual acts between
women as “twilight moments”, barely visible and only half understood, we can
reconcile this representation of invisibility’ (Clark 2005, p. 156). In this way, sex
between women is impotent and, therefore, not threatening to heterosexuality.
Elizabeth’s intimacies with women were something other than sex—they were
pleasure:
You have really close female friends and for fun you have sex. And I
probably didn’t think about it as sex as such it was just something
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pleasurable that I did with other women because sex was definitely penis
in vagina. (Elizabeth, 27, registered nurse)
For Elizabeth, sex with women is defined as pleasure—the implication is that
sex with men has not been about pleasure for Elizabeth. It is positive that she locates
her experiences with women in a discourse of pleasure rather than one of deviance,
for example. This location of these experiences as pleasure is contrasted with that of
her friend and sometime lover, who wishes it to be described as something within
‘normal’ so as not to believe they are deviant. Elizabeth states the friend she had sex
with wanted Elizabeth to define herself as ‘heterosexual’ so they would not need to
describe their relationship as lesbian. For these women, having a sexual relationship
with a man did not mean they were ‘heterosexual’ and having a relationship with a
woman did not mean they were ‘lesbian’. This resistance to the terms can be regarded
as a resistance to the available discourses that constructed their sexuality as either
heterosexual or lesbian, and artificially constructing these as the only two possible
positions effectively positioned the women’s sexuality extra-discursively or within an
extra-discursive space. In other words, it positions the women’s activities within a
space or position that exceeds current discourses and how those discourses frame and
identify particular subject positions. This extra-discursivity or naming dilemma would
not exist in a post-sexual identity social order—it would be pleasure/fun without any
attachment to a gendered identity:
[W]e’ve had sex on several occasions. While it’s something that she
enjoyed she couldn’t tell anyone, especially one of her boyfriends, that that
had happened. I think that my being a lesbian affronts her most because it
reflects on her if I value what we did together as sex then that somehow
reflects on her and casts a pall on her sexuality or her sexual orientation.
So if I can just be heterosexual and we can keep on doing what we do then
it doesn’t have to assault her sensibilities but if I changed the way that I
am and identify that what we did is actual sex then it makes her feel very
uncomfortable. (Elizabeth, 27, registered nurse)
For Elizabeth’s friend, their sexual activity was acceptable as fun as long as
they both claimed what they did with men was sex and what they did together was
not. Even many years later, when Elizabeth now identifies as a lesbian, her friend
does not want to acknowledge Elizabeth’s identification as lesbian because it renders
their past behaviours as aberrant within heteronormative discourse. Even though their
relationship is no longer physical, Elizabeth reconstructs their past relations by
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currently identifying as a lesbian. This denial on the part of Elizabeth’s friend is an
interesting strategy that facilitates pleasure without guilt for them both at the time by
positioning their relationship within an extra-discursive space of ambivalence or as a
‘twilight moment’ and therefore not aberrant. Elizabeth’s friend does not want to end
her denial of their past because she does not want to accept that her sexual activities
dictate her sexual orientation. She cannot conceive that her sexual identity may be
fluid because she is enmeshed in what the social conditions of the time make possible
for her.
Elizabeth attributes her capacity to ‘see’ her sexual attraction for women in
terms of her acknowledging a lesbian subject position. For her and certain other
lesbian women, a framework of meaning had to be constructed before they were able
to make meaning of their sexuality. I asked Elizabeth if she felt her sexuality was
something that went from heterosexual to lesbian; that she had been one thing and
then changed to another. Interestingly, she responded:
Both coexist. For me both of my lives coexisted and it wasn’t until I had
the academic or the intellectual paradigm to realise what I was doing and
what it was. I thought I wasn’t anything other than the box that I was
socialised into. So I just thought that that’s just the way it was and I didn’t
talk about it with anybody so I had no comparisons to work it out I think.
(Elizabeth, 27, registered nurse)
Elizabeth attempted to articulate her sense of being somewhere (outside the
box) in discourse, but felt that she didn’t have the language to ‘work it out’. Elizabeth
could only understand herself as a woman who had a boyfriend but who also ‘had
fun’ with girls at the same time. When dominant discourse does not provide a place
from which to speak of ‘oneself’, the women explored other narratives to enable them
to speak. They engaged with the discourses available to them to speak their sexuality
into existence, that is, into language. This did not change their behaviours, just
enabled the behaviours to be named.

Conclusion
Some women expressed a sense of being positioned as abnormal within the
discourse of heteronormativity, about which they felt angry; others expressed a
response to their positioning as abnormal as a sense of themselves as faulty or having
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a substandard sexuality. A number of the women in this current study wanted to
refuse a name or label, unable to situate themselves within any discourse with
comfort. This is not the case for all women who love women. Land and Kitzinger’s
(2005) conversational analysis research of five self-identified lesbian households in
Britain unveiled a group of women who were proud and open about their sexuality to
family, friends and strangers alike. The purpose of that research was to analyse the
ways in which lesbians corrected heterosexist assumptions over the telephone, so of
necessity it was important that the women who put themselves forward as participants
in the study were out to a significant number of people in order to enable there to be
sufficient content to analyse. Other research (Brooks 2006) supports the diversity and
difficulties inherent in being situated outside the boundaries of normative sexuality
that are revealed by the women who love women in this study.
Some of the women in this study described a process that involved being able
to name what they experienced in relation to their sexual desires. The process of
naming involved being satisfied, unsatisfied or ambivalent in relation to locating and
then stating a name to themselves before they could state it to others. The women who
identified themselves as heterosexual either had some difficultly in thinking or talking
about themselves in terms of their sexuality and/or indicated it was something they
took for granted about themselves. They struggled at times to attach their sexual
desire to a name or an identity—it wasn’t something they had necessarily consciously
considered prior to the interview. The women who love women in this study filtered
the names available to them—gay, dyke and lesbian—to arrive at the name with
which they felt most comfortable and they felt most able to say to others. The ability
to speak the name to others was not done without consideration of the consequences.
It required a level of self-surveillance to ensure they did not expose themselves to
potential threat—the potential to be identified as abnormal or deviant with
accompanying social censure. This was not the issue for the women who were not
lesbian; their consciousness had not considered options outside what was assumed as
normal/usual.
This chapter has explored the ways in which the women name themselves, or
in some cases, refuse to name themselves in the processes of acceptance, nonacceptance and coming out to others. It exposes the processes of an internal, private
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‘dialogue’ the women who love women in this study have with themselves about their
sexualities, which the non-lesbian women do not, before they are able to name this to
others. There is, then, the analysis of the ways this externalising can potentially be
ongoing and contextual and fraught with unforeseen complexity. The women who
identified as heterosexual, or spoke of themselves relative to discourses of
heteronormativity, did so in a passive way—they did not actively cogitate their sexual
subject positions other than in terms of meeting norms such as marriage and children.
These women were often surprised to discover that, until this interview, they had
never questioned this aspect of themselves.
On the other hand, the women who had sexual relationships with other women
had had opportunities to question themselves and to wonder who they were as their
sexual identity shifted in relation to men. They tried to find a name for that, for
themselves, and this involved a significant amount of ‘work’. Some women, like
Lottie for instance, decided that if she was no longer relating intimately with men then
she was lesbian. There was no other option. For her, the only thing that changed for
her was her object of desire and this shifted her sexual subject position from
heterosexual to lesbian. For many of the other women who had sex with women, this
shift was much more complex and at times fraught with confusion. For example,
Delilah, Vivienne and Sinthia did not like what came with the label ‘lesbian’ and they
refused to accept it as a name or a discourse. They invariably rejected such a label, hid
their sexual lives or omitted facts or told ‘lies’ about it to avoid being put in an
incorrectly labeled ‘box’. Indeed, in their rejection they chose to just ‘be’ outside the
box, outside dominant discourses of sexuality. And this existence opened up a
discourse of ambivalence where they could actively be who they were without the
connotations of deviance or abnormality ascribed by heteronormativity. Women like
Elizabeth and Vivienne also told stories that clearly indicated that when they were in
their teens, they had only one understanding of ‘sex’ and what they were doing was
not that.
In the next chapter, the women discuss the ways in which they practice living
within and outside dominant discourses of sexuality and how this impacts their every
day experiences.
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Chapter 5 – Practising
Introduction
As outlined in Chapter 4, it became evident there was a need for the women
interviewed to ‘discuss’ a sense of who they were sexually. For some, this meant
hiding, pretending or ‘talking’ as an internal process and then ‘coming out’, or
externalising. The ways in which women’s lives are enacted or lived has been the
focus of much intellectual analysis (Albro & Tully 1979; Baumeister 2000; Bryant &
Schofield 2007; Diamond 2005a, 2008; Molloy, Omoto & Kurtzman 2011). This
chapter is focused on the practices, or the ways in which the women in this study
reiterate particular types of femininity. These femininities were practised across
different cultural and historical times, but it is evident there are a number of similar
points and places from where the women constructed these femininities. Some were
within available discourses and some were outside these. Chapter 4 included an
examination of the ways in which subject positions for some of the women were
constructed in or through a discourse of ambivalence. This thesis is further tested in
this chapter by analysing the ways in which the women’s lives are experienced on a
day-to-day basis. Foucault’s matrix of practical reason was deployed as a post
structural device to interpret the women’s interview material. This helped frame all
the interview chapters, and for this chapter specifically it links Foucault to Goffman in
taking Foucault’s notion of practice and surveillance to the everyday of Goffman’s
social performances.
In this current research, women of a wide range of ages were interviewed. The
oldest was 57 and the youngest was 19, and all of them mapped their experiences
from a particular vantage point. The language and the discourse the women deploy to
tell their stories are of a particular time, but also reflect a sense of missing or
unintelligible narratives. Across the different periods, there is a pervasive sense that
not all life stories are linguistically or socially coherent to some women. To view the
women’s stories in this way illuminates how women of a certain age—women who
were adolescent in the 1960s, for example—may have more in common with other
women of that age, whatever their sexuality, than they would with women of a
different age who might articulate the same sexual orientation. For example, growing
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up as a female in the 1960s in the West meant growing up in a time when women
were primarily constructed as homemakers and mothers, and second-wave feminism
was emerging (Friedan 1963). Vivienne and Molly grew up in Britain during this
period and in certain pockets of society they could see that women were beginning to
realise that this was not how things had to be. In being very much a part of this
second wave of feminism, Vivienne in particular reflects on the lives of her parents
with a spotlight on gender inequality and the significant changes that were occurring
in the status of women. The younger women, in contrast, matured in the 1990s and
early 2000s when there existed, and still exists to some extent, a level of antifeminism, a backlash that suggests men and women are equal and that the feminist
agenda is finished (Faludi, 1992). These women are also living in an historical time of
gendered social change and some historic gains (for example, the criminalisation of
rape in marriage; Equal Opportunity legislation) that are now the norm and
consequently may be invisible to the younger women. All the women had to draw on
prevailing discourses to try and make sense of who they were and how they could
behave within a framework that may or may not have supported their own
experiences. However, they did not have to be subjects of a prevailing discourse (for
example, feminist or anti-feminist) in order to have or make choices about their
sexuality.
This idea is explored in this chapter by highlighting the discourses women
employ to tell stories about the ways they learned to practice being particular kinds of
girls/women and the effects these discursive practices (Foucault 1971) had on their
lives in a performative sense to constitute a particular kind of femininity. It is
important to reiterate that all the women are reflecting on their development from
girls to women. It is doubtful they had the same capacities to ‘see’ what was actually
transpiring at the time they are now reviewing. Rather, they are able to layer their life
experiences, as well as language, to dissect those layers from their position in the
present. For some of the women interviewed, their pasts are now seen as limiting their
choices; on reflection, they consider they were somehow repressed by only being
exposed to limited paradigms of being.
To assist in exploring some of the nuances of how these particular women
‘learned’ how to practice specific ways of being, the work of Goffman (1959)—in
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particular his research of performance and how we learn to behave appropriately in
context—will be utilised. Goffman’s work suggests a temporality to the ways we act
in public, in private and in different situations across time, and this is useful in
examining some of the cultural constructions of femininity that were formative in the
interviewees’ biographies. The women engage with their constructions as they tell the
stories of their understanding of how they were ‘taught’ to behave as they grew up.
Utilising Goffman in this way will facilitate a hindsight of childhood interactions and
how the women now believe these interactions ‘taught’ them to take up feminine and
heterosexual subject positions. The chapter will trace their stories as they tell them
from past to present in what they see as a coherent, linear trajectory from childhood to
adulthood. They initially outline the relationships they have with their mothers as
primary role models and disciplinarians in their learning to become ‘little ladies’.
Then they explore their school years, adolescence and young adulthood through to the
present. For the older women, these are less recent journeys in time than for the
younger women but, interestingly, their narratives are sometimes similar when
describing factors they deemed important in shaping their life trajectories. Looking at
their narratives from this perspective presents a history of how they have ‘been’—an
historical snapshot of the ways in which both they and other people predict or expect
the women to behave. While this suggests, as Goffman (1959) argues, that these
‘performances’ are predictors for how one will react/interact in subsequent
interactions, the women appear to have developed a split consciousness whereby they
have to make decisions about how to react/interact if there is a dislocation in how they
think they should behave and who they feel they ‘truly’ are. That is, there has to be a
conscious decision made about how to respond in many social/public contexts—it is
not an innate reflex from some inner, true and coherent identity. Arguably, some of
the women can only articulate this split consciousness from the vantage point of the
present. Others, however, particularly women who have sex with women, are able to
talk of this split as it occurs at micro- and macro-levels currently in their lives and
acknowledge that it is an often-constant internal dialogue as they negotiate the social
world. They speak of having to frequently weigh up the positives with the negatives
in relation to how they present themselves to others and this sense of ambivalence
becomes a pervasive motif in practice.
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This next section includes a discussion of the interviewees’ narratives wherein
they reflect on how they believe they learned to be feminine and to direct their desire
in a heterosexual trajectory. Many explore the ways that relationships, specifically
their relationships with their mothers, worked to train them to take up signifiers of
femininity. They discuss the ways they then practised what they had learned. These
narratives often present similar themes but, as the periods in which their childhoods
took place are disparate, the temporal contexts in which they occur provide insight
into often different cultural norms of the time. The interviewees’ mothers construct
self-presentations for their daughters that are congruent with a particular time in
history. Yet the language the interviewees use to reflect on these times is both of that
time and current—their reflection has enabled them to make meaning of their
experiences from both circulating discourse and discourse across time. For example,
while Vivienne grew up in the 1950s and 1960s, when being feminine and ‘girly’ and
aspiring to marry and have a family were of paramount importance, her engagement
with feminism in the 1970s and her acknowledgement of a lesbian sexual identity
have meant that she speaks from the influence of a number of shifting discourses
across her lifetime.

Things my mother taught me
Across any lifetime, one continues to learn appropriate behaviour within
particular contexts. This is modified and honed across contexts and through
interactions with others and therefore cannot be finite. It is a continuous process
played out and refined reiteratively and there always remains the possibility of getting
it right or wrong. Most women who were interviewed clearly identified their parents’,
but particularly their mother’s, role in inculcating ‘proper’ ways in which to behave as
well as, at times, making it clear there were rewards for behaving genderappropriately. Theories and beliefs about mothers and their relationships with their
children are varied and cross a number of intellectual terrains including psychology
(Chodorow 1972), sociology and psychiatry, among others. There is a dominant
argument, no matter its theoretical basis, that a mother’s influence and her importance
in the development and life of her children is significant.
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Vivienne was a little girl in the 1950s. Vivienne remembers that, for her
mother, it was important that Vivienne looked feminine:
My mother was very particular about how I dressed, wanted me to look
very ‘little girly’. (Vivienne, 57, manager)
‘Girliness’ was a very specific aim. Vivienne is looking back to a time during
which femininity, particularly extreme femininity, and the very idea that identity is a
performance was not part of the everyday life experience of men and women living
out their lives. It was really not until the 1980s and later that the idea of the socially
constructed nature of identity was very much part of popular culture, which in turn
enabled people to imagine non-essentialist and more fluid constructions of self. That
Vivienne was there constructing girliness with agency is important to think about. Iris
Young’s essay ‘Throwing like a girl’ (1978) highlights the encouragement and
practice required in developing limited spaces of agency available to young girls and
women in the pursuit of culturally appropriate femininity. It was important that
Vivienne was displayed as appropriately feminine. Both Goffman (1969) and Butler
(1990, 1993) argue that such display or performance is about occupying particular
subject positions. That is, Vivienne’s mother directs her to a specific kind of
femininity, which she must present outwardly (Butler 2011). Sylvie (a 19-year-old
university student), although a child in the 1990s, notes her mother also wanted her to
be feminine, but her brothers appeared to her to be not similarly ‘instructed’ to be
masculine. Vivienne and Sylvie’s comments suggest that both believed they had to
learn to look and behave like girls. Sylvie believes that her brothers were not taught
anything, but arguably they too were being trained to ‘be’ although in a seemingly
more autonomous, unguided way:
I don’t know, even the way our parents treat us differently from our
brothers. You know, dressing us up, plaiting our hair, just things like that.
I think my parents were stricter with me than with my brothers, they let
them do more things. I was always more cosseted if you know what I mean.
I can remember when I was little mum is always plaiting my hair and
putting me in little outfits and trying to make me look pretty, but didn’t do
that with my brothers. (Sylvie, 19, university student)
Boys and girls are taught and encouraged to take up different space(s)—
masculinity opens spaces in terms of greater access and sense of entitlement to the
world, and femininity sets limits around such spaces (Brickell 2005; Butler 1990;
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Connell 1995; Osborne 1997; Young (1978). While Sylvie at the time saw her
brothers as having autonomous freedom that was denied her, they would not actually
have been free to ‘look pretty’ and would not have believed they needed ‘looking
after’ but instead would have needed to do the looking after. They were learning they
could do more and within a larger, physical space (Osborne 1997). It was a more
covert training for the boys and they would have learned how not to be (that is, not to
be feminine) from their father/brothers and their immersion in the cultural,
masculinist milieu (Connell 1995). This is Sylvie’s perception of one of the ways in
which she was taught to be feminine and Sylvie understands only now what particular
practices her mother was offering her for particular reading.
Irigaray argues ‘one must assume the feminine role deliberately’ (1985,
p.124). This suggests that femininity is an absence—a male construct lacking any
status on its own. Girls need to be taught to layer on femininity as a reflection of male
desire. Irigaray (1985) explores this schism in gendering and argues that masculinity
and femininity are roles that are embodied in social practices—social practices
between bodies (see Stone, 2006). Like Goffman’s performance, there is a suggestion
here that one learns to assume and predict correct/appropriate gender roles and
associated practices. Sylvie is able to tell the story of her mother’s practising
femininity coercively on Sylvie’s body so that she will learn to take the practice up
herself. Femininity is a particularly constructed habitus; it is historical and contextual;
it is a mime, a display. Yet a space of femininity cannot be constantly occupied
(Skeggs 1997) and the spaces where bodies do not have to be feminine can be
severely restricted and stigmatised. This suggests an excess; a space where girls and
women can be other than a particular kind of feminine. The women articulate a
capacity to move from a position where they mirrored cultural expectations to others
where they did not.
Both Vivienne (a child in the 1950s) and Sylvie (a child in the 1990s) mobilise
discourses around the construction of femininity to make sense of how they believe
they ‘learned’ to be and not to be. Skeggs argues that it is a conscious construct that is
‘publicly performed’ (1997, p. 107). There cannot be identities without such
mimesis—copying is how one becomes both a subject and subjected. This suggests
there is a compulsion to collude in the mime—one submits to it for cultural approval
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but also to become someone identifiable within available identity formations. It was
important that Vivienne and Sylvie ‘look the part’ so that no matter the context
(physical and temporal), they would be ‘read’ as a feminine girl at that time. This is
important because in order to be identified as a social being, one has to be a subject in
language. In other words, one occupies a position in language and is categorised;
otherwise, we are invisible, unidentifiable, unnameable (Butler, 1990). We need to be
in categories in order to be ontologically secure—we have to be able to say who or
what we are for ourselves as recognisable social subjects. At the same time, we don’t
necessarily want to be reduced to or trapped by categories that fail to do justice to the
complexity of our psyches, desires and life experiences. In this way, there is a sense
of feeling ambivalent in wanting simultaneously to belong and be definable while at
the same time wanting to exceed that and have agency.
Bourdieu (1990) posits that an individual’s place in a society is characterised
by the spaces they inhabit. The more one becomes ‘expert’ in one’s habitus, the more
cultural capital one can command. And the more cultural capital one has, the more
spaces one has to move around in and manipulate. The spaces that Sylvie’s and
Vivienne’s mothers are opening for them are narrow and prescriptive of a particular
type of femininity. According to Cregan, this is a process that begins from birth—‘we
embody our habitus’ (2006, p. 71) in everything we do, where we go or do not go.
This includes the ways we regulate our behaviours in both public and private spaces.
The women learned from their mothers that they could practise their femininity within
narrower spaces than boys. Sylvie articulates this clearly when she observes her
brothers’ less policed physical boundaries in comparison to hers.
These physical restrictions were accompanied by perceived rewards. Some of
the women recalled their mothers had indicated that looking pretty and ensuring ladylike behaviour would guarantee a fairytale future:
I always thought when I was younger that I would meet my husband at
university, because mum used to always read me fairytales and I always
thought I would find Prince Charming at university; I don’t know why.
Just my little ideal and that I would get married. (Sylvie, 19, university
student)
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Sylvie has played with the traditional fairytale castle and transposes a
university as the site of her own fairytale imaginings. She has made it more modern
and ‘real’ for herself. The Prince Charming motif, Cinderella’s prince, is maintained
and utilised by Sylvie as an interpretive device to help her to make a connection with
her childhood self and tell the story of how she read the world as a child (Harries
2004). She is aware that her ‘ideal’ is very much connected to a fairytale life—it is
something not quite real, but fantastical and idealistic; something to be dreamed of,
talked about and enjoyed as a fairytale fantasy of her own. Telling this story about
herself might then assume an essential, coherent self that develops and unfolds across
a lifetime. She presents a stable ‘I’ who can arbitrate her reality through recognisable
discourses (such as the fairytale ideal), set within such familiar frameworks to make
her and her life intelligible to the listener (Naussbaum 1989). Despite the knowledge
that it is a fairytale, Sylvie still hopes on some level that it could happen. ‘Prince
Charming’ or ‘Mr. Right’ is out there waiting to meet her. University then becomes a
site not exclusively of intellectual pursuit, but also instrumental in terms of finding a
man.
Vivienne’s mother continued to guide Vivienne’s outwardly feminine
demeanor to include the way she practised her femininity, particularly in public. This
manifested as helping her to refine her friendship boundaries by discussing the
inappropriateness of certain practices, particularly in public spaces:
I became very friendly with a girl who was a Girl Guide and I remember
that was my first emotional experience with another girl. And when I say
emotional, there wasn’t anything sexual in it, but it was as intense as you
could have had around that time. She used to come and stay and when we
went out – we used to go out on Mondays, we’d walk down the street
holding hands, and I remember my mother having a conversation at fifteen
with me about that – you didn’t do that…she didn’t mind the girl, she
encouraged the friendship, but she didn’t like the physical nature of it.
(Vivienne, 57, manager)
Here, Vivienne is a teenager (15 years old) and not a young child, when
holding another girl’s hand might not be policed. At 15 then, Vivienne’s mother is
expecting to see signs of heterosexual desire and seeing her daughter at this age with a
girl has clearly disrupted her perceptual frame of the heterosexual norm as it applies
to her daughter. While Vivienne’s mother does not articulate why Vivienne should
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not hold her friend’s hand, it is very clear to Vivienne that this practice was wrong.
The message is that being friends with other girls is normal but any physical touching
is not. From her position now, as a 57-year-old woman, Vivienne interprets her
mother’s sanctions as being guarded against lesbian practices. While discouraging
Vivienne from hand-holding with other girls, this also works to instruct her in ways to
have a desirable (heterosexual) life:
[Y]ou have to be able to stand on your own two feet, you have to be able to
have a nice home – these things are important; so the way she (mother)
did it was to try and make me think, “I have to do those things through
men”. But the thing to do was to get a better man, not to do things for
yourself, otherwise she would have been helping me to educate myself.
(Vivienne, 57, manager)
At age 57, Vivienne is able to explore the contradictions in her mother’s
attempt to teach her to practice both independence and strategic dependence.
Vivienne’s mother is conflicted in her desire for Vivienne to have both what is
expected of her culturally, at least on the surface, and also to possess more than that.
Whether or not Vivienne was able to see this at the time, it is clear to her now that she
must have been very confused between believing that she needed to be independent
but that this was only possible through finding a good man.
While Vivienne’s main role model was her mother, her close relationship with
the church helped to reinforce her mother’s teachings:
Yes, it was my mother [my main role model]. And I suppose the other
place I was exposed to girls and therefore my experience of other girls was
Church. And women had a very particular role in the local church, which
was subservient, listening to the male preachers in a very misogynistic,
male-dominated religious way…[so] my experience was of women who –
the children were kept subservient and the women were subservient to
men. (Vivienne, 57, manager)
It can be seen from what Vivienne recalls that there has been a conscious
effort by her mother to inculcate desirable practices or ways of being and acting or
performing in the public world. Such subject positions, as discursive constructs, preexist the person (Butler 1990) and are cultural constructions—they are ways in which
individuals can be understood or made sense of both by the self and by others in
particular situations and times. That is, if the discourse exists, so does the subject
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position with or without the subject who occupies it. Sylvie and Vivienne have
learned that certain subject positions and their associated practices are available or not
available to them depending on social norms (for example, via their mother or the
church) of what is deemed appropriate. These norms have been learned from birth and
reinforced through processes of reward and censure so that it is eventually easy
(because these norms are unconsciously internalised) to ‘perform’ appropriately in
most social situations and pass as a legitimate, recognisable subject—a feminine girl.
This social legitimacy is linked with what Butler (1990, 1997) and Goffman (1959)
term ‘repetition’ and where breaching a social script (Frith & Kitzinger 2001) by not
repeating it has the potential to collapse an illusion of a subject’s identity coherence.
Also, using fairytales as an interpretive story telling device promises some women a
way to read or predict the way things might be for them in the future. Like Sylvie,
they could be the subjects of their own fairytale, and some women told traditional
stories that set themselves up as waiting for something to happen to them (such as
being ‘rescued’ by a Prince Charming) and therefore not presenting themselves as
proactive agents who had many choices. A number of the women interviewed told
stories of how their mother’s ‘teaching’ became either reinforced or negated as the
women grew older and engaged with alternative cultural discourse. This is discussed
in the next section.

Learning practices by watching others and reading cultural texts
Some of the women interviewed were able to articulate other cultural contexts
where the practices their mothers had taught them were reiterated. This seems to have
been very much a reinforcement of a particular kind of femininity—what some
participants referred to as ‘girly’:
When I was growing up I was very aware as well that, and you still see it
today in the shops, you know, miniature stoves, miniature tea sets, plastic
shopping trolleys, you know, that reinforcement of gender roles. I mean, in
my day, it was Barbies and the girly stuff. (Delilah, 41, public servant)
As a woman who now relates intimately to women, perhaps Delilah is more
able to see what she terms gender role reinforcement than those women who took
gender roles for granted and did not analyse them in any way, now or then. Olivia
(aged 39) suggests family and friends start a learning process that continues
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throughout school and ultimately reinforces a heterosexual life map that includes
marriage and children:
Well it’s society I think. What you see on the television, what your friends,
family have all done, what you as kids talk about at school. It was all
about family; so it was just that really, two point two kids and a Labrador.
And I felt sure I’d be married by twenty-five. (Olivia, 39, nurse manager)
Olivia did marry a man by age 25, but later divorced and has since been
relating intimately to women. While she did fulfill her childhood predictions to some
extent, there were no fairytales (Cinderella, Snow White), no instruction from her
mother or church or from 1960s popular media culture that could have offered her an
origin tale for the life she ended up living. Any other possibilities are absent, but it
does not mean they could not exist. They exist in an extra-discursive space that is not
accessed or able to be lived easily (Foucault 1986; Butler 1990). In other words, there
were no origin stories that offered a non-heterosexual project/projection of the self
into the future. Because there is not sexual pluralism at the origin, there can be no
space to imagine a fairytale of love between women. Clearly, Olivia chose a divergent
path but it was not overt and she remains rather closeted about her non-conformity.
Indeed, all women interviewed discussed the ways that surveillance of themselves and
others reinforced the cultural inculcations from their parents. It is also a process of not
only watching others, but of watching others looking at them and judging the
responses of those others, as well as ‘seeing’ through their eyes:
You’re more conscious, you’re more sort of aware of what the other girls
are doing if there’s guys watching, then its like a bit of a competition.
(Emma, 20, university student)
Emma highlights that there is feminine capital in being like the other girls and
in being more successful in attracting male approval. Frequently, women identified
that not only did they watch and judge responses to their behaviours and their ‘look’,
but from that same surveillance it was obvious to them there was a particular look that
was most ‘right’:
[E]specially when you’re teenagers and you’re all kind of thinking about
boys and going out shopping and doing those kind of things together and
what’s fashionable and what looks nice and you know, you had to be thin
and you had to be pretty or you wouldn’t attract anybody. (Kate, 32,
university lecturer)
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Being thin and pretty was also clearly rewarded in fairytales—‘pretty girls are
never ignored’ (Leiberman 1972, p. 385), and the pretty girl gets her prince, marriage
and the castle. Kate constructs being pretty then as being about attracting boys—any
boy perhaps, or the boy. There is a payoff, an incentive for practising femininity
properly, which means doing consistently well. Girls like Kate, who practise the right
kind of femininity, will gain positive attention from males and from this can come
social success.

Sex
Learning about sex was something that happened later and mothers did not
feature audibly in the women’s narratives. Sex (with boys/men) was something most
of the women had been curious about and they believed they would learn how to go
about this ‘special’ practice from magazines, novels and each other. Some of the
women remembered they had feigned knowledge or experiences of sexual activity
with boys to enable them to ‘teach’ their less worldly peers:
And we also had this, this was nearly into High School, had this sort of
fascination about sex. And I used to read all the Harold Robbins books,
unbeknownst to my father. And I used to take them to school, this was in
Grade 8 to 10, and read all the dirty bits out to my friends and say “pass it
around, readings at lunchtime’, all the dirty bits in Harold Robbins…and
we had quite open discussions about orgasms and things like that in later
years, we didn’t know what a clitoris was of course, but, I hadn’t heard of
the clitoris until I was over eighteen. (Delilah, 41, public servant)
The sexless world of romance fairytales was superseded by these novels,
television and other cultural texts of the time of the interviewees’ adolescence. For
Delilah, a teenager in the 1970s, it was the romances (Jane Eyre [Bronte, C. 1847]
and Wuthering Heights [Bronte, E. 1837]) and Harold Robbins’ novels (for example,
The Carpetbaggers) that included graphic (hetero)sexual sex scenes. In 1970, Lurie
(see also Cixous, 1975; Leiberman, 1972; and Rowe, 1979) sparked considerable
debate around fairytales and their significance in young women’s lives. Lurie argued
that fairytales (to which I add romance novels and the Harold Robbins’ novels of
which Delilah speaks) directly affected girls’/women’s lives. Lurie suggested they
presented heroines who were active and powerful. Leiberman (1972) argues rather
that Lurie only refers to obscure tales and not the mainstream, popular tales presented
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romantic paradigms that offer limited options for girls compared to the real lives of
women. Cixous argues the females in fairytale texts do not have proactive lives or a
self-identity. The tales construct females who cannot value themselves (Cixous 1986)
and offers them little insight into what ‘happily ever after’ may mean in practice.
Leiberman states:
[Children] learn behavioural and associational patterns, value systems, and
how to predict the consequences of specific acts or circumstances. Among
other things, these tales present a picture of sexual roles, behaviour, and
psychology, and a way of predicting outcome or fate according to sex,
which is important because of the intense interest that children take in
‘endings’; they always want to know how things will ‘turn out’ (1972, p.
384).
Delilah very much wants to know about sexual experience and turns to
fictional texts that she believes will help her predict what will happen after the
‘happily ever after’, or indeed what that means at all. These texts also work to
reinforce heteronormative sexual scripts (Simon 1996; Simon & Gagnon 1973, 1987).
As an adult looking back on these experiences, Delilah now knows these texts were
fairytales, not reality. Like Sylvie and Vivienne, whose mothers read them fairytales,
Delilah began to read her own and uses them now to provide the language to
narrativise her journey through adolescence, particularly in relation to sexual
expectations:
Sex was a big factor to me, I had to find out what it was all about…became
a bit of an obsession, particularly with a friend in high school, where, you
know, we really wanted to discover whether the earth did move and we
were sorely disappointed. We swapped stories and both had a bit of a
tragic experience at an attempt of loss of virginity...and I felt really
cheated because we’d been obsessed about that, “oh sex was supposed to
be great with a man”, that’s what we focused on…it was supposed to be
this most wondrous experience, we read the magazines, the Harold
Robbins’ books, you know, “the raspberry lips on…” you know, “that
tasted like raspberries” and “shuddering” and all that sort of beautiful
experience…that really glorified sex I was later to discover. We expected
the earth to literally move, and it didn’t even tremble! Not even a flutter!!
(Delilah, 41, public servant)
The sexual script (Simon & Gagnon 1987) that pre-existed Delilah’s desire—
indeed, she infers that this exciting script is what drove her practising desire—is
heterosexual and pervasive in her life. Expectations about sex and relationships (with
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men) were often similarly described by the other women in romantic terms and
premised on the attraction of opposites that many soon realised were not matched in
reality. But for Delilah, it was more about being able to tell a story of disappointment
or let down than it was a belief in what she was reading. Delilah captures some of this
in her narrative when she states that she believes her romanticised expectations grew
out of reading ‘Governess’–type books:
[I]t was all just bliss and romance and I was a romantic. I read the
Governess-type books, I loved this concept of, oh I’ve read a lot of books
about a girl who’s fallen on hard times, becomes a governess, to a brutal,
tall, dark, handsome man she meets, you know, she’s there looking after
his children, having met him, meets him out on the moor, he’s there on his
big black horse, sweeps her away…of course they never have sex in those
books...but yeah, I was a romantic, and so I bought the whole package –
the great sex, the romance, the man will love and respect you, but a little
bit of brutality is ok, ‘cos it was ok in those books. (Delilah, 41, public
servant)
Romantic narratives, such as the ones Delilah describes, are seen by her as
spaces where she learned how to fantasise in certain ways. Images and characters—
kisses between weak, beautiful women and strong, handsome men—circulated in her
psyche and ‘taught’ her what the limits of her romanticised sex might be—it starts and
ends with a kiss. Script theory (Simon & Gagnon 1973, 1987) supports this notion
that sexual activity is ‘scripted’ and follows a particular order that begins with a kiss.
Delilah knows that such fantasy and her reality do not actually mesh, but these are the
narratives she had internalised. There is a generational time lag between these key
narratives in that she knows life is not like this but she remembers these as the
narratives she thinks of as informing her psyche. She rethinks them now as fantasy
but they were powerful in enabling her to speak about her sexual awakening, albeit a
disappointing one that did not live up to such scripts.
Delilah, Vivienne, Sylvie, Olivia, Emma and Kate all realise that most women
are not perfect and the fairytale texts and the narratives they offer up are fantasies that
they see through, but there is also pleasure gained in the belief that these narratives
can never be their reality. There is a double configuration of their knowing that they
are/were being conned, but they gain pleasure from them regardless. They have a kind
of double consciousness where they are complicit with the pretence and the promises.
This is a clear characterisation of ambivalence—the simultaneous conflicting feelings
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that allow them to continue with the complicities without having to resolve anything.
They have the capacity to live in a space in between—a space where they have some
envy of what is possible for other, more glamorous or luckier women, but also what
could actually be possible for them. At its base, their engagement with these texts is
about desire and fantasy. Fantasies are formed through narratives derived from these
texts that construct positions that can be taken up as sexual subjects or objects
(Harries 2004). The fairytales of childhood and the romance novels of their
adolescence were fantasies to be enjoyed—the women played with the possibilities of
the future that were offered by the narratives. Some women utilise these fantasies and
the possible ways of being that they ‘played’ with as they grew up to tell of their
disillusionment. They felt cheated by what their mothers told them, or neglected to
tell them, as well as by the hype in media culture compared to their own life
experiences. They turned to alternative sources to help make sense of the realities they
were experiencing, which appeared to be incongruous to everyone else:
[W]hen I went to Uni, I opened my eyes up and I’d also been lucky enough
to finally read a magazine that told you what a clitoris was, ‘cos I mean
the nuns would never have told you! That was always off the vagina map
and in fact our teacher went to sleep, she was a nun, went to sleep during
our sex education. (Delilah, 41, public servant)
The absence of discussion about and knowledge of the clitoris as a site of
orgasm for women and their own self-pleasure is evident in many girls’ accounts of
the education they received from their mothers and especially from their schools.
What is unnamed and outside the discourse of sexual knowledge is part of what has
framed women’s lack of sexual agency and defined their sexuality only in relation to
male bodies and pleasures. There is a space of ambivalence opened up by the lack of
‘fit’—that is, the tales and ‘truths’ and expectations that are not met. It is a
disappointment narrated by the non-heterosexual women and it appears two-fold. Not
only did they talk of how they felt they did not meet a prince or get married but they
also talked about how they had no other imaginings or fantasies they felt were
possible to experience. They felt they had no predictors, no fantasies to help them see
what might ‘happen next’. That is, there was no sexual script (Simon 1996; Simon &
Gagnon 1973, 1987). This relates back to the earlier comment on the absence of nonheterosexual origin as a foundation for becoming, and the absence of stories that
provide for a movement from this origin that are positive and not derived from
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heterosexual foundation/origin. This absence of an autonomous origin (pluralist
beginnings) excludes the possibility of fantasy—it means that the psyche at the level
of consciousness is mapped by heterosexual desire, and homosexual desire and
fantasy is the repressed, forbidden ‘other’ possibility. For some women, it seemed
there were no possibilities they could understand. If it was not within a readable,
knowable discourse then it was inexpressible. My central argument is that the extradiscursive concerning sex and sexuality is a consequence of a non-pluralistic culture
of sexual identity and desire origins as possible pathways of positive becoming. The
singular heterosexual origin that is the foundation of heteronormative power and
hegemony closes off and makes the extra-discursive (both outside and inside) the nonheterosexual origin as an equal condition of possibility for sexual becoming as both
desire and identity (Foucault 1976). At the same time, we could argue back to the idea
of polymorphous perverse sexuality and take the position there is no homosexual or
heterosexual origin as such, merely a non-directional pleasure-seeking being. If we
begin here, we also begin in a place where the origin cannot be claimed by any sexual
identity as such (Grosz 1994). Polymorphous perverse sexuality is prior to identity
and its ontological ground, but is not pre-sexual; rather, we seek out a post-sexual
identity social order.
There is research (Clark 2005; Diamond 2005a, Hanley-Hackenbruck 1989;
Rust 1992, 2003; Savin-Williams 1989; Strommen 1989) that clearly suggests cultural
anonymity works some way towards rendering a person’s sexuality invisible. Gay and
lesbian individuals, especially those from small country towns, often talk of moving
to large cities in an attempt to camouflage their sexual minority status as well as being
able to freely express it. Cheryl (a 48-year-old woman who loves women) felt so
isolated living in the small rural town where she had grown up with expectations of a
heterosexual adulthood that she didn’t know anything about being a lesbian when she
began relating intimately to another woman. Again, there were no culturally produced
sexual scripts that seemed relevant to her (Peplau & Garnets 2000). Like Vivienne,
Cheryl had learned how to be a friend and that it was socially acceptable for two
women to behave as friends, but she had no clues about behaving as a lover:
[I]f we were out together you just make out that she’s your mate. Behind
closed doors it was totally different but you just make out that you are just
friends and of course she’d been gay for a long time and that was quite
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hurtful to her. The relationship was never going to last. I mean, it was just
so new to me. I just didn’t know what the hell I was doing. (Cheryl, 48,
retail worker)
For Cheryl, there was no way of previewing how her encounters might be in
practice. It was a totally unpredictable experience for her, in addition to her having no
capacity to know if it was right or wrong. Cheryl could not identify herself as a
subject in the heterosexual script that was available. She had to create her own script
as she performed it and, at the same time, interpret the aberrant subject positions of
the actors and their performances as they happened—a kind of reflection on action
whose efficacy she had neither time nor capacity to determine. Women like Cheryl
could tell a story about their sexual awakening by utilising their interactions with
others, initially other girls, as a discourse that could be understood by others. That is,
the story had to be told in the form of a heterosexual script despite the lived
experience being different from it. The mismatch between the expectations of the two
lovers also highlights the different spaces they could both occupy at the same time
while maintaining a physical, albeit doomed, relationship.

Learning practice by interacting with others
Going to school and attending other social activities allowed the interviewees
to explore relationships outside their home and families. It provided disparate
opportunities to perform their femininity. They did not always get it right and they
discuss the ways this affected them, as well as ‘teaching’ them different ways of
being.
Elle is a 43-year-old woman who grew up in rural Australia in the 1970s and
1980s. She identifies herself as heterosexual and is married with no children. She is
from a large family and talks about school and her interactions with other girls as
destructive to her sense of self. Elle felt that her relationships with other girls were
competitive and the capacity to be a ‘girly’ girl or a ‘real’ girl was out of her reach
because of her relative poverty and having the ‘wrong’ body:
My associations with being a girl are mostly negative because my other
thoughts about being a girl were about the level of competitiveness
between girls that I perceived. I came from a fairly poor family so I was
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always aware of never looking quite as good or not having shoes that were
as nice and I had frizzy hair and I was tall and gawky. So I think I never
really felt like a real girl. I felt like more of a…yeah, something outside of
it. I certainly aspired and dreamed about being a girl. Like a girly girl but
I didn’t feel I ever cut the grade as a girl. (Elle)
Elle was able to see that she did not fit in because she was not girly enough,
but she aspired to be. She is trying, like Cheryl, to manage two spaces at the same
time. Elle considers that she exists ‘outside’. It is not truly outside, however, but
within some liminal space—a space barely perceptible but there just the same. It is a
space where she is cognisant of what it is to ‘be’ a ‘real girl’ but does not ‘feel’ like
one. She has learned from her mother and sisters what a feminine girl should look and
act like but she cannot pull it off. She feels a fraud but cannot do anything about it.
Elle possesses a female body but she does not think it is ‘right’ enough to be seen as a
‘girly girl’. She does not fit a recognisable script but is still able to ‘be’—she does not
disappear but exists in this narrow space where she feels she is not a subject, yet she
clearly exists. This reflects how many of the women speak about their
interactions/performances with others. It is difficult to articulate with the language
and the scripts they have available, and it represents a rather more complex way of
‘be’-ing in a state of ambivalence.
Most women talked about the necessity of looking right—fashion, hair, weight
as dictated by cultural discourses of beauty—to fit in and be perceived as a real
girl/woman. There was a conspicuous connection between identity and consumption
of specific products:
[M]y teenage years…that’s when I did start to become a young woman
and buy records and go out and buy clothes and do the things that I
perceived as normal. I’d suddenly become normal. Do you know what I
mean? I fitted in. Because I stuck out like a sore thumb before that point
because I didn’t have the fashionable clothes that everybody else had. I
didn’t have the magazines. (Naomi, 32, early childhood lecturer)
There is also a clear suggestion from a number of women that looking
attractive was particularly important in being able to relate to boys successfully:
I began to be more friendly with boys. So I…began into the pattern of
therefore having to dress for boys. And I began to take an interest and
indeed, by the time I was fifteen, was very interested in some of the boys at
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church and used to go in very girly things, we used to go out shopping on
a Saturday and get make-up…Then and what with the guys at church, so I
began to change my world I think, around the fourteen, fifteen mark, to
begin to go into what I would call my most girly phase. And of course, at
school, once we started to menstruate there was much talk about that and
then developed breasts and because of course there was the showers and
there was much covert debate and discussion about our breasts being
bigger or not…on a Sunday, you had to get dressed and you were going to
go to church and of course that was all about trying to attract the attention
of the men. (Vivienne, 57, manager)
Vivienne opens up an interesting tension and interplay here between undressed
and dressed desirable bodies. The girls are naked together but this is about comparing
bodies. The erotic potential of this scene cannot be imagined by Vivienne, then or
now. Even though Vivienne identifies now as a lesbian, the capacity to conceive this
scene in any other way is not possible. Such an erotic space cannot be turned into a
fantasy script by Vivienne because none of the performers are subjects—she neither
has the language nor a known script to speak of such a scenario. Rather, the point of
the story is about how to attract or be desirable to boys, so the body is
dressed/covered and make-up is applied and these were particular practices that
worked to attract the attention of boys. Being naked with the other girls was not about
anything sexual and it could not be without the capacity (then) to comprehend it. Frith
and Kitzinger (2001) argue that breaching the sexual script is difficult, both in reality
and in talking about it or telling stories about it. For Vivienne, it is not difficult but
rather is impossible to even imagine. All of the women speak of struggling with what
they know and understand to be how they should be, how they should perform and
what and whom they feel they truly are. They learn to let pass, to procrastinate, to
reject or accept the ambivalences in the practical situations in their lives depending on
the time and context. They soon begin to explore these negotiations with boundaries
in their narratives. They learn to understand that some boundaries can be more
flexible than others and they learn this by getting their performances wrong. What is
also important about this story from Vivienne is that it reveals the dynamics of
identity formation—that is, in learning what to be, we practise at the very same time
what not to be. This again is an issue of the extra-discursive—the repressed other
possible way of being that is unlearned in co-temporal ways by what is learned.
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Elle (43 year old artist) has difficulty in marrying her beliefs with her lived
experiences of relating intimately with others:
I don’t think that people can choose their sexual identity. However, I think
it’s possible to fall in love with someone first and for their sexuality to be a
secondary factor. So I think it’s possible for anyone to fall in love with
either a man or a woman. Though certainly I think you know, in terms of
how you fantasise or imagine yourself sexually, I think people probably
have a propensity towards one sex or the other, so they sort of imagine
themselves in the imaginary self. When you’re out looking for a partner or
you know, searching sex out, everyone I would think, unless you’re
bisexual, but even then I think, I sort of you know, I kinda question
bisexuality, though I think it’s possible. So, I guess a mixture of fixed and
unfixed ideas about your sexual identity but I think even those ideas are
always open to challenge (Elle, 43, artist).
Elle tries out ‘bisexual’ but can’t support it and so utilises more reductionist notions
of identity because this works to remove the confusion and complexity of choice and
fluidity. She understands on one level, perhaps theoretically, that she may be attracted
to women given a particular context and time, but ‘intrinsically’ believes that she is
heterosexual because she fantasises about specific gendered bodies and this is her
‘real’ sexual self that she has no control over.
Some women, like Elizabeth, spoke of a previous heterosexual self and a
current lesbian self. They did not identify as bisexual necessarily:
For lesbians some are exclusively homosexual and have always known
that and are in no way going to be swayed into heterosexuality, and there
are other people who are a lot more ambivalent about their sexual
orientation and see their sexual orientation as more than….maybe less
important or less …..that they are more concerned with being socially
acceptable than they are with living with their true self perhaps.
(Elizabeth, 27, registered nurse)
She suggests that women who have a heterosexual life and then shift their desire to
women have different reasons for doing so – some have been conforming to
hegemonic cultural discourses of heterosexuality to be ‘acceptable’. In relation to
herself she adds:
I think that we can trick ourselves into staying in a situation because we
can bear it and for me the carrot of being acceptable to my family meant
that I did have a fulfilling sex live because I can have my own fantasy
about women and have sex with a man who was kind and gentle and all of
those things.(Elizabeth, 27, registered nurse)
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Bryant & Schofield (2007) argue that if we accept that sexual identity or subjectivity
is produced discursively and therefore dynamic and unstable, so then this is
problematic in allowing for a unified subject capable of resistance. They suggest that
the ‘body in sexual action is…dynamic forces generating sexual subjectivities…The
specific configuration of sexual practices is central to the making of sexual identities’
(p.321) and therefore agency develops over time. According to Foucault (1977b) the
origin of things is not some ‘truth’, but rather a series of accidents, or events, whose
beginnings are diffused, not unified (p. 81). Such a legacy is not
an acquisition, a possession that grows and solidifies; rather, it is an
unstable assemblage of faults, fissures, and heterogeneous layers that
threaten the fragile inheritor from within and from underneath (Foucault,
1977b, p. 82)
In that sense, the women in this study are always 'made up', not of something solid or
complete, but of temporal fragments - fragile, and therefore open to diffusion. The
interview participants find it very challenging to identify as anything other than a
unified sexual identity, yet it is clear from what they say that there are disunities –
there is a tension between their actual intimate lives and the ways they think they
should be according to social norms.

Learning practice through censure
There is a common theme among interviewees that the most powerful way
they learned right from wrong practice was through censure. Such negative criticism
began early and worked to shape not only how they dressed and behaved, but also
how they viewed and felt about themselves. They began to feel ‘wrong’ or
uncomfortable in their clothes and bodies. Sinthia and Olivia identify as ‘tomboys’—a
name they adopt now to describe themselves as girls who did not fit comfortably
within the boundaries they believe they were held within:
I would always want to wear shorts and socks and Mum used to always try
and get me to wear sandals. But even in winter. Summer I wanted to wear
shorts. Socks and shoes and runners...I was always a tomboy I suppose.
(Sinthia, 38, police officer)
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Identifying as tomboy when young may be a reconstruction of a childhood that
is appropriately gendered to how they see themselves as adults (Carr 2005; Craig &
LaCroix 2011). Being a tomboy allowed Sinthia, Delilah, Vivienne and Olivia to
access non-feminine spaces, both in terms of practices and status (Carr 2005). Craig
and LaCroix go further to suggest that ‘tomboy identity is used contemporarily across
a variety of populations and contexts to provide limited protection from negative
implications of violating societal gender expectations’ (2011, p. 451). While the
women’s mothers attempted to force Sinthia, Vivienne, Olivia and Delilah to conform
to cultural expectations of heterosexual femininity, there was ongoing rebellion
despite punishments and displeasure from their mothers. Peplau and Garnets argue ‘in
a society that is hostile to homosexuality, lesbians may be women who are willing to
challenge convention and take social risks’ (2000, p. 335). Yet tomboy is also a safe
label; it is neither conforming to heterosexual norms of femininity, nor having to say
that one is a lesbian. It is also a positive identity too in the sense that girls are often
rewarded for identifying (upwards) to the identity above them—the masculine
subject. Being a tomboy is affirmation of masculinity and male power as well. It is
particularly useful as an adult strategy to remain ambiguous or in the closet. It is a
subject position constituted by the discourse of ambivalence in that it allows the
women to understand they have always had capacity for resisting normative
discourses. To say that one has always been a tomboy also suggests an asexuality or
sexual invisibility as an adult. It can, therefore, be a practice of hiding but also
connecting adult sexuality to a childhood identity.
Rust argues that sexual identity formation is not linear and that ‘homosexual
identity formation is not orderly and predictable’ (1993, p. 51). A number of the
women who had sex with women had undergone a very haphazard route in their
sexual identity practices. They talked of having boyfriends and also girlfriends
(Elizabeth, Olivia), or of having boyfriends then girlfriends (Vivienne, Delilah), and
then having boyfriends again (Olivia). This was clearly not the norm and so they
struggled to find ways to at least make their sexuality orderly. It becomes extremely
complex and confusing to hold on to a stable sexual identity in such circumstances of
disorderly practice. Prevailing heteronormative discourses and scripts around sexual
identity as fixed and immutable make it challenging to capture a permanent sexual
identity for anyone who exists outside heterosexual boundaries, even if it is only
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occasionally. There is a need for Sinthia, Delilah, Vivienne and Olivia to give some
coherence or sense of linear development to their sexual journey, and ascribing the
identity of tomboy is a common device in an attempt to achieve coherence (Albro &
Tully 1979). It connects their current sexual identity to who they have always been—
they may have lived a heterosexual identity at times, but who they ‘really’ are is
something they can trace back to childhood. It then becomes something that is not
their ‘fault’ (Frith & Kitzinger 2001)—that is, they naturalise it as immutable despite
divergent practices.
For others, it was made clear that certain performances were not lady-like and
that this could be policed by others aside from their mothers. Indeed, Delilah implies
that there would always be someone on hand to censure her behaviour:
I think I was perceived as being a bit naughty because I just always, I
suppose, had this sense of fun and if there was something fun that I wanted
to do, then someone would say ‘Delilah, that’s not quite lady-like!” You
know, it was like a limiting factor to me. (Delilah, 41, public servant)
Delilah sees what she is not allowed to do as fun. She does not say what that
fun is, but it includes everything that is not lady-like—that is, what she is not meant to
be. The boundaries are made clear to her should she step over any of them and, in this
way, she learns what she can practice/perform—anything that is not fun to her. She
learns from a young age how to police her own practice through her awareness of
what punishment she will receive otherwise (Foucault 1977b). Olivia’s mother
punished her if she stepped over certain boundaries, such as getting dirty while out
playing. Her mother dressing her in ‘girly’ clothes was a practice intended to train
Olivia in what she could and could not do when out playing:
I just generally think I was a tomboy, I don’t think that I didn’t want to be
a girl. I didn’t think about, you know, wanting a penis or anything like
that. I just wanted to be rough and tumble I think and being in a skirt,
feminised me, I suppose. I was always climbing and getting dirty, well I
tried, I couldn’t get dirty because my mother beat me then if I got dirty.
(Olivia, 39, nurse manager)
Like Delilah, Olivia grapples with the censure she perceives for not being or
doing something her mother wants from her. The category of tomboy is mobilised in
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an attempt to frame her not wanting to be girly but rather practice what her mother
thinks of as masculine pursuits.
Kate’s mother guided her by example but also reinforced this by her
surveillance of Kate’s coming and going from the house. She made her displeasure
evident and Kate learned that she was not pretty unless she underwent particular
corporeal practices. In making herself look nice, she would be looked at—or when
people looked at her, they would think she was nice. This is a manifestation of the
gaze of others and internalisation of the gaze of others (Lacan 1985) that is part of
how girls are psychically incorporated into their feminine subjectivity (Foucault
1990). Foucault extends Lacan’s ‘gaze’ in posing that it is integral to systems of
power and that this power is embedded within systems of self-surveillance and selfregulation. It is interesting to note that, for Kate, this is mobilised through a specific
relationship between mother and daughter—mothers as bearers and educators of
femininity in this particular restrictive form:
Mum because she was, she did used to be a beautician and she never took
her make-up off. I can hardly ever see her with her make-up off. She gets
up early, puts her make-up on and then doesn’t take it off until she’s
literally going to bed. And always dressed nicely and so that was very
much pushed for me and it was reinforced if ever I as a teenager went out
without my make-up on, it would be, ‘you look awful. I’m not going out
with you looking like that. Put some make-up on, make yourself look nice’.
(Kate, 32, university lecturer)
Kate’s disciplined procedure of wearing make-up in public is reinforced by
her mother’s clarification of its normality and the sanctions Kate will receive should
she deviate from that normative practice. Kate becomes a ‘docile body’ (Foucault
1977b) complicit in these procedures and, even though her mother no longer pushes
her, Kate has learned to discipline herself.
Cheryl’s mother was concerned when she began developing a close
relationship with another girl and, meeting with derision from others, Cheryl soon
learned to change or, rather, to keep her behaviour more covert:
There used to be one girl in my class and I would have been under 15 and
I would ring her every afternoon and she used to want me to ring her every
afternoon. We would see each other all day at school and we would talk
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for hours on this phone in a phone box…It was just so exciting you
couldn’t wait to get home and ring her and you just knew something was
different. And then you started to get people calling you names for doing
that, calling her up every afternoon after you’d seen her every day. I must
admit then my mother did start wondering what was going on. (Cheryl, 48,
retail worker)
Such negativity from people close to the women usually resulted in the women
making decisions about how they would be/perform in public. For Kate, it is
conformity through self-discipline. For Cheryl, it is not conforming and learning
practices of concealment. In the next section, there is a clear development of these
narratives to analyse how they lead to the ways in which some women determine what
they can and cannot practice, how they are perceived, what others expect of them and
whether this is congruent with whom they want to be. For some, it is an ongoing
struggle that leaves them in restricted or compromised spaces.

Availability of subject positions
By the time the women speak about their experiences, they have built a
narrative from childhood during which they learned about what it was to be a girl.
This is followed by the ways they learned to perfect that understanding as adolescents
and then to hone what they learned by pushing boundaries and often being punished
when they overstepped those boundaries. As adults, the women discuss how what
they put into practice what they have learned, even in the absence of their mothers.
They’ve learned to discipline themselves (Foucault 1977b). The assumed a
feminine/heterosexual pathway has been clearly paved for them despite an
ambivalence or inability to conform to that trajectory expressed by some of the
women. To take up any subject position has been fraught with conflicting information
and tensions. The women’s mothers have framed specific practices for the girls to
ensure future happiness, such as marriage and motherhood, but what actually gets
played out in adulthood does not conform so they are often left feeling they are
practicing an identity in spaces of their own making. They have to perform
appropriately to fit in but, for some, this comes at a cost. This was particularly so for
the women who had sex with women. The different contexts (being at work,
socialising, being at family gatherings, being with friends) they encountered each
required nuanced negotiations depending on what was at stake. To be shown up as
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fraudulent, be caught in a lie, or deliver a poor or unpredictable performance can have
a range of personal consequences including embarrassment, ostracism, vilification or
violence (Goffman 1959).
For others, successful practice allowed them to move freely in some spaces
but not others. For all of them, however, it was clear there was no capacity to present
or be a coherent subject—a single identity that was everything they were in every
situation to all people. Learning how to perform, through all its myriad forms, allowed
some women to actively choose a subject position from which to speak or from which
they could understand themselves and also be read by others in particular ways. While
there may appear to be a number of subject positions available, some were an easier
‘fit’ than others and some were so dangerous that to position oneself within its
boundaries, especially within particular contexts, could mean social isolation or
vilification of a more serious nature. For example, some of the women who were in
intimate relationships with other women would not hold hands in public or would not
be ‘out’ at male-dominated workplaces. Things like gender, age, race, class and
education also limit the availability of subject positions—all subject positions are not
available to everyone. This is true for many women, including those who identified as
heterosexual. Thus an important recognition in this thesis is that women construct
themselves for others—they are displaced in terms of their self-interest in being for
themselves. Thus the question of who am I to be, here and now, tends to be harnessed
to the other and this can be both positive and negative for women in terms of gaining
autonomy and recognition of their sexuality.
The hegemony of heterosexuality in our culture and historical time does not
mean that it is rarely questioned or contested (Richardson 1998). Its taken-forgranted-ness suggests it is normal and therefore an easy, comfortable subject position,
but not every woman takes it up or finds it easy or normal. A number of the women
recognised that although they had learned that a heterosexual life path was the norm
and it was the life expected of them, they felt uncomfortable with the prospect of it.
Despite that discomfort, they saw no other option:
I thought I would do that, to prove that I was straight I suppose. I thought
that’s what I’ll do I’ll just get married and have kids and that’s the way
it’s just going to have to be. (Cheryl, 48, retail worker)
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Cheryl’s performance (Goffman 1969) as a straight woman was something she
believed she could do. It would not change who she believed she really was, but it
would allow her to ‘pass’ as normal. This ‘normality’ suggests a static sexuality, one
that can and does stay the same across time and contexts (Butler 2004). Yet sexuality
as something coherently ‘normal’ is an improvisation, shaped according to prevailing
expectations of usual practice or performances of what is taken for granted as normal.
Cheryl can pass as an appropriate woman (a heterosexual mother in this instance); a
social accomplishment ‘passing’ as something she may not be (Garfinkel 1967;
Shapiro 1991). She knows this would be a ‘front-of-stage’ performance and not the
real, ‘backstage’ life where she was her ‘true’, non-acting self (Goffman 1959).
Cheryl sees the performance as necessary to fit in and that it will be ongoing and
permanent.
Naomi, married with two children, captures Goffman’s notion of performance
when she suggests that there is an inner, true self that can be subverted or covered up:
You hear about men that want to be women; they always felt they’d been
born into the wrong body and you can see that they’ve tried to fight
against it. They’ve tried to have normal relationships; they’ve probably
been married and had children. And then they can’t fight anymore. You
know, you go against the grain for so long but eventually they have to put
their hands up and say, ‘sorry, this is me’. And I think it goes back a bit to
being relaxed about who you are and who you want to be rather than what
you think you should be. So you get married, you have kids, you do this,
you do that, you do the other. But then perhaps when you meet that right
person it all falls into place and the, the bravado and all the charades
surrounding it don’t matter anymore because you’ve found out who you
are. It’s like taking the makeup off isn’t it? I don’t need to put the makeup
on, because this is me. (Naomi, 32, early childhood lecturer)
In using the example of a transgendered male, Naomi illustrates the coercive
power of culturally gendered roles. To suggest that a person could live so long
performing as something they are not reiterates both Cheryl and Julie’s beliefs that
this would be what they too would have to do.
Julie was resigned to the inevitability of a heterosexual existence, but
wondered how it could possibly work for her. She could not imagine this normative
existence but, like Cheryl, would do it nonetheless:
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[W]hen I do think about it now, I’d think this is going to happen so this is
the way life is going to be and I’m going to be living with some guy and
having kids and doing all that sort of stuff. But I just didn’t see how that
was going to be ok; I couldn’t imagine actually living with a male person
and that being ok in terms of sitting around and having conversations. I
don’t know, I just didn’t see how that was going to happen because I
didn’t feel that connection. (Julie, 33, public servant)
Like Cheryl, Julie saw only one subject position that was possible for her. She
believes that practicing heterosexuality was all that was available, but in not being
able to ‘imagine’ it, she does not think she will be able to perform it. But as both
Goffman and Butler suggest, we become what we are through repetition. Julie has
witnessed heterosexual life all around her and has psychically repeated how this will
also be who she is, but the reality of that cannot be imagined as she is unable to
position herself appropriately to repeat this subjectivity.

Choice of practice
Resistance to the particular power relations that infuse the historical
contingency of what sexuality means to us, for us, is necessarily specific and results in
fragmented identities. It is not a war of resistance but battles won and lost (Bailey,
1993). Resistance therefore, is on a context-by-context, day-by-day basis. Bailey
suggests that what is needed is to develop a new understanding of the self, meaning ‘a
new truth and knowledge about one’s “identity” and its possibilities’ (p. 117). To
embrace plurality is to understand that no one thing is ‘true’ or fixed or necessary
about a subject, and this will mean that there is nothing fundamental that can be
betrayed or requires defending (Bailey, 1993). The women interviewed often had
difficulty in being able to clearly articulate how they felt about their sexualities or
sexual identities. There was an overwhelming need to present as a coherent sexual
persona, but this was often extremely difficult for some when what they did and how
they understood that did not match up. While a number of the women who identified
as heterosexual found the question incomprehensible (that is, they asked to have it
rephrased to be able to answer it), Elle (41) chose to identify as ‘sexual’, a rather more
fluid or ambiguous category. She also declares that she feels no different from her
homosexual friends in terms of her sexual identity, but in placing this within a binary
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of homo/hetero she is still not able to completely render sexualities as fluid or
contingent.
I don’t think of myself as a heterosexual person. I think of myself as a sexual
being when I’m, you know, in touch with that part of myself. Um, in my circle of
friends I have a significant range of both homosexual male friends and lesbian
friends and the sexuality thing’s really a continuum for me. I don’t think of like
my sexual identity as being any different than theirs. So, no, when I think of
myself as a sexual being I don’t think of myself as a heterosexual person (Elle).
Elle does articulate that she thinks that sexuality is on a continuum and this refers to
being a sexual being with someone of the same sex or the opposite sex and that this
may change across time. For other women, there is some clarity around a sense of
choice in relation to their sexual identity. It is evident that it can change across a
lifetime but that there are social and cultural constraints as to how these may be
acted out.
I could make a decision tomorrow whether I’m going to lead a heterosexual life,
now whether that’s for… any number of reasons, but mostly, we choose the
sexual orientation according to what we personally can live with and what, how
conscious we are of family pressures etcetera. I mean I can say to you, “yes, I
lead my life as a lesbian”, and then I could go out and lead a heterosexual one
(Delilah).
While some women in the research expressed a sense of resignation about
their future lives, choice was also something they considered possible. Vivienne (57
years of age) articulates a belief held by many of the women that sexual orientation is
innate, but that society and cultural and historical context limits and liberates
particular subject positions that women can take up:
I think sexuality is, I like to believe that it is actually nature, that it is a
part of who we are, that we should be able to choose, that human beings
are naturally able to have relationships with male or female as a natural
way of being and that we are nurtured into sexual stereotypes. I mean, all
the stuff that I’ve ever read about what happens in utero – we all start off
as female and by a twist of genetic material the males are created and
there is a sense in me that the whole of the universe is feminine, that the
lesbian in us is part of a journey but predominantly sexuality is within our
nature and the nurture part gives us our way of living or our roles in
society. (Vivienne, 57, manager)
There is a perception here that sexual relationships are natural but that sexual
roles are not. This works to construct an understanding that natural practices are
shaped and then given social functions in a power relation. To be able to choose how
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we are as an active subject was something most of the women believed was possible
and desirable—that is, that they might be able to choose to take up their ‘natural’
feminine subjectivity or manipulate it. This choice, however, seemed mythological in
that it appeared everything in their lives reinforced how they were born—that is, their
‘natural’ femininity. So choice as a pervasive theme across the women’s
understanding of their subjectivities was articulated in different ways. When they
were growing up, women who identified as either lesbian or heterosexual described a
sense of resignation about their futures—they would meet an appropriate man, get
married, have children and settle into a life like the ones they saw around them:
Probably that it would be like that and that you’d get married and you’d
have kids and a house. Yeah probably thought that my life would have
been like my parents I would imagine. (Julie, 33, public servant)
Julie has been in an intimate relationship with a woman for the last eight
years. She, like all the other women in the study who identified as lesbian, had
believed it was inevitable they would meet a man whom they would one day marry,
and have children with. Such a sexual script was pervasive in all the women’s lives
and it wasn’t until they were older (some after having long term relationships with
men and/or being married to men) that they realised there may be alternatives. Those
alternatives included that they didn’t necessarily have to get married, be with a man or
being with women.
Dee suggests that the subject position of wife/mother is already in existence
and that libido and desire are then channeled towards it. There was already a life plan
or script in place that would be followed and scaffolded by institutions of a normative
heterosexuality:
I figured that’s what would happen (marriage and children). Yes I’d say
that I thought I had control over it. But, this is, I think probably before any
sexual awareness at all, I guess I had a mindset that I’d run my own life.
But prior to any sexual awareness you figured that’s how it would run and
I would probably fall into that category. That (heterosexual) stream,
because that seemed to be like that was the only stream that existed. (Dee,
46, police officer)
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One woman, Delilah, identifies that growing up with her friends very much
reinforced the heterosexual subject positions that had been offered to her as a little
girl:
Our focus was more on who was the cutest boy, who was this and that, so
in terms of reinforcing gender roles it was very strongly heterosexual.
(Delilah, 41, public servant)
It was only with time and reflection that some allude to the possibility of alternatives.
For Dee, this manifested primarily from heterosexual relationships that didn’t seem to
suit her. A choice was not immediately visible, but the idea that the one way of being
seemed incongruent to her began to emerge:
I think it was the process that you go through. The relationships really
didn’t last that long because I really wasn’t interested in them (boys). But
again I hadn’t had any intellectual or even physical realisation that there
was anything different. It was more an absence of knowing that there was
an alternative. I went out with guys in high school but that was again just
because that’s what you did. But there wasn’t any real interest, they were
kind of more mates. But I think in becoming attracted to women the first
time made me realise that it doesn’t have to be, that there is more to life
than that. (Dee, 46, police officer)
This ‘absence of knowing’ is articulated clearly by Dee—there was no
alternative to the social script that was conscious to her until she first felt sexual
attraction to someone. And that someone was not male. This slow realisation, once the
women began relating intimately to others, facilitated a sense of discovery about a
fluidity of femininity—that it wasn’t necessarily a rigid category where there was
only one way of being a girl:
I grew up still being girly, I suppose, even though in my spare time I felt
more ‘tom-boyish’, I really didn’t start to discover that I could make
different choices about what being female was until I was probably sixteen
or seventeen. (Vivienne, 57, manager)
As Elle earlier alludes to a liminal space in between and outside of what she
perceives as normal (see p. 124), Vivienne also makes reference to a space that is
somehow not within where she sees other/normal people. She has a ‘spare time’ space
where she is tomboyish and more herself. Vivienne attempts to articulate this space as
existing outside, or as a different place but one that it is still a space within the
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dominant discourse of heteronormativity. She is able to ‘see’ this space from her
current place in life but it is doubtful she possessed any language to make this
intelligible at the time she lived it.
Dee understands that while there may be only one ‘real’ option, it is only real
in terms of its ability to be recognised. Because two women relating sexually does not
involve a phallus, it does not involve an active subject and is, therefore, meaningless:
This is a whole other story. I think for a man to be with a man, there is
penis involvement and that’s a clear line for men. Whereas women to be
with women there is no penis involvement so that’s a very grey area for
them too. So it’s not like they are lesbians to use a term to classify it. It’s
just what they are doing with a woman. But if there was penis involvement
there that would be cheating. Do you know what I’m trying to say? If a
woman has a boyfriend and sleeps with another man that’s cheating
because there is another penis involved. If a woman sleeps with her best
friend that’s not cheating as there is no penis involved…It is that grey area
because it is all about the penis. (Dee, 46, police officer)
It is the tension of female subjectivity in language that Dee describes as
greyness. While it cannot be named because there is no penis, it is relegated to an
extra-discursive space. This is a similar extra-discursive space where Vivienne is a
tomboy and Elle is in between in her lack of capacity to be a ‘proper’ girly girl. They
all struggle to give this ‘space’ a name.
While some women may have begun to accept that alternatives to the
heterosexual subject positions of wife, mother or whore may exist, the labels attached
to these were not desirable. This may be historically true in that such an
understanding offered women like Dee a form of sexual subjectivity that was
mediated only by men, albeit one that she did not want. This is not the case currently.
This mediation has been added to and one is now not seen as asexual or not a real
woman because one is not wife, mother or whore:
I think there is a pressure within the homosexual community to adopt an
identity or to define yourself in certain terms and to label yourself and I
just have this life-long thing against labels. And I think a label is a kind of
distraction from the reality of the life you’re living. (Delilah, 41, public
servant)
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The women in the research who have sex with women, after having initially
engaged with men, suggest that adopting the expected heterosexual subject positions
offered to them was easy compared to any alternative:
Oh yeah, you know, it’s much easier isn’t it too [to live as heterosexual].
(Olivia, 39, nurse manager)
This is ‘easy’ only in terms of not resisting the coercive institutions and
cultural expectations that underpin a heteronormative space. Surveillance and selfgoverning ‘normal’ behaviour within such surveillance allows for invisibility and a
capacity to move about unnoticed. Availability of subject positions that sit
comfortably within such cultural milieu is limited for women who do not identify as
heterosexual or feminine. Indeed, Olivia goes on to explain that her choice to adopt a
non-heterosexual subject position is difficult and she would rather live what she terms
an ‘easier life’ if she could. But she believes that her sexuality is innate and that she
has no control over it:
I suppose all I know is that I’m happy with who I’m with. And God forgive
me, God forgive me, but if you did say, if there’s such a thing as you can
be with [Male Name] and be married and have two kids and be very happy
or be with [Female Name] and have two kids and be very happy, I would
probably, because if I was not going to be any less happy if that was the
realistic choice, which of course it isn’t, I probably would choose the
easier route. (Olivia, 39, nurse manager)
The ‘easier route’ is a heterosexual life—the lived fairytale life that
fictionalises a happy ending. Whether such an easier life exists is always a point of
fantasy or wishful thinking. Olivia perceives there are social difficulties inherent in
not living a life that is normative. Living outside the boundaries of normal, expected
behaviours is fraught with daily challenges because a ‘perfect’ life is rarely lived.
Sylvie, a young woman who identifies as heterosexual, has held onto her
childhood fantasy of finding the perfect relationship. She is in the position where she
feels her ‘life’ has not happened yet. She can imagine the trajectory ahead going in
one direction into infinity:
I hope that we’ll just you know, build a life together, have a family; buy a
house. I hope that we’ll grow old together and just love each other and
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you know, know everything about each other and just, you know, be best
friends. Raise our children. (Sylvie, 19, university student)
Both Olivia and Sylvie mobilise happy family fairytale narratives—Olivia to
exemplify that her life is not perfect (because it is not heterosexual so it can not be)
and Sylvie to plan ahead for a perfect, ‘normal’ existence. Until Sylvie’s fantasy of
meeting Prince Charming actually happens, she can continue to live the fairytale – it
is in the waiting. When she meets her prince then the fairy tale ‘truth’ will play out to
some happy ever after.

Available practice but dangerous
It is increasingly evident that social sanctions, such as violence and
embarrassment, work to sustain the hegemony of heterosexuality. Foucault (1982)
argues that, ‘in order to understand what power relations are about, perhaps we
should investigate the forms of resistance and attempts to dissociate these
relations’ (p. 329). He goes on to say that maybe the target nowadays is not to
discover what we are but to refuse what we are (p. 336). In order to achieve this,
Foucault traces the links and demonstrates that heterosexual hegemony is
scaffolded by powerful knowledges, forms of thinking and belief that emanate
from biological and sociological sciences, religion and medicine. He argues that
the effects of such knowledges ‘circulate through progressively finer channels,
gaining access to individuals themselves, to their bodies, their gestures and all
their daily actions’ (Foucault 1980, p.151).
Once the women learned how to be particular kinds of women, even if only in
public spaces, they learned that certain practices were acceptable and others not. They
did not feel liberated enough in discovering there were less rigid ways of being
female. Often this was a complex negotiation of contexts that shifted across
relationships and time in ways that meant some contexts were extremely difficult to
negotiate. Everyday social relationships that included family, friends, work colleagues
and strangers often required nuanced decision-making practices or strategies to avoid
embarrassment, discomfort or emotional pain. In some of these relationships, there
was a lot at stake for many of the women and/or the others in the relationship. The
women, therefore, sometimes chose disparate practices to negotiate the tensions of
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subjectivity within different relationships. For example, as discussed in Chapter 4, a
number of the women who had sex with women had to do a lot of work determining
their own naming and to open that up publicly was something some of them would
not do. Others took a long time to come out to others and it was not an easy process.
There were indeed losses and gains to be made by all depending on how these
interactions were negotiated.
While those women who had sex with women remained closeted and unnamed
they could sit outside discursive subjectivity, but naming themselves lesbian or
something else meant that it became more difficult socially—difficult in terms of the
capacity to be ‘themselves’—but at the same time easy as they defaulted to a
heterosexual subject position of invisibility. Naming themselves to themselves and
others did create an illusion of coherence, however, and this resolved the tension of
their subjectivity in language to some extent. The tension remained, however, in that
there was more often than not a significant incongruity between that name and their
biography. Attaching a name could not reflect the more fluid and diverse psyche that
existed for these women.
Vivienne seems to suggest that choices may not have been so difficult to make
but, for many women, making choices outside the heterosexual norm could be
dangerous and the self-surveillance they have undertaken suggested to them that
being visible in their deviant subject position may have opened them up to censure.
Some, like Cheryl, Julie and Dee, thought they would end up married with children
and despite understanding that there were options, they were not going to be able to
take them up:
I knew that I was gay at a really early age and I thought that if I stay in
this little country town I’m just going to end up getting married and having
kids. I was going to do that anyway because that was the done thing. It
was terrifying in a lot of ways. (Cheryl, 48, retail worker)
Cheryl was prepared to sit on the fence and therefore not make life difficult for
herself by making a clear decision about how she really felt about her sexuality. To
disrupt the discourse of ambivalence by acknowledging an aberrant sexuality is to
cause discomfort, angst or ‘terror’. Julie uses the word ‘fear’ when she imagines being
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openly affectionate with her female partner. She believes that this fear is stupid, but
nonetheless real, and it limits her capacity to be overtly non-heterosexual:
[W]hen we were together it was almost a reclusive life because you
couldn’t get out there and the only place we were really together was
either in a gay nightclub or at home by ourselves for fear that someone
might see you walking around holding someone’s hand. Stupid stuff.
(Julie, 33, public servant)
The fear is also about public embarrassment—they will be singled out and
perhaps vilified. This in turn limited the places the women went as a couple and
usually restricted them to their homes, friends’ homes or places they deemed safe.
Often the women who identified as lesbian did go to places they may not have been
sure of but they had strategies to deal with such uncertainty. They were non-tactile,
pretended to be just friends, sat in the darkest part of a premises, did not speak to
anyone or, if the danger or discomfort felt worrying enough, they left.
I walked in with my partner and they all turned and stared. We left. I don’t
know whether it was because we were not locals or whether we were two
lesbians walking into a very straight bar. They obviously didn’t like us,
well they didn’t like us and they were going to watch us and stare at us so
we left. (Dee, 46, police officer)
Safety was not always felt in obvious places where one would expect to feel
safe, like the family home. Several women identified that their mothers or friends
would often say things they perceived as barriers to their coming out safely as nonheterosexual. Their very closeness offered a real danger that they would be rejected or
no longer loved. Arguably, there is a lot more at risk in closer relationships if one is to
hurt or upset someone:
I’ve got a close relationship with my mum…and there were times when
she’d actually make a remark like, “oh lesbians, I can’t understand it, it’s
disgusting!” Because all during that time, she has since told me, she was a
bit fearful that that might be the case…But by sharing it with my family
and generally at work, I can then just be me. And I think the worst part
about having to lead that secret, or semi-hidden life is that you’re not you
and you can’t ever be free and you’ve always got to be cagey about who
your partner is, what you’re doing, where you might be seen, what’s
appropriate public behaviour…Some women I know, who’ve come out
early have either been rejected or embraced and you just, sometimes
you’re never sure which way it’ll head. (Delilah, 41, public servant)
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Looking at past experiences provided an opportunity for the women
interviewed to re-examine events, relationships and practices from a position where
there is a capacity to alter or provide restructured versions of what they were
experiencing at that time. Diamond’s (2000) longitudinal study of lesbian, bisexual
and ‘unlabeled’ women reveals that women’s sexual attractions, practices and
experiences change across time and that such non-exclusivity ‘creates the potential for
recurrent inconsistencies among identity, attractions and behaviours’ (p. 249). It is
challenging, but perhaps unnecessary, to speculate on how the women in this current
study may have articulated their stories differently and in what ways. It certainly
appears that, in hindsight at least, the women believed they were thinking about their
bodily practices as younger women and what this meant to them about their sexuality.
Of course, this belief is filtered by time and a shift in the availability of discourses,
among other things. Perhaps this is a requirement for ambivalence—that is, for the
women to be able to talk about excess, fluidity and plurality.
Performances women enacted with men with their bodies were clearly
demarcated by most women as penile penetration. Dee, a lesbian, reinforces this
assumption by suggesting that her male colleagues only understand sex as an act that
involves penises:
I think that they presume that everyone has to have a strap on to have sex.
One of the guys at work the other day was saying that Ellen [Degeneres]
and Portia De Rossi got married and he made a comment to somebody
saying “I wonder which one of those wears the strap on”. That’s men. It’s
all about penises. (Dee, 46, police officer)
Apart from the man she’d been married to for 15 years, Olivia describes sex
with men as purely physical:
I don’t know, I’ve just always thought that I can do what I want with a
bloke really, probably pay them not much respect, I don’t know, I don’t
know. But I’ve never, well, as I say, [male name] is the person that’s
different in all of that, but I’d say that most blokes that I’ve slept with it’s
just about the physicality of it, there’s no emotion there. Apart from [male
name] who I was with for fifteen years, so a huge chunk of my life. So
other men…I mean one of the last guys, that’s this [other male name] that
I mentioned the other day, very good looking guy, you know, I used to have
sex with him, then I’d want him to leave immediately. I didn’t want him to
be laying there cuddling me or staying the night with me. (Olivia, 39,
nurse manager)
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Most women, whether identifying as heterosexual or lesbian, tended to
separate out ‘sex’ from ‘making love’. There was common mention of the former
being specifically corporeal and the latter very much attached to ‘deeper emotion’ and
love. Vivienne explained that, indeed, with men it was ‘sex’ and with women it was
‘making love’:
I love as a woman, my sexuality, that the difference between sex for me
with a man and making love with a woman is so different, with such an
identification between myself as a woman with another woman. (Vivienne,
57, manager)
She implies men and women are not connected in the same way and,
therefore, sexual acts cannot reach the same level of intimacy for or with men as they
can for women. The social construction of male and female sexuality is dichotomised
in this way and such a discourse produces similarly dichotomous available sexual
subjects—the sex-seeking male and the love-searching female (Allen 2003; Jackson
1998). This discourse is intimately enmeshed with that of the sexual script (Simon
1996; Simon & Gagnon 1973, 1987), which together produce one of those popular
discourses that circulates and gets articulated by heterosexual women to position
themselves as non-instrumental in their sexual needs and desires. But Vivienne’s
relationship with women means she does not need to engage this taken-for-granted
belief about men and women’s sexuality, but she is still a product of its hegemony and
so can slip into this discourse unconsciously. The process of taking up or not taking
up subject positions is not merely one of cognitive choice, but rather a complex one
that involves becoming subject/ed to and of discourse (Allen 2003; Jones 1997).
Butler explains such engagement with discourse: ‘There is no self…who maintains
integrity prior to its entrance into this conflicted cultural field. There is only the taking
up of tools where they lie, where the “very taking up” is enabled by the tool lying
there’ (1990, p. 145). Vivienne does ‘take up’ the tool of this particular discourse
because she is a subject of it and it enables her to construct her sexual relationships as
different and more emotionally invested than those between a man and a woman
(Peplau & Garnets 2000).
Vivienne clarifies that it was only when she began a physical relationship with
another woman that women were actually her objects of desire:
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[T]here was a chemistry between us…we started having a sexual
relationship and that was my first acknowledgement that we were, that I
was attracted to women. (Vivienne, 57, manager)
This realisation that she was attracted to women is very much attached to a
physical feeling. A notion of ‘chemistry’ suggests a visceral connection that is
palpable and, for Vivienne, this physicality is a clear link to her sexuality.
It was evident in what many women said that they were able to corporeally do
one thing while at the same time believing another about their sexual orientation.
Some women, like Cheryl, could only go so far in physically interacting with males
before believing they had crossed some uncrossable line. Cheryl is able to ‘pretend to
be something else’, to exist unsuccessfully in some liminal space to compartmentalise
one part of her subjectivity from others:
I’d pretend to be something else. I’d go out with these guys and if they ever
put the hard word on me I was off like a shot. I’d go out and pretend and
you’d kiss guys in front of your friends so they’d think you were straight.
(Cheryl, 48, retail worker)
In a similar vein, Elle, while she does refer to her physical experiences with
women as ‘sex’, has little capacity to bring mind and body together to be able to be
‘sexually connected’ enough to go further than ‘heavy petting’. The inference is that
for her there needs to be a sense of being connected intellectually as a corporeal being
with a particular sexuality to free her capacity to engage in a complete intimate act.
Elle sees herself as someone who primarily desires men, and that this desire stops her
from being able to move beyond exploratory physicality with women:
The extent to which I’ve experienced sex with women hasn’t gone really
much beyond pashing and heavy petting you might say. And that’s
occurred with me on two occasions and certainly with one woman I was
very attracted to her and infatuated with her for a long time. And I think at
the point where we started to have physical contact I certainly had
difficulty because it didn’t feel, um, it just didn’t feel…great for me at that
point in time…and the second experience was someone who I liked as a
person who was infatuated with me but I never really um, felt sexually
connected to her so that was a less sorta [sic] interesting experience. You
know, as I said the limits of it were some heavy pashing but um, on bus
stops and places and I was quite open to it, I thought it was quite
interesting but I wasn’t inspired to really explore um, it more physically.
(Elle, 43, artist)
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Emma articulates her desire clearly as heterosexual; therefore, her ‘hooking
up’ with her girlfriend could not be serious and was not perceived as sex by them at
the time. But when she reflects on how their activity could be viewed from the
outside, she believes it could be seen as lesbian:
Oh like I’m definitely heterosexual but the fact that like when I was 18 or
whatever we all hooked up and we all did this and that and I mean nothing
too hectic I guess. I don’t know but that’s an interesting question because I
asked my friend and I was like people could see this as lesbian. (Emma,
20, university student)
Conclusion
Taking up and practising a subject position can be a process of choice for
some women or it can be seen as an unavoidable natural consequence of being born
female by others. These seem to be the two prevailing discourses mediating selfunderstanding of sexual orientation(s). While the participants recalled learning how to
behave in certain, mostly feminine ways from a number of sites and at different times
in their lives, their role models (mothers, fathers, church) were fixed and generic.
Their understanding of these learning moments from their vantage points today
highlight a level of conflict or fluidity about the choices they made in relation to their
practices around sexual identification.
The need to practice the norms inherent in particular sexual scripts coloured
how the women in this study spoke about the ways in which they related sexually
with others. As girls and young women, there was little capacity to challenge a
dominant heterosexual script that dictates marriage and children in women’s lives.
This was true for all the women, including those who later in their lives identified as
lesbian. All the women in the study spoke of trying to fit into the normal, heterosexual
script and discussed a variety of difficulties in achieving that fit. The lesbian women
particularly had a double struggle—trying to practice within a sexual script they did
not identify with and have it fit with their desires, as well as trying to negotiate the
boundaries of such scripts so as not to be seen as deviant.
The dangers of not conforming to these gendered norms of heterosexuality
were discussed in Chapter 4, where it was made clear there existed powerful,
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normalising processes that worked to regulate performance of femininities in specific
ways. The discourse of ambivalence was identified and delineated in the ways in
which the women attempted to define a space where they felt they could be
themselves outside prevailing dominant discourses. The prerequisites and
characteristics of such a space included passing, being tomboys and being
disappointed with limited choices. In Chapter 6, the practices explored here in
Chapter 5 will be situated within the contexts of public and private spaces to further
extend the outcomes of a new discourse of ambivalence. It will become clear that the
challenges the lesbian women had in following heterosexual scripts were in some
ways addressed by having very clear boundaries between public and private contexts
in their lives.

Chapter 6 – In public and in private
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Chapter 6 – In public and in private
Introduction
At this point, it has become evident the heterosexual and lesbian interviewees
occupy divergent positions in relation to sexual desire and identity. For the
heterosexual women, while they were not always necessarily comfortable in the
sexual scripts they narrativised, these were culturally acceptable scripts and their
narratives did not expose them to social vilification or discomfort. Unlike the lesbian
women, the women who identified as heterosexual did not have to be so careful in
deciding to whom they would reveal their sexuality; indeed, it was not something they
discussed at all. It has become necessary, therefore, to focus particularly on the
women who love women in this study to explore the nuanced ways in which they
negotiate the public and private boundaries of their lives, which are often diligently
policed. What the women describe as public spaces and private spaces can often be
contentious. At times, their homes, while seemingly private, can become public if
unexpected visitors or tradesman arrive. Similarly, public places such as bars and
clubs may be privatised by the fact that they are deemed gay or queer spaces where
women who love women can be themselves. These women police themselves very
carefully within ‘public’ and ‘private’ spaces and the boundaries in between are often
difficult zones of conflict or turmoil that give substance to the emergence of a new
discourse of ambivalence.
Butler (2004, p. 3) argues that one can choose to distance oneself from certain
social norms and thereby risk decreasing one’s sense of social belonging, but that this
is often better than living a dreadful, recognisable one. Ambivalence allows some
women to compartmentalise their sexual subjectivity, and others to hide it, or share it,
or resist it. In this chapter, the themes from the previous chapter are continued and
particularly focused on how women who are currently intimate with other women
negotiated both public and private sexuality once they became ambivalent subjects.
Such subjectivity was fragile and not particularly stable; negotiations often slipped
back and forward depending on context—that is, while the women could sustain
ambivalent subjectivity, not taking steps one way or another. However, once they
came out, or chose to remain silent, ambivalence disappeared. As outlined in Chapter
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4, it became evident in that identities such as heterosexual, lesbian or bisexual were
laden with meanings that the women did not always want or with which they were not
comfortable. While these particular women were currently relating intimately to other
women, they themselves did not always identify as lesbian. Therefore, from this point,
the category of ‘ambivalent subjects’ or ‘women who love women’ will be used when
referring to this particular group of women. Neither category is stable across time nor
context reflecting the shifting identities of these women. Women and others who fall
outside the boundaries of the normatively conceived abstract individual—that is,
man—occupy private and public spheres:
in a manner which entails considerable suppression of their
difference…[and situates them within] contradictory and conflictual
situations, with little opportunity to create a language, or a discourse, in
which to voice these contradictions, since the failure to match, or live up
to, the norm is understood as a failure of the individual concerned (Gatens
1992, p. 98).
Difference is not always suppressed, however, and for the ambivalent subjects
in this study, it is more a situation of context management that is dependent on
circumstances. In a culture where the male heterosexual is the referent, ambivalent
subjects in this research affirm the complexity of living as such not only publicly but
also privately.
The women in this study have to ‘work’ at a sense of sexual identity as
something coherent and enduring (Butler 1990). Such coherence cannot be
maintained across contexts, yet there is an assumed coherent identity that is
heterosexual and, as such (if one is heterosexual), this identity requires little, if any,
work. It becomes very complex work for the ambivalent subjects in this research to
attempt to function coherently on a daily basis. There is a tension between coherence
and plurality (woman, lesbian, etc.) as such states of being shift constantly. It is
possible, however, for multiplicity to appear to have coherence (Morris 1997). It can
be sustained through contestations both within the public and the private spheres of
individual existence—that is, the potential for projected coherence (passing) or
plurality to be exposed to others occurs frequently and the decision to do so becomes
an internal contestation that involves weighing up multiple outcomes. This was
discussed in depth in Chapter 5. Such outcomes included potential embarrassment for
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the self and/or others, ridicule, social discomfort, rejection, vilification, violence or an
educative moment where others may learn to be more inclusive. These contestations
often become political in the everyday lives of the ambivalent subjects. The women
who love women in this study reveal this ‘work’ of the sexual self has periods of
intensity and conflict (for example, during adolescence and coming out) and various
points of acceptance (for example, new job, family, new friends) but also requires
quite significant hard work on a day-to-day basis. The often mundane and taken-forgranted social interactions between strangers or colleagues can be so meaning-ful and
political that they require complex internalisation in microseconds of time. For
instance, if the nurse admitting a lesbian patient to hospital asks if the woman’s ‘sister
might like to go outside while the process takes place’, the lesbian couple are faced
with decisions about, among other things, correcting the nurse and having the
interaction they want or just going along with it because it is easier. The consequences
of the outcomes can be major political and personal triumphs or tragedies for these
women and/or the others involved. Should the women educate the nurse, it may mean
the nurse learns never to make such assumptions again and in future uses inclusive
language. On the other hand, the nurse may be uncomfortable, embarrassed and/or
gossip about the couple, with them then becoming the focus of other nurses’ gossip.
Nurses are in a position of power relative to patients, and this too may impact
significantly on the capacity of the women to come out or challenge the nurse’s
assumptions.
According to Goffman (1963), living outside boundaries of what is socially
deemed ‘normal’ is fraught with contradictions and complexity in relation to
managing that status publicly. What Goffman does not explore is the inner
consciousness of individuals. This inner consciousness works with shifting contexts to
make meaning from, and about, their public or private statuses. The situation above
demonstrates the level of contradiction and ambiguity that the women involved need
to consciously grapple with in what is actually only a moment of a larger social
interaction with a stranger. On the one hand, all the actors live in a society where
homosexuality is legal between consenting adults, there is anti-discrimination
legislation that protects individual rights in nearly all aspects of public life, and
depictions of gay and lesbian life and relationships are culturally pervasive in the
media (for example, in television programs such as Queer as Folk (2000–2005), Will
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& Grace (1998–2006), The New Normal (2012), Modern Family (2009– current), and
Glee (2009–current); and movies such as Brokeback Mountain (2005), Milk (2008),
and The Kids Are All Right (2010); and the public lives of celebrities including Ellen
DeGeneres, Portia de Rossi, Jodie Foster, Melissa Etheridge, Ricky Martin and
George Michael) and the lesbian couple may well consider themselves ‘normal’ (in
many, if not all, contexts of their lives), but they are required to make choices relative
to correcting the nurse and, if so, in what manner, or leaving it and passing as
‘normal’ (to the nurse). Once again, the issue of not ‘lying’ becomes a moral
imperative that may also underpin the process. In a post-sexual identity social order,
this would not be the case and the lesbian couple would not be confronted with such
issues of social management.
This chapter contains an analysis of the public and private day-to-day
negotiations of the women who love women in this study. The chapter includes
discussion and analysis of public and private language, acts and processes, and
negotiations of the boundary. ‘Language is a crucial resource for identity
construction’ (Hall & Bucholtz 1995, p. 15) as it is connected to a complex network
of knowledge and understandings, particular practices and subject positions (Hall &
Bucholtz 1995). The more one’s sexual identity is ambiguous, the greater capacities
there are to shape it through resistance or innovation in language or actions that work
to contour a variety of different social identity possibilities. In the public sphere,
identity is often imposed and, if that identity is not correct, an individual can choose
to accept it, pass as such, or reject it. Alternatively, they may be ambivalent. These
positions can be achieved linguistically, by action, or by stepping in and out of
cultural boundaries. In passing, some women cross boundaries that are under
linguistic control and they use this crossing of linguistic lines to shape their everyday
interactions in specific ways. Vivienne and Sinthia, for example, use inclusive
language—‘we’, ‘my partner and I’—when referring to their relationships and this
allows them to leave their sexuality ambiguous—it allows them to exist in a space of
ambivalence3. But if someone asks them what their husband does or what does ‘he’

3

Using inclusive language as a strategy of sexual identity neutrality, seems to have become a
connotation of non-heterosexual sexuality. It is highlighted as a linguistic strategy in some research
(Kitzinger 2005; Rust 1993; Ward & Winstanley 2005) into how lesbians deal with social interactions.
The women who love women interviewed here state that they too use gender-neutral pronouns to avoid
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do, they have to make a decision to let it go or correct the person and, depending on
which decision, the interactions will be very different and their capacity to ‘stay on
the fence’ is rendered precarious.
As historical beings (Gatens 1992), we continue to do and say things whose
origins we take for granted as normal or natural (they are embodied habits such as
putting a ring on the left third finger to signify marriage or blessing someone after
they sneeze) and, therefore, do not consciously think about them or their origins. In
opposition to Bourdieu’s habitus, which is ‘a spontaneity without consciousness or
will’ (1990, pp. 56–57), the women who currently loved women in this study make it
evident that such unquestioned practices and understanding do require complex
conscious processes. The next section of this chapter contains an analysis of how the
ways in which the women act works to shape the meaning of sexual identity and how
the women negotiate this both publicly and privately.

Public/private acts
What an individual deems public or private is dependent on context, among
other things (for example, religious upbringing, where one works, shared housing).
Privacy can be evoked in public places and vice versa. People can behave with a
public face while maintaining individual privacy and there is also little control over
how one may be ‘read’ independent of the public face they show. In this light, one can
be being quite public about one’s private self but it may not be recognised or
acknowledged. Without adequate language to make meaning of lesbian lives, there
can be a shift in how behaviour may either ‘fit’ or ‘not fit’ with particular sexual
identities. As Butler (2004) suggests, we can own or disown, appropriate/expropriate
our femininity as ‘femininity’ and this capacity does not belong to one sex. All
women can wear pink or not, wear lipstick or not, be feminine or ‘butch’. Katy Perry
has ‘kissed a girl’ and she liked it. Madonna and Brittney Spears have kissed on stage
and titillated the world media, but these events do not signify that they are lesbians.
Similarly, gay men can be macho, and not all effeminate men are gay. Identity can be
played with in many diverse ways. Reversing or subverting dominant discourses
having to come out. It appears to be so commonplace that, if it hasn’t already, it actually works to out
them.
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around how lesbians, gay men, transgender and heterosexuals ‘should’ look and
behave is a form of resistance (Eves 2004). Martin (1996) posits that hegemonic
heterosexuality obliterates pluralities. So, when individuals diversify and play with
identities, they can subvert stereotypes and discourses around minority statuses to
offer agency where it otherwise might not exist. While this is true, subversion of
stereotypes or discourses is still socially sanctioned if the individuals do not get it
right or cannot be read. This was made very clear in Chapter 2 when the case of
Brandon Teena was explored in the light of his murder for his attempt to ‘pass’ as a
man. ‘[R]ecognition is not conferred on a subject, but forms that subject’ (Butler
1993, p. 226) and it remains difficult to liberate oneself from a system that supports
binaries. There are males and females, men and women, and anything that sits outside
these binary opposites is ‘gender trouble’ (Butler 1990, p. 1).
There needs to be ‘a new framework or paradigm for understanding women’s
sexual orientation’ (Peplau & Garnets 2000, p. 342). Such a paradigm needs to be
underpinned by the realities of women’s lives rather than by culturally constructed
gender conformity. The women who currently loved women in this study offered up
their sense of the restrictions that imposed femininity had on their capacity to be able
to easily negotiate options outside that, and that the boundaries of that distinction
were difficult to cross. Going back over her youth, Delilah explored the sense of
restricted options to argue that she was under close surveillance to ensure her
compliance with appropriate feminine behaviours, but that there were strategies that
both she and her sister employed to maneuver around or between that surveillance:
I always thought that the boys had freer rein than we girls did and I think
that my sister would have been more conscious of the fact because she was
actually quite a tomboy. I was sort of an in-between. (Delilah, 41, public
servant)
As mentioned in Chapters 4 and 5, Delilah identified that she ‘learned’ how to
be feminine as she grew up and, as such, her femininity is performance. She knows
what is required for this game but is conscious of its power and she resists. Delilah
identifies her sister as a tomboy, as a form of resistance to femininity, but she herself
is ‘in-between’. This is an identification of a place that exists somewhere that is not
quite inside or outside the dominant paradigm. It is a well-known and acceptable
place of preferred precariousness for her—a space of ambivalence where she
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perceives freedom or subjectivity. Delilah enjoys different aspects of her conflicted
childhood—she likes behaving herself and the rewards of being ‘a good girl’, but she
also enjoys competing with boys at their games. This in/out, public/private split in her
life points to a discourse of ambivalence where she can be a subject in some contexts.
What is understood as private or public is complex. Some spaces can be private at
times and not others. For example, as Cheryl (p. 163) and Julie (p. 143) identify, the
home can provide both privacy (pulled curtains so no-one can see inside) from the
outside, but can also be vulnerable to scrutiny, and hence a lack of privacy from the
inside (when visitors drop in and the physical arrangements reflect that the women
who live there are a couple). Individuals engage with social processes that set the
boundaries around what is deemed normal and these processes determine particular
subject positions available to the women. Like Olivia, Delilah is unable to clearly
articulate a space within or outside these boundaries from where she can speak. If one
is understood as a coherent sexual subject then these women struggle to be able to fit
themselves into such a position. So there is a dis-location—there are no words to
describe it because it is not a stable discourse.
Vivienne, too, finds that the social processes or dominant discourses of
femininity in her working life as a nurse are mirroring her upbringing. She believes
that once she began to see it for what it was, she was able to resist it:
Nursing being very, at that time, culturally very subservient and you do as
you’re told and the doctors were god, all of that stuff was very
predominant. So it kind of reinforced the pattern I think, of the role of
women that was again subservient to men. And I began to kick back on
that, that was – my consciousness began to raise, not at that time in
feminist terms, but I began to learn what I really wanted for me. And at
that time, we were just beginning to wear trousers more to go out, it began
to be the thing – Mother nearly had a fit – and I began to change my view
of what you could wear and it began to be fashionable to start to wear
jeans and smart trousers and things, so I began to find myself more drawn
to being a non-stereotyped girl over the three years at my nursing.
(Vivienne, 57, manager)
While Vivienne recognises her wearing trousers was rebellious at the time and
that she began to resent being subservient and doing as she was told, she can only
describe herself as non-stereotypical. There is no other way in which she can frame
what she is doing in relation to what that might mean about who she is. According to
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Wittig, ‘a lesbian has to be something else, a not-woman, a not-man, a product of
society, not a product of nature, for there is no nature in society’ (1978, p. 13).
Vivienne particularly uses the story of her mother’s shock at her wearing trousers to
illustrate changing cultural norms and her own rebellion against them. Her rejection
of traditional femininity (rather than merely youth culture) has been facilitated by this
highly symbolic 1960s shift in values and Vivienne embraces the opportunity to reject
gendered norms of what was then understood as feminine. She takes up a position
outside dominant practices of wearing particular clothes to symbolise femininity.
The cultural acceptance of a hegemonic femininity is instrumental in
maintaining a status quo—a normative way of being a female person. Yet there are
many ways of being female. ‘The cultural climate of prejudice versus acceptance of
sexual minorities affects the lives of all women’ (Peplau & Garnets 2000, p. 336). For
lesbians, this prejudice occurs on many more levels and it is much easier at times to
keep quiet—pass—by pretending to be something they are not to avoid social
sanctions. They are able to hover in limbo on the fence if they so choose, and while
this is perhaps uncomfortable at times, it is safe. Unlike Madonna or Britney or Katy,
who would identify as heterosexual, lesbian women are not ‘playing’ at being lesbian,
and being open about their sexual identity can be dangerous. Clearly popular culture
can be effective in normalising diversity and allowing identifications to expand
beyond a limited range (think of Modern Family) but, at the same time, there does
need to be an awareness of continued restrictions. The psyche of the older
interviewees (the ones growing up in the decades between 1960 and 1990) is very
much framed by a history that was less liberal than contemporary Australia or Britain
as it is now or has been in the last five or ten years. However, changes in popular
culture towards diversity and pluralism do not necessarily translate into real life
contexts of greater sexual diversity freedom. Lesbian women may find themselves
hiding their sexual orientation for any number of reasons. Elizabeth, for example, who
identifies as an ‘out’ lesbian, does make decisions to avoid being open about her
sexuality in some contexts, particularly when she is with her more closeted partner:
My partner has a much keener sense of safety than I do and so the only
time that we curb our physical affection is in cases where it may not be
safe for us to do so. For example we stopped holding hands as we walked
back here to our place because there are workmen out on the road today
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and so the thought of being wolf whistled at or leered at doesn’t sit well at
all with her. While it doesn’t make me feel uncomfortable it is a lot more
difficult for her to deal with that than it is for me to deal with that. Around
issues of safety we don’t hold hands. (Elizabeth, 27, registered nurse)
Elizabeth’s partner is anxious about reprisals and also about their safety
because they are holding hands. She presumes that women who hold hands will be
perceived as lesbians and so could be ridiculed or vilified. Elizabeth’s partner is 11
years older than her and her coming out was in the late 1980s. While this was a time
of heightened global awareness about violence against women and a third wave of
feminism (Walker 1992), Elizabeth’s partner experienced her lesbian identity in less
publicly tolerant times than Elizabeth has experienced hers. Individual experience of
abuse or assault is contextual and most often related to being overt about being
lesbian, particularly a ‘butch’ (dressing and acting in a masculine way) lesbian (Eves
2004). All of the 31 lesbian participants in Eves’ research had been subject to physical
violence or threats (2004, p. 493), so concerns about personal safety are clearly valid
ones. Elizabeth also assumes that their handholding will attract attention, but she is
less concerned about safety than she is about the potential embarrassment if the men
say something provocative. However, for the sake of her safety-conscious partner,
Elizabeth has agreed to modify her behaviour at certain times that are judged to be
‘unsafe’. Fear of being labelled lesbian when a woman may not feel that it is relevant,
or should matter, makes the decision to come out at perhaps insignificant times more
difficult to make because what constitutes violence for some women may vary
between harassment, emotional distress or something physical, and all of these are
unpredictable variables in any encounter.
Embarrassment and concern about what others may think, even in relation to
something as insignificant as checking into a motel, was a strong motivation for some
women who love women in this study to avoid or manage situations where their
sexuality could come into question at all:
I have checked into a double room with another person or get a twin room
– you know, a double and a single or ask for the fold out bed. And then
mess up the fold out bed. But you know, strangely enough it would
probably only happen if you were in a relationship with that person. You
know, if I was travelling with a friend I’d have no worries about sleeping
in a double bed but if it was someone you were in a relationship with
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you’d probably go out of your way to make sure there were two beds in the
room. (Sinthia, 38, police officer)
Both Elizabeth and Sinthia internalise and mentally debate how others
(strangers) will perceive their behaviour—what they may think of them; will they be
treated badly, mocked; or will it be unsafe? Sinthia believes this situation would cause
no concern if she were not lesbian because she has no problem at all going through
the same situation if it is with a female friend rather than a female lover.
Acknowledging choices and making them is possible in every social confrontation an
individual has, clearly illuminates pluralities. Rigid binary categories maintain
internal rigidity and stability that marginalises anything outside that framework. That
Sinthia is checking into a motel with another woman implies (to her) that they are
lesbian because of prevailing discourses that attach meaning to such a situation. She
believes that a man and a woman, or a family checking into a motel, is a more usual
and expected situation and hence Sinthia feels her difference is read in a particular,
negative way. This inbuilt homophobia creates a level of discomfort in Sinthia, which
plays a significant role in the constitution of ambivalence. Her expectation that others
view her behaviour in accord with her own prejudices does not necessarily reflect
reality. People may or may not think she is a lesbian when she and her female partner
check into a motel. But her belief that they will and that this will result in some
embarrassment (or worse) places her in a precarious position where she believes she
can hide her lesbian relationship by booking two single beds.
A number of the women who love women created spaces in their public lives
where they could maximise the capacities to be more open about their sexuality
and/or where they did not have to be concerned about worrying about what others
thought of them. Molly, for example, lives what she calls a double life where she can
‘pass’ most of the time as a non-lesbian until there are obvious situations where it
cannot be covered:
And so I just led this completely double life where I never told anybody
about it but then when we wanted to buy a house together of course
everybody had to know about it. So that was when my mother went
completely hysterical. I think she knew all along really but it was never
talked about. (Molly, 52, university lecturer)
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When Martin (1996) suggests that the hidden, hegemonic referent is the
middle-class heterosexual, it is easy to see how simple it can be for someone like
Molly to live a ‘double life’. She can be elided to such a taken-for-granted, normative
script in public, most of the time, until she has to do something that sits outside that
script. The act of buying a house with her female partner then becomes visible and, as
such, aberrant as an ambivalent subject. The act of buying a house with another
woman does involve some people having to know they are partners, but not all. It may
well be that the complexity of this normative transaction was not one that Molly
wanted to traverse, or that lying about it to her mother was too hard, and so she ‘came
out’ about it. As long as Molly can continue passing as heterosexual, she also does not
have to engage in dialogue about her sexuality with her mother. It is a way of
avoiding her mother’s disappointment or conflict. Women are not brought up to own
their sexuality and to aspire to sexual self-determination. This is a factor in the
mother–daughter relationship because mothers (not knowing it for themselves) have
not known how to pass on sexual freedom to their daughters. This may be different
now among some demographics, but it is certainly an aspect of these women’s lives
and the secrecy of their relationships.
Elizabeth creates such a space for herself where she can be open, by choosing
a particular workplace:
I carefully crafted my career so that I was in work places that would
support and in fact embrace my homosexuality. And allow me
opportunities to meet other people like me and also for me to feel normal. I
surround myself with homosexuals so that I feel normal because I can’t
bear not feeling normal, I don’t like not feeling normal. And what I mean
is common, not normal. And so in both of the places that I work
homosexuals are in the majority rather than the minority and that was a
coping strategy for me to be supported and have a support network and
skills and internal resources for when I did come out. (Elizabeth, 27,
registered nurse)
This picks up on Butler’s (2004) notion of the capacity to distance the self
from particular social norms to live a more comfortable existence. It also resonates
with Goffman’s (1963) management of deviant identity. In Elizabeth’s public
workspace, she has situated herself within a microcosm of a hegemonic culture.
Among other gay and/or gay-friendly colleagues, she is able to ‘feel normal’ and
‘common’—that is, not deviant or part of a minority group. In doing this, she can
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exist publicly without constraint or fear for her safety and, at the same time, can be
supported and meet others. Like Molly, Elizabeth can orchestrate spaces in her life
where she can be appropriate according to what is expected of her (Goffman 1959).
Others can predict how they will act and, as long as they comply, there are no social
surprises, embarrassing moments, faux pas.
Julie, who identifies as ‘gay’, also compartmentalises her work life by being
‘out’ with a few people with whom she works closely. This makes it easier for her to
be open about herself but she is aware that she is situating herself so as to be invisible
from the wider social network of her workplace:
And the people I worked with knew. Who weren’t obviously all gay. But I
could live my life in that little sort of section of the world. (Julie, 33, public
servant)
She does the same in her private life. She decides that being intimate with her
female partner can only occur in certain spaces and in front of their parents is not one
of them. She argues that it is making her sexuality too visible to be acceptable:
I’d never kiss and cuddle [partner’s name] in front of my parents or in
front of hers. It’s accepted and it’s all ok but you don’t want to push it…So
probably just conscious of it in different places….I think there is a
difference between acceptance and rubbing it in someone’s face. (Julie,
33, public servant)
Similarly to Butler (2004), Goffman poses that people have motives for ‘trying
to control the impression they receive’ (1959, p. 13) from others. For Goffman, this is
grounded in politeness and a need to be liked/social acceptance, and those with stigma
hide their difference to successfully interact with others. Success at a performance
necessitates meeting extreme stereotypes of the observer(s)—for example, going
through some ‘stylised routine’ (Goffman 1959, p. 35). Deviants such as lesbians
‘pass’ to appear normal. The more ‘normal’ one looks—white, feminine, middle
class—the easier it is. For Molly, Elizabeth, Sinthia and Julie, wanting and needing to
feel normal (in a sense that one can relax, feel supported, and not need to make
decisions about passing or not passing) is very important and makes life less complex.
By the same token, not everyone can ‘craft’ a simple space like this for themselves
particularly if they have other social minority profiles that further displace them from
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identity norms and higher status positions. Rather, they continue to work to ‘control
the impression[s] they receive’ and they ‘must be prepared to see that the impression
of reality fostered by a performance is a delicate, fragile thing that can be shattered by
very minor mishaps’ (Goffman 1959, p. 49). A discourse of ambivalence offers some
security from such fragility as it provides a place where the ambivalent subject can
‘be themselves’ as agents.
Delilah has made a transition from being very guarded about her sexuality
around family, friends and colleagues, and in public spaces to feeling freer to be
herself. She describes her previous wearing of a ‘shield’ as both allowing her to
‘pass’ unseen through a heteronormative existence and also protecting her from
unwanted surveillance. She understands that if you do not actively identify yourself as
lesbian, you are automatically subsumed into the anonymity of heterosexuality:
That disparity between your ability to be upfront and personal with work
and colleagues, people, it was like you wore it as a medal almost, that you
know “I have the approval of men, one man has selected me to be his
everlasting partner etcetera...” and that transition, that sort of transition
as being perceived or being always judged or always assumed as being
heterosexual, I still get it repeatedly. To then leading through into now
being a more open, or moving through that period of you know, ten years,
only sharing fifty per cent or twenty five percent of what matters to me
with my work colleagues, family, friends. It was like you led two different
lives and now all my lives have come together and for the first time I really
feel as one – I feel as though I’m really true to me, I’m free to be me and
not always put a shield up to people who want to socialise with me.
(Delilah, 41, public servant)
Delilah, as did Molly, had the perception of living two lives. Over a number of
years, she has weighed up risks (Butler 2004) and, at times, the outcome was a
reduced social world. Delilah had remained careful and revealed only portions of
herself to colleagues and others, and has now arrived at a point where she feels she
has assimilated all the different parts of her life across a number of social contexts.
This has been a piecemeal project of revelation and acceptance from others across
time in both public and private contexts.
Homosexuality is a more private sexuality because of its minority status,
whereas heterosexuality is more public (Richardson 2004). But the spaces in which
they operate do not have fixed boundaries and are often contested. Because of this
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social misfit, many homosexual men and lesbian women desire to be ‘normal’
(Richardson 2004) but passing as, or buying into normal as if one is heterosexual,
reinforces heteronormativity and its hegemony while at the same time disavowing the
normality of non-heterosexuality. This is still a dichotomous paradigm, but
Richardson suggests that as homosexuality becomes more assimilated into ‘good’,
‘married’, ‘normal’ coupledom, it will cease to be as visible and therefore
discriminated against. Such assimilation may suggest a mirror image, or copying
from, a heterosexual blueprint, but Sawicki (1988) argues it is more about
consciousness-raising for everyone—a pluralising of the norm that renders any
relationship normative. For example, women with different sexualities could learn
from each other so that differences become unimportant. This allows them rather to
find commonalities and advocates a fluid attachment to identities.
Assimilation as a political force may be a double-edged sword. Wilton
wonders whether, to maintain heterosexuality, difference must also be maintained
and, therefore, ‘disobedience to gender becomes intolerable’ (1998, p. 129).
Continued obedience may eventually lead to assimilation, but as a political movement
this necessitates that all women and men become indifferent to differences. Yet the
path seems to be, first, that those who are different must either strive to be invisible or
be so visible as to jar the social order to such an extent that it changes the status quo.
This can occur on a micro- or macro-level, but for lesbian women it is something that
must be negotiated at almost every social interaction unless they make safe spaces for
themselves in which to exist.
As Elizabeth does, Dee has to some extent manipulated her public and private
spaces to allow her to be out, and be comfortable with being out, most of the time.
She describes her ability to achieve this as part of an individual radar that has taught
her from an early age what is ‘normal’ and therefore how to assimilate when
necessary:
You cannot like being gay, so therefore you have your own internalised
homophobia that’s going to impact on everything you do. You can go and
work in the army where they are full of homophobic boofheads and have
trouble there. Or you can go and work somewhere easy. I guess there are
harder and easier places to live and a lot of people will have trouble with
their parents so you can either accept that or not accept. For me it’s not
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hard because I don’t have a family of origin that has a problem with it.
Where I live, what I do, I don’t have problems being non-heterosexual.
(Dee, 46, police officer)
This negation (‘non-heterosexual’) is an interesting one. Dee situates herself
as something she is not, rather than something that she is. Her capacity to police
herself via her internal homophobia means that she makes decisions about where, and
with whom, she can be who and what she is, as opposed to what she is not, to have an
easier life. She made decisions about where to work and how to behave to elude
‘gender trouble’ (Butler 1993). She can maintain a fence-sitting position if she wants
to, using her internal radar to guide her if and when she steps away from it.
Julie allows her need for trouble avoidance to leak into her private sphere. She
needs to keep her house prepared to appear as though she and her female partner are
just friends in case anyone calls in unexpectedly:
In our house we had the two bedrooms set up and my clothes would be in
one area and hers would be in the other. If people came to visit it was very
clear that this was my room and this was her room. People, my parents
would come and I’d sleep on the couch…even a friend would pop in that
wouldn’t know from [name of town] and come and stay so we’d live our
separate lives. (Julie, 33, public servant)
Unless a woman’s subject position is actively displayed, it is fairly simple to
assimilate into the dominant discourse of heterosexuality and live a life unnoticed.
Cheryl, for example, a lesbian woman from a small country town, is very careful to
keep her minority lifestyle hidden so that she can pass as heterosexual in public:
[W]hen you were at home together you’d have all the curtains drawn if
you wanted to be cuddly on the lounge. There were probably about 20
different emotions in it. It was weird. (Cheryl, 48, retail worker)
Multiple emotions connote the myriad facets of a discourse of ambivalence—
Cheryl wanting to be half of a loving, physical, same sex relationship, but having to
hide this from the outside world while in the privacy of her own home. Living in a
small country town means that the number of strangers becomes minimal and
therefore Cheryl’s anonymity almost impossible. Everyone knows everyone either
directly or indirectly and so the capacity to find privacy if you are in a minority
becomes increasingly difficult. So, while it seems extreme, Cheryl believes the only
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place she can be a lesbian is hidden in her own home with her female lover behind
drawn curtains. Cheryl begins to craft a safe space and a group of other lesbians
around her where she can be herself in a semi-public context. It means her ‘mask of
manner’ (Goffman 1959, p. 50) need only be held in place in public contexts. Cheryl
is not totally free of fear in such a small town, so she maintains separate lives within
and outside this space:
[E]ventually there was a few other gay ladies that turned up. So a couple
of them lived around the corner so we’d get invited there for dinner and
I’d make her park the car down the street and sneak up in the dark. We
snuck out in the dark. We always had to go at night. They were known
lesbians so I’d sneak in there and wouldn’t go near a window in case
someone walked past and saw us in there. (Cheryl, 48, retail worker)
Ultimately, Cheryl moved to a large city where she immediately felt able to be
less hidden about her sexual identity. The public domain became much larger and
more anonymous compared to her small town and hence extended the boundaries of
who and how Cheryl could be. It did not mean that Cheryl could be out at all times
and in all contexts. There was still the need to step in and out of the closet depending
on perception of those contexts.
Being ‘out of the closet’ can have dangerous and very real consequences, so
the decision to emerge, even slightly, can be fraught depending on the time and place,
and may present with different intensity for different people. Being out also has
ramifications for others in that if a woman chooses to stay closeted then so does her
partner:
But I do know that almost every woman I’ve been out with has had a level
of closetedness that I had to take on. And also with work, when I first
joined the police you could get sacked. They had investigations over police
because there was no anti-discrimination legislation or anything like that
and by default you had to be closeted at work otherwise you could get
victimised and that sort of thing and a lot of people did. (Dee, 46, police
officer)
If Dee’s sexuality had become known at work, even if it was not evidenced in
any way in public, it would have meant that she could have had her employment
compromised. There was a legitimate fear of being too open about one’s sexuality in
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the workplace. This is in evidence from many of the women who love women in this
study.
Delilah’s ‘secret life’ of assimilation has been difficult ‘to manage’ and has
made her feel a disjointed person:
I have to say I feel more congruent and more, I guess it sounds corny, but
more complete in that, and that’s been really helped by my coming out to
my family. That prior to that point, I was leading a bit of a secret life
which was really uncomfortable, really hard to manage. (Delilah, 41,
public servant)
This ‘secret life’ was ‘really uncomfortable’ and over time Delilah made
significant attempts to resolve the ambivalence of such an existence by widening her
social capacities with her family. There was a pervasive sense from all the women
who love women who were interviewed that coming out to their parents would be a
potentially catastrophic moment. Evidence suggests that most families accept their
child’s revelation of homosexuality quite well and there is minimal risk to their
relationships (Savin-Williams 1989; Strommen 1989). In recent years, there has been
an overwhelming push by some parents and other family members to publicly support
their gay children, siblings or grandchildren. This has been marked most
predominantly at Pride marches where parents walk with their children (for example,
Parents, Families and Friends of Lesbians and Gays (PFLAG)). Such an experience
would have been unimaginable for most of the women in this study.
The women in this research were filled with concern about revealing their
sexuality in many situations. There were often decisions to be made about
illuminating one’s sexuality, even through simply correcting assumptions in everyday
conversation. The decision to correct, and therefore either remain invisible or become
visible, does not have to be made by heterosexual women. Vivienne usually makes
the decision to reveal her sexuality only when pressed by the situation:
I always talk about ‘we’, I always say I’ve got a partner, and if anybody
says to me, you know, “who’s your partner” or “what does he do”, I say
“she” then. So, I never hide it now, but I don’t either come out like a…I
still feel it’s difficult in my working life to just be completely out. What I
won’t do is deny myself any longer. (Vivienne, 57, manager)
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Vivienne is more likely to not be totally proactive in making her private life
public. It remains uneasy to be open in the workplace but she is less comfortable with
passing than she used to be. Again here, Vivienne’s increasing use of the nongendered pronoun connotes a post-sexual identity social order but she remain
confronted with heteronormative assumptions that require her to clarify her deviant
sexuality. As Goffman (1959) argues, passing or performing involves participants in a
social interaction accepting or taking for granted certain assumed mutual
understandings. In Vivienne’s case, as it is for all the women who love women in this
study, she can be either happy or unhappy in a discourse of ambivalence, yet there is
agency and this offers power. The suggestion is that over time, the people she
interacts with will learn to accept non-gendered pronouns and use them themselves.

Stay in or go out?
There was a sense with some women that their lives had to be lived discreetly
within one paradigm or another depending on who they related to physically—they
were either lesbian in private or heterosexual in public. Delilah delineates life lived
either as heterosexual or lesbian, where one existence must be terminated before
moving on to another. Her understanding builds on her previous points about choice,
but for her it is not about fluidity in choices. Rather it is a static choice between binary
opposites, living one at a time:
I was a bit terrified of my attraction towards women who I believed were
lesbians. I was very conscious of the fact that I was, this came in my early
to mid twenties, that I was leading a heterosexual life but I was totally
fascinated and thoroughly enjoyed my social life with lesbians, that I
consciously thought to myself, “you’ve either got to stop associating and
focus on being a heterosexual or you’ve got to make the break and lead the
life that you really enjoy”. (Delilah, 41, public servant)
It is interesting in that this kind of narrative, or growing belief, about sexuality
again reveals a very real threat to the status quo in that anyone could find that one day
they are gay.
Elizabeth too struggles with a need to maintain some coherence in her sexual
identity compared to what she was actually living:
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I stayed in the closet. Continued to have sex with women and have public
relationships with men. I think I was back to being bi-sexual. (Elizabeth,
27, registered nurse)
She situates her sexuality as bisexual because she is engaging in corporeal acts
of desire with both males and females at the same time, even though she has to
maintain her female relationships in secret. If she felt that she could be open about
both lifestyles, and alternated between partners randomly, could she then say,
depending on who she was with at the time, that she was, say, a lesbian in the
morning and heterosexual in the evening? ‘Bisexual’ is an understandable term for
what she is engaging in but it is not necessarily how she actually experiences it as an
ambivalent subject. She attempts to clarify this further when she relates the story of
her first experience of sex with a male:
I had sex the way that I had defined it then with women when I was 14. But
that was a really separate thing. My sexual pleasure was on one side of the
road and my journey to become a woman, which included having sex with
a man was very different to that. And so I didn’t really think when I had
sex with that person, that man that it was going to be pleasurable or
anything. It was just that I wanted to get it over and done with so I knew
what it was about and I could just get on with my life. I probably thought
that once I’d had sex with a man that I really was a woman. (Elizabeth, 27,
registered nurse)
Elizabeth attempts to place her pleasure (with girls/women) as separate from a
more cultural process of transition to womanhood (having sex with a man). This ‘rite
of passage’ is very tightly bound up in a myriad of cultural beliefs around virginity,
love, leaving childhood and becoming a woman, morality and intimate relationships
as a whole. The rite itself in Western culture is essentially engaging in penetrative
heterosexual intercourse. This discourse is pervasive for Elizabeth, despite the fact
that she also engages in intimate relationships with other girls. Being intimate with
girls is not a rite of passage in the same way as having sex with a man is. The act of
sex with a man is needed to complete her childhood understanding of how her life
would be—what is normal for girls (‘I guess I did think that I’d get married to a man,
right up until my 21st birthday I thought I would get married to a man and live happily
ever after.’ (Elizabeth)) to complete their imagined future life. The fact that behind/in
front of this story, she derives her sexual pleasure from women reveals a life that is
real but challenging for her to align to any discourse except that of ‘bisexual’.
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If we accept that sexual subjectivity is produced discursively and is, therefore,
dynamic and unstable then this is problematic in allowing for a unified subject
capable of resistance. Rather, we are defined by and in our sexual practices and,
therefore, sexual subjectivities are dynamic forces (Bryant & Schofield 2007). The
interview participants, however, find it challenging to identify as anything other than
a unified sexual identity relative to the objects of their desires as opposed to what
sexual acts they engage in.
In their research on women’s sexuality, Peplau and Garnets (2000) indicate
that women are more likely than men to change their sexuality across a lifetime.
‘Women have more complex identities that can encompass seemingly discrepant
ingredients’ (Peplau & Garnets 2000, p. 334). This means that it is more difficult for
women who have perhaps been with men and then with women (and perhaps back
again once or more) to identify or make sense of who they are sexually, other than in
terms of a static category (heterosexual, lesbian or bisexual), albeit one that can
change across time. Lack of coherence as a sexual agent does imply an incapacity for
unified resistance to the status quo—rather it is a form of resistance.
It has emerged from the interviews that being an ambivalent subject or being
constituted through a discourse of ambivalence has costs. There is a loss of belonging
for some of the women and, for many of the women who love women, the size of
their world is diminished because of this. Their lives became a process of weighing up
costs to reach a point where they felt they belonged/did not belong. And it was often
the little things, like open displays of affection, that made the biggest impact on
important, and more often public, aspects of their lives. Unless there was total
ambivalence—and none of the women spoke of this—then the costs of social
decisions were always greater than the gains. Separating out the public from the
private was how many of the ambivalent subjects maneuvered themselves to a point
where they could recognise the permanence of the aberrant life choices they had made
and could, therefore, be comfortable, and happy, some of the time.
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Chapter 7 – Discussion
In this thesis, a number of questions were posed: In what ways do women
position themselves within the dominant discourse of heteronormativity? Does their
narrative make them legitimate or illegitimate to themselves and/or others and how do
they engage with various discourses as they try to negotiate their sexualities? In a
sense, these questions seek better understandings of the complexity of the cultural
work of becoming feminine in various ways. The theoretical works of Foucault,
Butler, and Goffman have been used to unpack these questions by deconstructing and
reconstructing the narratives of the women interviewed for this research. The
theoretical work of Foucault, and Butler in particular, has been identified as
challenging and hence difficult to utilise in a practical sense (Nussbaum 1999; Phillips
& Hardy 2002; Weeks 2005). Yet it is with the practical that the research presented in
this thesis often grapples, and Foucault and Butler’s theories are integral to talking
about the construction of sexualities. Butler rejects accusations that her work is
difficult, arguing rather that the reading public has been underestimated in its capacity
to consume such complex texts (1999). She suggests that ‘it would be a mistake to
think that received grammar is the best vehicle for expressing radical views, given the
constraints that grammar imposes upon thought, indeed, upon the thinkable itself’
(Butler, 1999, p. xviii–ix). Locating the analyses of the everyday lives of the women
in this study by using Goffman alongside Butler and Foucault’s theories has created a
capacity to apply such theories in the arena of ‘real’ life and this has enabled a view
from a different lens. The thesis has created a lens where the theory projects a ways of
seeing real life - how people live and experience their sexuality in social contexts and
relationships. Goffman’s work on performance provided this practical focus to their
work and, at the same time, Foucault’s work provided a connection to Goffman and
Butler’s work on performance/performativity—in essence, a triumvirate construction
that facilitated a novel approach to applying dense philosophical thinking to everyday
realities. The approach is novel in that bringing together these three important
theorists has not been done before in this way, and so this offers a new perspective on
the construction of femininities.
Bringing these three together doesn’t assume that they mesh or fit together
neatly. They worked to provide nodules or nodes through which to see and explore
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narratives of women’s lives, vis-à-vis femininity and sexuality. As the analysis
progressed, it became clear that Foucault, Butler and Goffman, while they shared a
number of epistemological similarities, also provided ‘an unstable patch-work of
premises and fields, an incoherent and shifting map’ (Hodge 1995, p. 37) that required
some ‘stitching’ together. This ‘stitching’ necessitated the use of other theorists such
as Irigaray, Lacan and Bourdieu, that helped make visible, and recognisable ‘the
validity of [sometimes] heterogenous voices’ (Hodge 1995, p. 38). Leaving the
‘stitching’ in evidence allowed the boundaries and edges between disciplines, voices
and ways of ‘seeing’, to be interrogated in ways that laid bare ‘shadows’ (Hodge
1995) where operations of chance, discontinuity and materiality operate (Foucault
1976). So in bringing together the sometimes disparate theories and epistemological
standpoints of Butler, Foucault and Goffman meant that it was frequently necessary to
build bridges between them – in essence, points of connection without any neat fit or
containment of each theorist with each other. This thesis is thus unseemly – stitched
together in an interdisciplinary dialogue between chosen key theorists for what each
brings to the discussion and analysis of sexuality and subjectivity. This helped
elucidate and hold together some of the ideas and theories around technologies of the
self (Foucault), performativity (Butler) and performance (Goffman).
All the women in this research talked about growing up as girls in ways that
spoke of learning, emulating and shaping their femininities in ways that either
converged or diverged from pervasive cultural expectations. A number of the women
struggled with language—often an inability to locate the right words to convey a
sense of self or how they believed they were perceived. Such perceptions were not
always necessarily who they believed themselves to be—‘truly’. There was a
ubiquitous narrative that emerged, demonstrating that women performed particular
femininities in different contexts for different reasons. Sometimes this was difficult,
while at other times dangerous, necessary or apparently effortless and ‘natural’.
The women articulated a sense of self in terms of sexuality by discussing the
ways in which their sexual subject positions were constructed for them. This capacity
to articulate that construction was a prerequisite for ambivalent subjectivity in that it
set up discord to what they either felt or wanted. For the women who love women in
this study, their sexuality was dynamic and shifted—it was neither stable nor
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permanent. The women who identified as heterosexual, described a more linear path
from childhood to adulthood that had brought them to where they were currently—
either married or looking to be married and to have children—and this reflected a
more stable narrative trajectory with less focus on fluidity at that time. Yet they also
told stories of inconsistency from these narratives with their own realities. They were
often complicit in maintaining the idea of a stable narrative by keeping secret
anything in their lives that diverged from what was deemed acceptable or normal. In
other words, they were all used to performing a seamless, consistent sexuality as the
story of their lives. Indeed, until Naomi engaged with the process of our interview,
she had not talked about sex or sexuality with anyone aside from her partner—it had
not been possible for her to determine whether how she negotiated her intimate life
was the same or aberrant from her peers. It was a pleasant surprise (and empowering)
for her once she started talking to her friends about sex to discover that even though
her relationship did not fit many cultural norms, neither did anyone else’s. The social
conditions that dominated these periods for the heterosexual women made
heterosexuality possible and available. An immersion in this particular habitus
(Bourdieu 1977) affected all the women in this study, and was very much a part of
pervasive cultural norms.
The pervasive cultural conditions and their normative discourses of
heterosexuality meant that for the women who love women, their social milieu was
murky and it was difficult for them to see how their coming out within certain
contexts would be read or how people might react. Social situations, even with
strangers, became a much more complicated and nuanced process—that is, it became
a more delicate process to maintain a sense of coherent femininity in the face of
incongruence—and ambivalent subjectivity offered many of the women who love
women a space in which to ‘be’. Ambivalence is then a space in-between where you
can feel more than one thing at the same time and not necessarily have these resolved.
It is also the acceptance of such non-resolution relative to conflicting feelings, or
uncertainties about how to act (for example, do I come out in this particular context,
time or not?). Ambivalence was the only way to better understand the complexities of
social negotiations—for example, the development of a capacity to feel more than one
thing at the same time and to tolerate uncertainty. In that context, ambivalence is
active and positive—a space where women could be subjects of a discourse. For many
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of the women, ambivalence enabled their capacity to speak adequately about their
love relationships with other women and the ways they negotiated the rest of their
lives because of these relationships.
While all the women in the study identify that there is work involved in
maintaining an appearance of a coherent identity that was a particular femininity, the
women who love women also identified more complex work that ran alongside that
femininity work. It was because of the heteronormative assumptions about the
apparent coherency of that feminine life (that is, finding a male partner/husband, then
children) that required a double shift from the women who love women. They were
required to make often split second decisions about passing as heterosexual or not
taking up that assumption and thereby having to reveal their sexuality, often to total
strangers. One could argue that a plumber visiting the home who asks if ‘your
husband needs to be consulted’ is trivial, and it does not matter if the woman who
does not have a husband (whether because she is single, divorced or lesbian) replies,
‘I don’t have a husband’, but the women who love women had to make a conscious
decision to hold back on the truth with such an answer. It had the potential to be
political for them. That is, it was evident that unquestioned practices and
understanding do require complex, conscious processes. In answering, ‘I don’t have a
husband’ she negates (perhaps) that she has a female partner, or is in a stable, loving
relationship and is happy and loved. She may not have a partner or be none of those
things, but saying there is no husband may connote that she is a spinster, lonely,
unfulfilled and sad, or abnormal, available or needy. However, this thesis also
recognises that context matters in these rapid processes of being identified by a
stranger in a social interaction. And the interlocutor in the interaction—in this case,
the plumber—may have more divergent perceptions and categories in which to
imagine who this other person is and these could indeed be positive. It is precisely this
invisible line of recognition—who does this person think I am?—that can be such a
tremendous psychological weight upon women who love women and identify
themselves outside heteronormative paradigms of self.
In exploring and analysing the cultural work of constructing femininity, the
research aims reported in this thesis opened up three key contributions to the
knowledge and understanding of the construction of femininities. These emerged
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from analysing the data using Foucault’s Matrix of Practical Reason. These key
contributions are:
First, women can be subjects. The discourse of ambivalence, while temporal
and contextual, can be engaged to provide a subject position—the ambivalent subject.
This discourse works to maintain, resist, undermine, or strengthen normativity,
depending on context and when it is deployed. It is a slippage or a space outside/in
between dominant discourses of power. A discourse of ambivalence enables
subjectivity—it is a space that provides agency rather than merely indecision or
uncertainty. In this sense, this thesis argues that ambivalence is a choice.
Second, plurality—rather than normative discourses of heterosexuality and
dualisms relative to that norm—would allow many more people to be comfortable
with their sexuality and human desires. The thesis clarifies that there is an important
relationship between plurality, liminality and ambivalence that enables ambivalence
to become a new discourse with recognisable elements. These elements emerged
clearly when Foucault’s Matrix of Practical Reason (p. 67) was utilised to analyse and
deconstruct the technologies of the self articulated by the women in this study.
Third, coming out as anything other than heterosexual is a complicated and
ongoing process of cognitive negotiation (often of minutiae), which can be strongly
influenced by an individual’s internalised homophobia. There was an indication from
some of the women that their own inbuilt homophobia was an obstacle to them
moving unfettered through some social situations. It is exactly this internalised
homophobia that a discourse of ambivalence targets. That is, internalisation was one
of the processes that could become instrumental in improving the chances of plurality
and fluidity or liminality being legitimate. The women internally constructed how
others would see them because of how they themselves felt about their own aberrant
sexuality. This construction then directed how they might respond to certain situations
or, indeed, often directed their lives. As ambivalent subjects, they could be satisfied
with being many things at once. For these women, many situations were negotiated in
terms of language (non-specific pronouns, omissions) practices (messing up unused
hotel room beds) and the crossing of boundaries around sexualities in spaces that
appeared to be private but were not (hiding inside the home by drawing curtains;
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making up a ‘bogus’ bedroom so that family and or visitors did not suspect two
women were sharing a double bed and life), and vice versa.
While important and interesting, these contributions to knowledge also locate
this study within an emergent understanding of modern sexuality where the cultural
illumination of social justice and equality are driving legislation in democratic
nations. For example, in Germany, as of the 1 November 2013, it was legal to leave
the gender category on birth certificates blank or to indicate a third sex. In Australia
(since 2011) and New Zealand (since 2012), a person can legally mark their gender as
‘X’ on their passports. These are clear indicators that people’s desires and sexualities
are diverse and that, institutionally, this is requiring recognition. These ideas support
the notion that there is no natural, immovable truth about sexuality, love and desire or
the socio-cultural institutions that support these.
As discussed in this thesis, the extra-discursive has also constituted an
important conceptual theme in order to capture the distinctions of object and
subject—a space ‘in between’ that functions as a way of understanding the
complexities of lived sexualities. Again, this relates to a discourse of ambivalence that
allowed some of the women who love women to maintain a coherent, normative
subjectivity by bracketing out their sexuality—some kept it secret from all others, or
shared it in only certain spaces with particular persons. Others resisted the notion of a
coherent sexual subject and celebrated their sexual fluidity as narratives of resistance
to what was deemed ‘normal’. In so doing, they selected or rejected language and
spaces, and shifted public and private boundaries to move more freely in what they
saw as restrictive contexts. So an extra-discursive space, or situations or language that
‘slipped’ through the cracks of dominant discourses and expectations of gendered
behaviours or understandings, provided many of the women with a dimension or
discourse to be who they felt they ‘really’, ‘truly’ were, even if only for a moment or
in one context.

Conclusion
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Conclusion
The times in which the women interviewed for this research grew up were
among the most dynamic in the history of sexual liberation and in the visibility of
sexual difference. The majority of the women grew up in the 70s and 80s, and have
remained in the closet or only stepped out into clearly defined spaces when and where
they felt safe. The second decade of the 21st century is a very different time:
I look at the baby dykes now; the ones in their late teens and early
twenties, and I feel so happy for them. They hold hands walking down the
street. They kiss in public! Do I feel envious? Yes, I do. Not so much that I
wish I could have done that, I mean, I do wish that, but also, I don’t think
they realise that to be where they are was such a massive struggle. Still is
a struggle. (Vivienne, 57, manager)
Culturally, there has been a significant shift in social acceptance of sexual
diversity. This remains contextual however. It is neither global, nor pervasive in any
one culture or country. Australia still does not have marriage equality. There remain
instances in any sexual minority’s life when they will be asked about their ‘husband’
or ‘wife’; when they are vilified and or physically abused for being different. But the
law now is less tolerant of these instances and this sends a clear message that it should
not be tolerated by anyone. Change still only occurs piecemeal and over time, and
there are still battles to be fought. Research is one way of opening up a clearer
understanding of the lives of people experiencing such change.
In this study, I conducted a critical, feminist analysis utilising interviews with
women living in both England and Australia. The main aim of the research was to
explore the ways in which women understand their sexual selves within a dualistic
cultural paradigm that is scaffolded by heteronormativity. All of the women
interviewed told stories of growing up as girls that spoke to both acquiescence and
resistance to dominant cultural discourses.
One of the strengths of this study was its attempt to work a conversation
between Butler, Foucault and Goffman that would reveal a different way of thinking
about the construction of sexualities. This moved the literature in this area of research
forward in significant ways that include ideas about coming out, plurality politics and
justice.
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Qualitative Research
Qualitative research is easily marginalized as merely interesting, but not
‘really’ research because the capacity for generalisability is questionable or indeed not
the goal (Braun & Clarke 2013). Addressing these concerns does not mean adopting,
or even adapting, the procedures of quantitative approaches and attempting to imitate
the kinds of random samples drawn, or comparing the study population to wider ones.
Instead, it involves thinking through what kind of relationship the study findings have
to other populations and settings, and unpacking exactly what inferences can be
drawn from the data analysis. The participants in this research were selected
purposefully for their capacity to provide information, in this instance, about their
lives growing up as girls. An unpredictable consequence of asking the participants
what it was like growing up as girls, was that all of them focused on how they
perceived the times of their girlhoods. Given the ages of the women stretched from
19-57 years, this made the contexts of their growing up both interesting in scope, but
also complicated the theoretical terrain in that it stretched across the 1950s – 1990s –
some 40 years during the most profound social changes for women. The production of
knowledge in qualitative research is ‘context-bound’ (Braun & Clarke 2013, p. 280)
and the interest is focused on the details of the researched phenomena. The aim of
such research then is to make logical generalisations to a theoretical understanding of
a similar class of phenomena rather than probabilistic generalisations to a population
(Popay et al. 1998), to reveal taken for granted assumptions. Future research
exploring similar time periods with women of comparable demographics would
potentially provide a very different snapshot. Each narrative provides its own worth in
telling us about real life.

The study is limited in having focused on two dimensions of sexual identity
only - heterosexuality and lesbianism. Although several women had been in intimate
relationships with both men and women, none identified as bisexual, and this raises
questions about bisexuality being perhaps linked to the in-between – neither one nor
the other (Hemmings 2003). The women did not identify as bisexual in terms of a
stable identity, but as its undoing. This is interesting, and worthy of further research.
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My initial intent was to speak with women who had been in heterosexual
relationships and then moved into intimate relationships with women, but once I
began talking about the research in wider social circles and advertised for
interviewees, it became evident that women in all kinds of relationships wanted to be
interviewed. Self-selection of participants, straight and gay, may have diluted the
findings, but their narratives are stories inside of which are nuanced riches – ‘worlds
within worlds’ that would not be heard otherwise.

Researcher as instrument
The need to acknowledge power differentials and to also make responsible
decisions as a feminist (Webb, 1993, p. 420) remained important considerations.
Despite attempts to overcome issues of inequality between researcher and
participants, they could not be wholly eliminated. I still set the agenda despite
interviews being interactive. I took charge of their words to be later objectified by
analyses (Oakley 1981). Despite the care taken to equalise relationships between
researcher and participants, I was the one who asked some of them if they wanted to
be interviewed; I knew many of the participants, therefore making it difficult to
support any adverse or negative findings. Even letting them read and edit transcripts
for inaccuracies created a tension between wanting, on the one hand, to account for
their lives on their terms, and then on the other, theoretically analyzing the interview
data within wider cultural contexts (Ribbens, 1989).

Future directions
All participants were sent a copy of the thesis when it was completed. There
were some discussions/comments fed back to me in emails and through face-to-face
interactions. Some of the women whom I know well, and see relatively frequently
have said little or nothing. There was no capacity to act on these interactions (or lack
of) as part of the PhD project, yet the issue of silence and what some of them had to
say is worthy of note:
I can’t believe I said some of those things! And what you said about some
of the stories I told you! I’ve never thought about what was going on at a
deeper level, like when I got drunk to sleep with girls. I mean, I knew why,
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but to think about it in terms of the bigger picture. I don’t know, it makes
me feel sad (Elizabeth, 27, registered nurse)
When I press Elizabeth she talks about the apparent subtlety of the homophobic world
in which she lives and how other, and older women still struggle with it in ways that
curtail their lives. She is happy that she is maturing in more liberal times.
Sinthia’s (38, police officer) female partner spoke at length with me one
evening after having read my thesis. She said that she couldn’t believe how much it
resonated with her:
You’re telling the story of my life! I wish I’d known all this and how there
were probably so many other women like me out there. It’s just awful.
(Sinthia’s partner, 45, manager)
I ask her if she thinks she may ever step out of the closet:
No!! No. Well, maybe. I’m out of it a little bit. I’m out here in my home,
with all of you. (Sinthia’s partner, 45, manager)
Like Julie, Sinthia’s partner has made a private place where she can be herself. She
seems content with that and can see no reason to be out anywhere else. Sinthia’s
partner grew up in a small, country town with a very strict Catholic upbringing. To
this day only one of her siblings knows that Sinthia is her intimate partner. No one at
her workplace knows that she identifies as lesbian. She gets Sinthia to drop her at
least 500 metres from work so that no one will see her get out of the car.
This seems to be the next step in the story. The more these stories are told, or
importantly, heard, the more will be understood about the disparate lives of people at
the margins of what is believed to be ‘normal’. Once the world is more understanding,
and hence more accepting of pluralisms, the more crowded those margins will
become until they are blurred or invisible.
In a totally pluralistic world we would potentially all be mainstream/normal
and there would be many more life trajectory options for everyone. Finding a partner,
falling in love, getting married, having children and living ‘happily ever after’ would
not be the only normative narrative option, nor would it be the option only for those
who are heterosexual. Yet it is not that simple. There is a tension in this idea between
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such a position of sexual pluralism and Queer politics. Yes, plurality would include a
wider representation of sexualities and this would work to destabilise
heteronormativity as singular and overarching. But clearly sexual pluralism has its
limits—there would still be outsiders to a more diverse range of insiders. So, the idea
of a normative plurality is possibly a more conservative theoretical and political space
of imagining an improvement in sexual justice. As Queer recognises diversity, it will
still, at the same time, exclude those that lack status hierarchies in particular contexts
(for example, those who are black, economically poor, uneducated, and have
disability challenges). So, there are limitations to the proposal that sexual plurality is a
social possibility. However, it is a goal that can be met piecemeal, in law (marriage
equality) and in everyday interactions where people imagine sexual plurality (not
everyone is straight) and this may open up a future that is more receptive to a shift
towards a more just society.
Perhaps only those who exist on the margins would be affected by such
changes:
One might wonder what “opening up possibilities” finally is, but no one
who has understood what it is to live in the social world as what is
“impossible,” illegible, unrealizable, unreal, and illegitimate is likely to
pose that question (Butler 1999, p. viii).
In posing questions about possibilities, everyone is potentially offered more
options for living lives less constrained by a normative social order. Normal does not
necessarily mean natural, or right, or best. Such a connotation sets up everyone for
lives that are less just and equitable. Possibilities are only that, and the research
presented in this thesis has added to the idea that change is possible—what can be
learned can be unlearned.
This is important because the lives of women can be less advantageous within
social structures that may affect their capacities to engage in ways that do not
necessarily reflect dominant ideologies. To be intelligible within such social
structures, these women’s lives and the ways in which they negotiate them need to be
understood as different and that they often sit outside, or at the margins of hegemonic
discourses. It does not make them ‘illegitimate’ or ‘impossible’; rather, the social
conditions in which they exist reduces their visibility, leading to misunderstandings.
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Recognising the social construction of femininity and the subject positions available
to women highlights the marginalisation of women’s experiences. What is needed is
the acceptance of different, plural subject positions and forms of subjectivity. For this
to happen, social conditions need to be reconstructed and it needs to be understood
that present sexual limitations are not natural or necessary.
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Appendix I – Draft interview questions
After each question (if appropriate) ask if they can provide any examples, anecdotes,
stories to illustrate – listen for prompts.
1. Can you tell me what growing up as a girl was like for you?
2. a) How did you imagine your future life would be?
b) How do you account for that?
c) What were the key images/ideas that shaped them? (eg Mr Right, happy families,
motherhood as natural)
d) Has it turned out any different to what you expected?
e) Why do think that is?
3. Were there certain expectations from say, your family or others that you would live a
particular life?
4. How did you know this – what were the clues/tips?
5. Do you get a sense that your life is mapped out for you? That there’s a kind of script we
all follow?
6. When did you first understand that you had sexual feelings?
7. Was this about wanting sex or something else? (love, romance – were you sexual subject
or object?).
8. I’d like to read you a quote now and if you could, tell me what your thoughts are about
it. Could you give examples?
‘Research on women’s and men’s sexualities suggests that women’s sexuality is
more “flexible” than men’s sexuality, that women’s sexuality varies more over the
life course, and that women are more likely than men to identify themselves in ways
that are inconsistent with their sexual behaviours or feelings (Rust, 2000:213)
9. What would you say was your sexual orientation?
10. Is it difficult or easy being this?
11. Do you see this as a choice or that you were born this way?
12. Do you think you can change this?
13. Do you feel that you can be or are a different woman depending on where you are and
who you’re with?
14. Who/how did you think your intimate partner would be?
15. Who was your first sexually intimate experience with and what did you make of it?
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16. What is ‘sex’ to you?
17. Did you or have you ever ‘faked it’?
18. When are you most yourself?
19. What/who constrains you from being yourself anywhere, anytime?
20. How do you think your life might be different if these constraints didn’t exist?
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Appendix II – Information sheet
Exploring women’s experiences of sexuality.
INFORMATION SHEET
Thank you for showing an interest in my project. Before you decide to take part, reading this may
answer some of your questions. If you have any more though, please ask me.
What is the Aim of the Project?
I am studying for my PhD at Griffith University (Brisbane). This is a six-year project during which time I
will be interviewing as many women as I can who show an interest in helping me. I want as broad an
understanding of the important issues as possible so want to talk with any woman over 18 who is
willing to discuss their life experiences with me.
I am hoping that by interviewing women about their intimate lives I will gain insight into their thoughts
and experiences of living as a woman today. I do hope that such an understanding is beneficial to all
women as it clearly explores the ways in which the self is represented in our culture. This will also
highlight women’s sense of personal agency and how this impacts on their ability to move freely in
contemporary life.
What will I be asked to do?
I would like to meet you for an interview that may take approximately one hour. The whole process
would take no more than 1.5 – 2 hours. I will be recording our interview so we should meet
somewhere quiet where our conversation will be private. I am happy to meet wherever is convenient
for you.
Can I Change my mind and Withdraw from the Project?
Yes. At any time without explanation for any reason you can change your mind. If you change your
mind after the interview then let me know and I will send you the recorded interview and anything else
related to it. This would then be yours to dispose of if you wished. Once I am at a point of being ready
to present my thesis this would not be possible but you will have an opportunity to see the transcript
and comment on it before this time.
How will my contribution be used?
I will be recording (either via tape or recording software stored on cd) the interviews and transcriptions
will be made of these. Only my supervisors (in order to assist with interpretation and data analysis) a
transcriber and myself will have access to these materials. This material will be kept confidential at all
times. All tapes or cds will be kept in a locked filing cabinet in my supervisor’s office. The data [audiotapes] will be destroyed at the conclusion of the project but any raw data on which the results of the
project depend will be retained in secure storage for five years, after which it will be destroyed.
Once transcripts have been done I will send you a copy and if you are happy with what has been
transcribed, I will then ask for your written consent for it to be used as part of my thesis.
Your details will also be kept absolutely confidential at all times. Should you wish to receive a
summary of the overall research then this can be arranged in a manner that suits you.
If you feel in any way distressed following your participation in this research you can contact
Relationships Australia for assistance. http://www.relationships.com.au or phone 1300 364 277.
Any Questions?
If you have any questions either now or in the future, please feel free to contact: Debora Osborne
Student Investigator
Telephone: 07 37357986
Email: d.osborne@griffith.edu.au

Margaret Gibson & Sue Lovell (Telephone: 37356401)
Senior Investigators
Telephone: 38757398
margaret.gibson@griffith.edu.au s.lovell@griffith.edu.au
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TITLE OF STUDY: Exploring women’s experiences of sexuality.
CONSENT FORM
I am over 18 and have read the Information Sheet concerning this project and understand
what it is about. All my questions have been answered to my satisfaction. I understand that
I am free to request further information at any stage.
Should I feel in any way distressed following my participation in this research, I can contact
I know that:1. my participation in the project is entirely voluntary;
2.

I am free to withdraw from the project at any time without any disadvantage;

3.

the data [audio-tapes] will be destroyed at the conclusion of the project but any raw data
on which the results of the project depend will be retained in secure storage for five
years, after which it will be destroyed;

4.

I will be asked a number of questions based upon the introductory sheet already given to
me

5.

risks would appear minimal due to anonymity, although discussing such sensitive issues
may cause individual women some level of distress;

6.

there is no remuneration offered for this interview;

7.

the results of the project may be published but my anonymity will be preserved;

8.

should I wish to receive a summary of results of the overall research then I can arrange
to do so with the researcher.

9.

Should I have any complaint or concerns in relation to the ethical conduct of this project
that I can contact an independent person from the University. The University has
determined that the first contact point is the Manager, Research Ethics, Office for
Research, Bray Centre, Nathan Campus, Griffith University (ph 3875 5585 or researchethics@griffith.edu.au).

I agree to take part in this project.

.............................................................................
(Signature of participant)

.............................
(Date)

Anticipated Disclosure
The conduct of this research involves the collection, access and / or use of your
identified personal information. As outlined elsewhere in this information sheet, your
identified personal information may be reported to my senior investigators for advice and
assistance with analysis. Other than this disclosure, the information collected is
confidential and will not be disclosed to third parties without your consent, except to
meet government, legal or other regulatory authority requirements. A de-identified copy
of this data may be used for other research purposes. However, your anonymity will at
all times be safeguarded. For further information consult the University’s Privacy Plan at
www.griffith.edu.au/ua/aa/vc/pp or telephone (07) 3875 5585.
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Appendix III – Griffith University Human Research Ethics
Committee Letter of Approval
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